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English Abstract

This study aimed at investigating the effectiveness of a training program based on idioms
to enhance speaking skills for English majors – Education section- at Al-Azhar University-Gaza.
To achieve the aim of the study, the researcher used the quasi experimental approach (one group
design with pre and posttest). The sample of the study was purposely selected from the 3rd level
female students of the Faculty of Education at Al-Azhar University-Gaza. The sample of the
study consisted of (25) English major students who enrolled in the conversation course (2015).
The researcher designed a training program full of speaking activities (dialogue, discussion,
creative ideas) related to teaching idioms which were carefully and purposely chosen to fit for
discussions during the program and its lessons. These lessons were based on idioms which were
used in teaching the target group. An oral speaking test was designed and validated as a pre and
post-test.

Data were analyzed statistically by using Wilcoxon test to measure the differences in the
performance of the paired group in the pre and the post test. Wilcoxon Test was used to measure
the differences in speaking skills at each level of the three sub-skills (fluency, accuracy, and
vocabulary) for the target group in the posttest.
The results proved that there were statistically significant differences at (a ≤ 0.05) in the
mean scores between the pre and post oral speaking test of the target group in each level of
speaking skills in favor of the posttest.

In the light of these findings, the researcher recommended the necessity of carrying out
training courses for students to be good at productive language skills and encouraging English
major students to use idioms in speaking in different situations.
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Chapter One
Overview
1.1 Introduction
The target of this chapter is to present the overview, statement of the problem, research
questions, hypotheses, purpose of the study, significance of the study, and definition of terms. In
addition, the chapter aims to present the limitations and procedures of the study.
Language is a systematic means of communication by the use of sounds or conventional
symbols. It is a system for sharing ideas and feelings by using sounds, signs and gestures. Also,
language is something gorgeous to human beings; it distinguishes humans from all other living
beings. As Lennon (1989) says that idioms are the colorful side of languages, are one of the
symbols used while we are communicating our thoughts and feelings. They are used to give
vivacity and richness to the language by using the existing words, combining them in a new
sense and creating new meanings, just like a work of art.
Figurative idioms, although neglected before the 20th century, have received a great deal
of attention from pedagogical view in recent years; they have been partly used because of the
growing awareness that these inseparable aspects of human language are very frequent in
everyday language. Cooper (1999) argues that idioms play an essential role in foreign language
learning and remarks that most English speakers utter about 20 million idioms per lifetime;
hence, using proper figurative language would be a mark of native-like speech in every
language. He also points out that comprehending and producing idioms present language learners
with particular vocabulary learning problems as idioms are figurative expressions that do not
mean what the individual words literally state, and they are so frequently encountered in both
spoken and written discourse.
According to Asl (2013), idioms are important for speaking because one of the keys in
English communication is the speaking ability. Speakers, mainly students and learners, of
English have to master English speaking skills so that they can carry out conversations with
others, give ideas and exchange information with the interlocutors who know the situations all
over the world. Wulandari (2009) also states that students should master speaking in English
especially in daily conversations because conversation is the foundation to communicate with
foreigners.
Speaking is one of the basic skills and requires communicative competence,
pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary, fluency, accuracy, comprehension and gesture in order to
manage a good communication process. These elements are needed to measure the capability of
the students in speaking using appropriate techniques. Brown (1994) states that speaking is a
2

skill in producing oral language and is not only an utterance but also a tool of communication. It
occurs when two or more people interact with each other aiming at maintaining social
relationship among them. In this sense, Widdowson (1994) clarifies that speaking is the active
production skill and use of oral production. It is the capability of someone to communicate orally
with others.
Meanwhile, teaching and learning idioms are one of the most problematic and difficult
areas in second language acquisition because most of them have an arbitrary nature. As
Charteris-black (2002) states, figurative idioms are challenging for SL teachers and learners
because the meanings of many idioms do not arise from the sum of their grammatical and lexical
parts, causing difficulties in the systematic instructions of idioms in SL classrooms. As a result,
applying a proper approach to teach idioms has always been of overwhelming interest among
language teachers.
In fact, Palestinian students often find some difficulties in mastering speaking skills. AlGhussain (2001) shows that teachers of English language raise a lot of complaints regarding
students’ low level in oral production (speaking) among the 10th grade students at the secondary
schools. Therefore, students of English Language need more opportunities to practice English
and use it communicatively inside and outside the language classrooms. Florze and Burt (2001)
emphasize that pair and group work activities can provide learners with opportunities in order to
communicate and speak fluently and accurately. As Cook (1996) suggests, such opportunities for
speaking and communication ―force the students to use communication strategies whether they
want to or not‖ (p. 90).
Using idioms in teaching English is expected to help teachers improve their students'
speaking ability in classroom and to be a necessity in the process of teaching English as a foreign
language (EFL). Moreover, using idioms in conversations and speaking activities might help
mastering accurate and fluent speaking skills as stated by Celce-Murcia (2008, p.46). Notably,
very few teachers are aware of the effects of idioms in communication and speaking skills. They
may have encountered difficulties in choosing a suitable teaching method, selecting idioms, and
explaining the use of an idiom in its appropriate contexts. Thus, many teachers tend to avoid
idioms in their language and teaching in general.
1.2 Statement of the Problem
In fact, speaking is one of the important and essential skills that require a lot of practice
to communicate. People who have ability of speaking will receive the information better. No
doubt, language is not only taught and learned, but it is used as a habit. Therefore, students of
English must be able to speak English well because people identify the English mastery with
3

their English speaking skills. From the researcher`s short experience as a teacher and a trainee,
she noticed that many teachers teach students conventionally only to memorize the vocabulary,
ask the students to open the exercise book, read the task, and then do the exercise. Then, the
teacher asks the students to write the words without asking the student to use them in real
communication.
Teaching and learning English have long been a difficult task for both EFL students and
teachers in Palestine due to some reasons such as lack of resources and little contact with the
target language. Among different components of a language (grammar, vocabulary, idioms,
expressions…) learning the idioms is probably the most difficult task to be accomplished. In one
hand, learning idioms has always been a big problem for students, especially foreign language
learners. On the other hand, any foreign language learner knows that idioms are essential and
their shortage leads to a feeling of insecurity. According to Glucksberg (2001) the meaning of
the idioms can be guessed from the meaning of one of their subcomponents but usually the
meaning is completely different, this is the reason why they are so tricky for students. Applying
idioms lessons and using audios are two methods that seem to be beneficial and might offer
learners opportunities to learn the idioms in better ways. Although their positive effect on
students has been proved, few studies have been done to show the effectiveness of using idioms
to improve speaking skills. Therefore, an attempt has been made in this study to investigate the
effectiveness of a Training Program Based on idioms to Enhance Speaking Skills for English
Majors at Al-Azhar University- Gaza.
1.3 Research Questions
The problem is stated in the following main question:
What is the effectiveness of a training program based on idioms to enhance speaking
skills for English majors at Al-Azhar University – Gaza?
To answer the study's main question, the researcher addressed the secondary questions:
1. To what extent is an idiom-based training program effective in enhancing English speaking
skills for English majors at Al-Azhar University-Gaza?
2. Are there any statistically significant differences at (a ≤ 0.05) in the mean scores due to
fluency domain in the pre and post tests of the experimental group?
3. Are there any statistically significant differences at (a ≤ 0.05) in the mean scores due to
vocabulary domain in the pre and post test of the experimental group?
4. Are there any statistically significant differences at (a ≤ 0.05) in the mean scores due to
accuracy domain in the pre and post tests of the experimental group?

4

1.4 Research Hypotheses
The following hypotheses have been derived from the main question:
1. There are statistically significant differences at (a ≤ 0.05) in the mean scores due to speaking
skills in the pre and post tests of the experimental group?
2. There are statistically significant differences at (a ≤ 0.05) in the mean scores due to fluency
domain in the pre and post tests of the experimental group?
3. There are statistically significant differences at (a ≤ 0.05) in the mean scores due to
vocabulary domain in the pre and posts test of the experimental group?
4. There are statistically significant differences at (a ≤ 0.05) in the mean scores due to accuracy
domain in the pre and post tests of the experimental group?
1.5 The Purpose of the Study
This study aims at achieving these objectives:
1. Designing and implementing an idiom based program.
2. Exploring the effectiveness of idioms on developing speaking skills for the university
students in Gaza.
3. Providing the teachers and students who seek to develop speaking skills through using
idioms with some recommendations, suggestions and pedagogical implications.

1.6 The Significance of the Study
Idioms are an important part of any language in human cultures. In this sense, Moreno
(2011) holds that idioms are "the grease that makes language flow and thus … contributes to an
overall level of communicative competence and speaking capabilities."
In the light of the importance of idioms for speaking, the study will be useful for the following
reasons:
1. It explores the importance of using idioms in enhancing students' speaking skills.
2. It can be used to reinforce English majors' achievements in English language, mainly
improving their speaking skills.
3. It encourages teachers of English language to design relevant situational contexts and use
idioms to improve the speaking mastery.
4. It

provides

benefits

for

English

Language

university

teachers

for

enriching

conversation/speaking courses and materials with idiom-based lessons and activities.
5. It makes the learning of idioms an enjoyable experience not a tough or a rigid material.
5

1.7 Definition of the Terms

The researcher included some operational definitions of the key terms to support the
readers' easy understanding in this thesis. They are as follows:

1.7.1 Effectiveness:
Webopedia (2013) clarifies that it is the capability of producing a desired result. When
something is deemed effective, it means it has an intended or expected outcome, or produces a
deep, vivid impression Based on the researcher's experience; it is the degree of improvement in
the students' speaking skills in English language as a result of using a training program based on
idioms.

1.7.2 A Training Program:
It is a set of lessons designed in a coherent and consistent manner. It includes a range of
experiences, skills, activities, methods, strategies of teaching and assessment in order to improve
the speaking skills for English majored students.

1.7.3 An Idiom:
An idiom is a phrase or sentence whose meaning is not clear from the meaning of
individual words and which must be learnt formally and informally as a whole unit in a spoken
or written way (Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary, 1999).

1.7.4 Speaking Skills:
In this research, speaking skills mean the students' ability to accurately and fluently
speak, to make a dialogue, to discuss some topics and to practice English language in daily life
communication. The study stressed on the following skills:
-Fluency: which means here the students are able to use and utter idioms quickly or
easily in a given context.
- Accuracy: means the ability to use and speak idioms without making mistakes.
-Vocabulary: means the ability to use a collection of idioms and idiomatic phrases
usually alphabetically arranged and explained or defined.

6

1.7.5 English Majors:
The third level female students who study English Language – Education Section - at Al
Azhar University- Gaza

1.8 Limitations of the Study
1. The researcher applied the current study on the third- level English Majors.
2. The study was applied on female English Majors, so its findings are limited to female
students at AUG.
3. The study was only applied to one group.
4. The researcher applied an IBTP as a course for one month.
5. The study was limited to the following speaking skills: vocabulary, fluency and accuracy.
6. The study was applied in the second semester of the university year (2014-1015).
1.9 Procedures of the Study
The following procedures were followed in order to answer the questions of the study and
investigate the hypotheses:
1. Reviewing the related literature and previous studies related to speaking skills rubric and using
selected idioms.
2. Designing the instruments of the study which include
a. A list of idioms for the lesson plans to be used by the students to develop their speaking skills.
b. A training program that has a number of activities and lessons in which the researcher uses
idioms to enhance speaking skills in real situations.
c. Pre and post test including the speaking skills, teacher's guide and lesson plans based on
idioms.
d. Oral speaking rubric to identify student's speaking skills and to record the students' marks in
the speaking oral test (pre and post test).
3. Checking the validity and reliability of the study tool.
4. Applying the pre-test on the sample of the study.
5. Implementing the program.
6. Applying the post test on the sample of the study.
7. Analyzing the collected data by statistical means.
8. Discussing the results and interpreting the hypotheses of the study.
9. Presenting the suggestions and the recommendations in the light of the results
7

1.10

Summary
The first chapter introduced the topic of the thesis to the reader. The critical part of this

chapter was to establish the statement of the problem and research questions. Basically, the
researcher justified to the reader why it was necessary to study this topic and what research
questions my study had to answer. Usually, the topic centered on a particular problem area that
the researcher wanted to focus on and here the researcher focused on IBTP. Moreover, this
chapter included the overview (the introduction related to the problem), statement of the problem
(information about idioms and speaking), the purpose of the study (the goals of the study),
research questions (what questions the study proposed to answer), and other significant sections.
In this chapter, she supported all my claims and positions by using citations from empirical
research studies, papers and data and websites.
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Chapter Two
Theoretical Framework
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Chapter Two
Theoretical Framework
2.1 Introduction

Chapter two introduces the reader to the research literature related to the topic. The
critical part of writing this is to identify the most relevant and significant research related to
her topic rather than conduct an exhaustive search. Basically, the researcher informs the
reader of the critical studies that have been conducted related to this topic. This provides
the reader with the background information that he or she needs to understand the problems
related to her topic. The literature review also provides the justification for her study as she
indicates the gaps and weaknesses in the existing research. Chapter two also provides
credibility to her study as it shows you have done your ―homework‖ in reading the research
for this topic, and her study is ―grounded‖ in the research. In other words, the thesis does
not simply appear from thin air; instead, it develops because there is a need to conduct the
study, and it will contribute to the body of research related to this problem.

2.2 Part One: Idioms

Idioms, as means of non-literal language, have a great extent of use in everyday
language of native speakers. They carry a metaphorical sense that makes their
comprehension difficult, since their meanings cannot be deduced from the meaning of their
constituent parts. The frequent, spontaneous and appropriate use of idioms is usually a mark
of good English and an indicator of native or near native mastery of the language. Although
idioms are not always grammatical, they are established, accepted and used by native
speakers of the language with fixed structures and meanings. Idioms are expressions that
have specific meanings which are cultural specific, and their usage is most often seen as an
integral part of colloquial speech, and they are highly reflected in people‘s everyday
conversation and communication in general (Makkai, 1972).
An idiom is ―a group of two or more words which are chosen together in order to
produce a specific meaning or effect in speech or writing‖ (Sinclair, 1991, p. 172). In other
words, an idiom is an expression whose meaning is figurative that is known only through
common use by English native and native-like speakers. According to Gibbs (1987), he
clarifies that learning English idioms and expressions is just one way of improving your
communication skills in English speaking countries. There are other factors to consider as
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well, such as verbal and nonverbal communication skills, cross cultural communication
issues, miscommunication problems, and so on.

2.2.1 The Definition of an Idiom
Longman Dictionary of Idioms (1992) refers to the idioms‘ metaphorical rather than
literal nature and argues that ―they are also more or less invariable or fixed in form or order
in a way that makes them different from literal expressions. Because they are metaphorical,
one cannot usually discover their meanings by looking up the individual words in an
ordinary dictionary.‖ (p. viii). Meanwhile, Langlotz (2006) argues that

the colorful

linguistic spectrum of expressions called ‗idioms‘ directly reflects the considerable
difficulties linguists face in finding an appropriate definition and classification of these
linguistic phenomena and to explain their grammatical behavior. The heterogeneity of
idiomatic expressions stands in a dialectical relation to the abundance of linguistic
terminology developed to capture and classify these constructions (p. 2).
For his part, Palmer (1986) also advocates the view of genuine idiom as a phrase
containing more than one word whose meaning is unpredictable from the individual constituents
the idiom contains. He further adds that although semantically they behave like single words,
grammatically they cannot be perceived as such as idioms generally do not undergo changes
(e.g. cannot form the past tense), (p. 36). Also, Čermák (2007) characterizes an idiom as ―a
unique and fixed combination of at least two elements some of which do not function in the same
way in any other combination (of the kind) or occur in a highly restricted number‖ (p. 142).
Moreover, he adds that the main and substantial feature typical of idioms is anomaly, which is
―omnipresent in phraseology in different degrees and shades, it is its constitutive feature‖ (p. 82).
Martin Everaert (2010) defines an idiom from a rather broad perspective and states that it
is always a conventionalized multiword expression: ―Idioms are conventionalized linguistic
expressions which can be decomposed into potentially meaningful components and exhibit cooccurrence restrictions that cannot be explained in terms of rule-governed morphosyntactic or
semantic restrictions‖ (p. 81). For him, the notion of ‗idioms‘ encompasses ―all formulaic
expressions including sayings, proverbs, collocations…‖ (p. 77). A more complex and difficult
definition is offered by Langlotz (2006). According to him, ―an idiom is an institutionalized
construction that is composed of two or more lexical items and has the composite structure of a
phrase or semi-clause, which may feature constructional idiosyncrasy. An idiom primarily has an
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ideational discourse-function and features figuration, i.e. its semantic structure is derivationally
non-compositional.
Moreover, it is considerably fixed and collocationally restricted.‖ (p. 5). Thus Langlotz
sees an idiom as a multiword conventionalized expression which is non-compositional may
prove signs of irregularity, and its function is to communicate experience or events.
Nevertheless, he importantly notes that definitions of idioms are never clear-cut as the
expressions‘ discursive functions mutually overlap. In addition, it is important to take into
consideration all the dimensions intrinsic to idioms and evaluate them individually on a scale
according to their ―degree of idiomaticity‖ (p. 5).
2.2.2 The Characteristics of Idioms

Idioms occupy a region in a multidimensional lexical space, characterized by a
number of distinct properties such as semantic, syntactic, poetical, discursive and
rhetorical, and these characteristics of the idioms are as the following:
1. Conventionality/Institutionalization: Both terms are commonly used, and Fernando (1996)
states that ―idioms are conventionalized expressions, conventionalization being the end result
of initially ad hoc, and in this sense, novel expressions‖ (p. 3). He further adds that this
feature is directly linked to the currency with which a speech community uses the given
idiom, and thus cannot be considered of a typically linguistic nature (lexicogrammatical or
semantic) (p. 66).
2. Non-compositionality: it represents a semantic feature of an idiom which is often claimed to
be one of the primary properties ascribed to it. Non-compositionality indicates that ―the
meaning of the whole idiom cannot be predicted from the meanings of its respective
components‖ (Kavka, 2003, p. 30). This feature can be also referred to as semantic opacity
(Fernando, 1996, p. 3).
3. Compositeness: It states the fact that ―idioms are multi-word units that consist of two or more
lexical constituents‖ (Langlotz, 2006, p. 3). However, as Fernando (1996) points out, certain
linguists assign the status of an idiom even to one-word expressions (p. 3).
4. Inflexibility: ―Idioms are frozen in ways that other expressions are not. Apparently innocent
changes in wording or structure often make the idiomatic reading of a sentence in which an
idiom occurs unavailable, or at least strained.‖ (Egan, 2007, p. 383). Fernando (1996) uses the
term fixity/relative fixity and claims: ―the less the possibility of replacing the words of an
idiom the stronger its status as a word-like unit‖ (pp. 52-53). Other linguists speak, for
instance, about fixedness or frozenness.
12

5. Figuration: ―idioms typically involve metaphors, hyperboles, or other kinds of figuration‖
(Langlotz, 2006, p. 9). In addition, Kavka (2003) remarks: ―idiomatic expressions…use words
in a non-literal sense or unusual manner in order to add vividness, beauty, etc. to what is
being said/written‖ (p. 17).
6. Constructional idiosyncrasy: This term is used by Langlotz (2006) and denotes ―the presence
of idiosyncratic (and irregular) lexical items and grammatical patterns‖ (p. 4) in idioms. In
other words, idioms often contain unconventional words or phrases and may demonstrate
illogical and grammatically incorrect structures which make them more memorable.
7. Proverbiality: It is a feature defined by Langlotz (2006), who claim that ―idioms are
typically used to describe – and implicitly, to explain – a recurrent situation of particular
social interest…in virtue of its resemblance or relation to a scenario involving homey,
concrete things and relations‖ (p. 7). To sum up, idioms reflect people‘s everyday experience,
which is then projected into their language.
8. Informality: The notion refers to the reality of idioms‘ being ascribed to rather informal or
colloquial registers; to their connection with oral culture and popular speech (Egan, 2008, p.
493).
9. Affect: ―Idioms are typically used to imply a certain evaluation or affective stance toward
the things they denote. A language doesn‘t ordinarily use idioms to describe situations that are
regarded neutrally…‖ (Egan, 2008, p. 493).
2.2.3 English as a Second/Foreign Language and Idioms
There are very few studies on English idioms and second language learning and
teaching. The reason for this may lie in the general lack of attention vocabulary has long
suffered from in linguistics. It is also only recently that the focus of attention has shifted
slightly from single words towards larger blocks and elements in the lexicon (Cacciari and
Tabossi, 1993, p. xiii). They also argue that the difficulty of accurately characterizing
idioms and figurative language altogether is high. Views on whether or not to teach
idioms in L2 varies from one extreme to another. Some teachers see that idioms as
something that perhaps cannot be taught at all since they lack general rules (Sornig, 1988,
p. 285).
However, ―idioms and phraseological units in the broadest sense against their social
background will provide a rich source of general education and increase the pleasure in
foreign language teaching and learning‖ (Gläser,

1988, p. 277). Despite idioms‘

importance in language and despite the dominant role English has among the languages in
the world, English idioms and how they affect second language learners have not been
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widely studied. The few studies there are have concentrated on what kind of idioms ought
to be taught to students, particularly from the point of view of language transfer and of
transparency.

Teaching non-native speakers to actively use and produce idioms in a foreign
language is difficult for both vocabulary and idioms in particular require particular
knowledge not just of the dictionary meaning but also about the word‘s context (O‘Malley
and Chamot, 1990, p. 210-211). However, it does make a good deal to teach non-native
speakers to recognize idioms in a text and to work out their meanings. There are several
methods of working out the meaning of unknown words, some of which are also applicable
to idioms (see e.g. Vaurio, 1998). With idioms, using images and imagination and linking
meaning and form (Ellis, 1997; Nation, 2001, p. 62) is a strategy worth mentioning.
Likewise, using actions, objects and pictures (Nation, 2002, p. 85) are applicable to idioms.
Expanding knowledge on existing idiomatic vocabulary has also been suggested in
communication activities (Nation and Newton,1997, p. 248-251).
One learning strategy that might be well worth applying to the comprehension of
unfamiliar idioms is the keyword method advocated by Hulstjin (1997). His keyword
method involves finding a link between the idioms' words and some known words in order
to get their meanings and reflections (Hulstjin, 1997, p. 210).
2.2.4 Idioms in the Current Study
Generally, the definition of an idiom is fairly widely agreed on as a multi-word
expression that carries a meaning different from the sum of the meanings of the words it
contains (Allan 1986, p. 237, Cruse, 1986, p. 37, Chaika, 1982, p. 200). Glucksberg (2001),
however, claims that idioms cannot be considered to be just long words as they essentially
vary in their predictability. Recognition of an idiom is different from that of an ordinary
word. While spoken words are recognized immediately, idioms, on the other hand, are not
recognized until ―the key word‖ is uttered and ―the idiomatic meaning is activated‖ (p. 71).
Moreover, Glucksberg gives an example of "hit the nail on the head" and remarks that it is
not possible to securely recognize that it is an idiom until the word head is encountered (p.
71).
In the present thesis, idioms which are subject to teaching and analysis are represented
to students in different situations for various purposes, mainly enhancing speaking skills.
The scope within which idioms are used is dynamic real class situations in which students
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learn how to speak fluently and accurately. Idioms are taught and spoken by the students
with the guidance of the researcher. In the present study too, the researcher will functionally
focus thoroughly on the intended basic skills: fluency, accuracy, and vocabulary.

2.3 Part Two: Speaking Skills
Speaking is a basic language skill that manifests an activity of delivering a massage; it
occurs between a speaker and a listener orally. In this case, Oradee (2012) the speaker and
listener should be able to understand each other that the speaker produces and sends sounds that
involve the massage and the listener receives them for a communicative purpose. Furthermore,
there are some aspects of speaking that should be focused on; they include fluency, accuracy,
vocabulary, pronunciation, and comprehensibility. In the following part, the researcher mentions
certain definitions of speaking that are relevant to the major purpose of the thesis.

2.3.1 Definition of Speaking
No doubt, speaking involves an interactive process between listeners and speakers to
convey a message or an idea of any sort. The researcher found a number of resources that
emphasize that speaking expresses or communicates opinions, feelings, ideas, and thoughts.
Bygate (1987) argues that learners need to be able to speak with confidence and fluency not only
with the purpose of learning a foreign or second language but also because it is a medium to
social solidarity, and a vehicle to make or lose friends. Cunningham & Edmonds (1999) believe
that speaking is more than producing words. It means that the speaker should know which words
should be used at an appropriate moment, the amount of stress and intonation in a sentence, to
use grammar forms exactly, to make use of the appropriate lexicon that is comprehensible for the
listeners, to use gestures and body language, to determine the adequate vocabulary, speech, and
to check the listeners comprehension of the discourse. This is why speaking is not considered as
an act of merely producing words, but a more complex skill that involves many actions, such as
turn taking, questioning, adequate use of stress and intonation, etc.
Moreover, Luoma (2004) states that speaking contains phrases and clauses, dialogues that
were previously prepared, and spontaneous dialogues; also there is a variation in speaking,
because there is a difference between formal speech and casual speech. The speaking roles, the
purpose of speaking and the context where there is oral interaction may also change. The aspects
mentioned before might be the reason why there are different methods used by researchers
whether in English as a second language or as a first language to approach speaking skills. In
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addition, Channey (1998) stated that "speaking is the process of building and sharing meaning
through the use of verbal and non-verbal symbols in a variety of contexts"( p. 13).
Bryne (1998) says that "speaking is a two way process between speaker and listener and
involves the productive skill of speaking and the respective skill of understanding" (p. 8). In the
same respect, Nunan (2003) agrees with Bryne that "speaking is the productive oral skill and it
consists of producing systematic verbal utterance to convey meaning" (p.48). Also, Mackey and
Gass (2005) summarize oral expression as follows: " Oral expressions involve not only the use
of the right sounds in the right patterns of rhythm and intonation but also the choice of words and
inflections in right order to convey the right meaning"(p. 9).

Andryani (2012) adds that

"speaking skill is the ability to speak target language to communicate with others that consists of
accuracy, fluency, grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation and comprehensibility"(p. 2).
Based on the previous definitions, the researcher concludes that speaking is the process
of sharing with others knowledge, interests, attitudes, opinions or ideas. These are important
aspects of the process of speaking which the speaker's ideas become real to him and his listener.
In general, speaking skill is the ability to say, to address, to make known, to use or be able to use
a given language in the actual communication. So, in the light of these highlighted definitions,
the researcher can compose an operational definition of speaking skill in this study as Speaking
is a skill of comprehending, pronouncing, and being fluent and accurate in using grammar and
vocabulary during the implementation of the program.

2.3.2 Elements of Speaking Skills
Speaking has involved, in a foreign language, several elements that speakers need to
acquire in order to communicate and speak effectively. In learning and teaching speaking, it is
very important for students to acquire the ability to express their thoughts and opinions.
The following are the elements of speaking ability as Thordores (2001, p.23-26) named them
language speaking features:

A-The Connected Speech: The effective speakers of English need to be able not only to
produce individual phonemes of English, but also to use fluent connected speech. Therefore,
teachers should involve students in oral activities designed specifically to improve their
connected speech.
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B-An Expressive Devise: It is the alteration of speech, volume, and stress of utterances to show
the feeling. The use of this devise contributes to the ability to convey meaning. Students should
be able to organize at least some of such supra- segmental features and devices in the same way
if they want to be fully effective communicators.

C-Negotiation Language: It is a way of getting students to practice the language by giving pairs
of students different cards, which each has one of these phrases written on them. Students then
have to use the language forms written on their cards to interrupt and ask some questions.
Therefore, those elements are completely significant for mastering a speaking ability and giving
students opportunities to be good communicators.
For the sake of this thesis, there are three basic domains of speaking to trace and investigate:
fluency, vocabulary, and accuracy.

First: Fluency: Nunan (2003) defines fluency as "the ease and speed with which a student is
able to formulate and generate speech in the target language. It comes mainly through contextual
speaking practice, not drilling with isolated words"(p. 589). It includes producing connected
speech occasionally disrupted by hesitations as students search for correct form of expression,
speaking fluently for an appropriate length of time, responding and showing basic competencies
which are needed for everyday life communication, and elimination of translation and omission
of filler words (ibid, p. 38).
Second: Vocabulary: generally, vocabulary refers to a set of words that one knows in any
language. It usually grows and evolves with age, and serves as a useful and fundamental tool for
communication and acquiring knowledge (Nunan, 2003, p. 445). Also, Graves (2000, as cited in
Taylor, 1990) defines vocabulary as the entire stock of words belonging to a branch of
knowledge or known by an individual. He also states that the lexicon of a language is its
vocabulary, which includes words and expressions. Krashen (1989, as cited in Herrel, 2004)
extends Graves' definition further by stating that lexicon organizes the mental vocabulary in a
speaker's mind. An individual‗s mental lexicon is that person‗s knowledge of vocabulary
(Krashen, 1989, as cited in Herrel, 2004). Miller (1999, as cited in Zimmerman, 2007) states that
vocabulary is a set of words that are the basic building blocks used in the generation and
understanding of sentences It is obvious that vocabulary plays a significant role in the students'
ability to speak the language and master the language skills better. Spoken words contribute to
the listener's impression of the speaker's fluency and keep the conversation going. Using vague
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words such as 'thing' helps the speaker go on regardless of the missing word and at the same time
they appeal to the listeners to understand and supply it if they can.
Third: Accuracy: since accuracy is related to comprehensibility, it is often one aspect of
pronunciation criterion. Luoma (2004) assures that, "it often includes speed, intonation, stress
and rhythm" (p. 22). Nunan (2003) argues that indicators to be taken into consideration include
using correct pronunciation for both familiar and some unfamiliar words, using a variety of
sentences, making few grammatical errors which do not interfere with the message, and making
good use of cohesive devices to connect ideas.

2.3.3 The Notion and Goals of Teaching Speaking for EFL Students
Speaking is a crucial part of foreign language learning and teaching. Despite its
importance, for many years, teaching speaking has been undervalued, and English language
teachers have continued to teach speaking just as a repetition of drills or memorization of
dialogues. However, today's world requires that the goal of teaching speaking should improve
students' communicative skills. Because only in that way, students can express themselves and
learn how to follow the social and cultural rules appropriately in each communicative
circumstances. Nunan (1989) notes that ―mastering the art of speaking‖ as the most important
aspect of learning a language (p. 39). Also, another one says that the most important reason for
teaching speaking is to develop oral fluency, that is, the ability to express oneself intelligibly,
reasonably, accurately and without undue hesitation ( Ur,1996, p. 56). According to Harmer
(1990) the aim of teaching speaking is to train students for communication.
Furthermore, Lawtie (2004) asserted that "the success of learning language is measured in terms
of the ability to carry out a conversation in the target language"(p. 35). Moreover, AlMashharawi (2006) noted that "speaking is fundamental to human communication. If the goal of
teaching language is to enable students to communicate in English, then speaking skills should
be taught and practiced in the language classroom" ( p. 4).
2.3.4 Listening
Listening, as we know, is the skill of understanding spoken language. Listening is an
essential skill, present in most of the activities we carry out throughout our lives, as Lindsay and
Knight (2006) showed that " We listen to a wide variety of things, for example; what someone
says during a conversation, face to face or on the telephone; announcements giving information,
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example, at an airport or railway station; the weather forecast on the radio; a play on the radio;
music and etc." (p. 45).
Besides, Listening is a complex process due to its double psychological and social nature:
Listening is a psychological phenomenon, which takes place on a cognitive level inside people‘s
heads, and a social phenomenon, which develops interactively between people and the
environment surrounding them. Listening is considered as a complex process, which needs to be
understood in order to teach it, and subsequently, evaluate it before integrating it with
phonological aspects and with the skill of speaking. (Bueno, Madrid and McLaren, 2006, p.
282). The aim of teaching listening comprehension is (or should be) to help learner of English
cope with listening in real life, but there is a large variety of different types of listening in real
life such as the following:
(1) Listening to announcements in stations, airports, etc.
(2) Listening to the radio,
(3) Participating in a conversation face-to-face,
(4) Watching TV,
(5) Participating in a meeting, seminar or discussion,
(6) Taking part in a lesson,
(7) Participating in a telephone conversation, among others.
2.3.5 The Listening and Speaking Processes: Importance and Difficulties of Listening in
Language Learning
It has taken many years to give the listening skill the importance it deserves in second
and foreign language learning among the teaching profession. Rivers (1966) claims that
―Speaking does not of itself constitute communication unless what is said is comprehended by
another person. Teaching the comprehension of spoken speech is therefore a primary importance
of the communication aim to be reached‖ (p. 196). However, Morley (1972) notes, ―perhaps an
assumption that listening is a reflex, a little like breathing - listening seldom receives overt
teaching attention in one's native language –has marked the importance and complexity of
listening with understanding in a nonnative language‖ (p. 7).
Contrary to what everybody thinks about foreign language learning, listening competence
is wider than speaking competence. This is the reason why, recently, the language teaching
profession has brought into focus listening comprehension. According to Nunan (2001),
Listening is a six-staged process, consisting of hearing, attending, understanding, remembering,
evaluating and responding. These stages occur in sequence and rapid succession. The first one is
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hearing and has to do with the response caused by sound waves stimulating the sensory receptors
of the ear; hearing is the perception of sound, not necessarily paying attention, you must hear to
listen, but you need not listen to hear. For this, we have attention. It refers to a selection that our
brain focuses on. The brain screens stimuli and permits only a select few to come into focus. The
third stage is understanding, which consists of analyzing the meaning of what we have heard and
understanding symbols we have seen and heard. We must analyze the stimuli we have perceived.
Symbolic stimuli are not only words, they can be sounds like applause or even sights, like a blue
uniform that have symbolic meanings as well. To do this, we have to stay in the right context and
understand the intended meaning. The meaning attached to these symbols is a function of our
past associations and of the context in which the symbols occur for successful interpersonal
communication: the listener must understand the intended meaning and the context assumed by
the sender.
After following with the remembering, it is necessary to make a remark: as it has
mentioned previously, the background knowledge is important and people have to take into
account several points: general factual information, local factual information, socio-cultural
knowledge and knowledge of context. With these factors, the information will be correctly
received. Moreover, remembering is an important Listening process because it means that an
individual, in addition to receiving and interpreting the message, has also added it to the mind‘s
storage bank, which means that the information will be remembered in our mind. But just as our
attention is selective, so too is our memory, what is remembered may be quite different from
what was originally heard or seen. In the penultimate stage, evaluating, the listener evaluates the
message that has been received. It is at this point when active listeners weigh evidence, sort fact
from opinion and determine the presence or absence of bias or prejudice in a message. The
effective listener makes sure that he or she does not begin this activity too soon, as beginning
this stage of the process before a message is completed results in no longer hearing and attending
to the incoming message and, as a result, the Listening process ceases. Finally, we have
Responding, a stage in which, according to the response, the speaker checks if the message has
been received correctly. This stage requires that the receiver complete the process through verbal
or nonverbal feedback, because the speaker has no other way to determine if a message has been
received. Therefore, it is sometimes complicated as we do not have the opportunity to go back
and check comprehension (Nunan, 2001, p. 23).
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Summary
The second chapter discussed the previous research and theory in which the researcher
discovered and developed the research problem. Moreover, it showed the relevance of the
particular theoretical framework for identifying the issues, variables, phenomena or kay factors
to investigate, including the significance of the problem. Also, this chapter synthesized the
literature reviewed, showing that speaking skills and idioms activities as a dynamic way for
enhancing such speaking abilities of English Language's learners and speakers. Teachers were
able to enhance their student‘s speaking ability by using idiom-based activities which increase
students' talk, promote their interaction for communicative purposes, and make them feel
comfortable to speak everything. Thus, idiom-based activities were an interesting technique to
apply in the classroom. In this light, the teacher first gave simple explanation about the activity,
reviewed the idiomatic vocabulary needed for the activity, and encouraged interactive dialogues
and self-expression, following the steps of each lesson and implementing them. All may help in
developing student‘s speaking ability.
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Previous Studies
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Chapter Three
Previous Studies

3.1 Introduction

This chapter describes and evaluates in details the various studies which are related to the
current study. It consists of two parts; the first one explores the studies related to developing and
teaching speaking skills as an essential part of the study and the second part presents studies
related to idioms and idiomatic expressions and their use and role in enhancing speaking skills.
Furthermore, the second chapter shows both the main foundation points and the opposing
viewpoints, controversies in interpretation, or contrary findings relevant to the study. Also, it
justifies the selection of the particular methods of data collection, by discussing how the previous
researches support the use of those methods for obtaining the data about the research questions
of the study. Previous studies may arrive at conclusions that provide direct evidence of the
acceptability of the point. They also support a point by showing how it flows reasonably from
established findings.
3.2 Studies Related to Speaking skills

Baniabdelrahman (2013)
This quasi- experimental study aimed at examining the effect of using shared oral diaries
on the EFL Saudi First year university students‘ speaking proficiency. It used one male and one
female EFL Saudi First year university students' classroom sections to represent the experimental
group and one male and one female classroom sections to represent the control group. An
equivalent speaking proficiency test, developed by the researcher, was applied on the control and
the experimental groups before the study started to ensure their equivalence; and was also used
as a post-test. The results of the post-test revealed significant differences between the mean
scores of the experimental group and the mean scores of the control group in favor of the
experimental group. The current researcher benefited from this study in developing an oral test
for students' ability in speaking and in organizing the target students into groups.

Movaghar et. al. (2013)
This study investigated the relationship between teaching slang using idioms as an
independent variable and the improvement of speaking ability as a dependent variable among
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Iranian learners in Sari. After homogenizing 80 students by administering PET, 40 qualified
learners as intermediate learners randomly were aligned into experimental and control group.
Before conducting treatment process, all 40 learners received pre-test including 5 questions and
5 making sentence which were made by the researcher in the shape of oral interview to assess
how much they use slang expressions while speaking about an ordinary topic. Once the
procedural process to experimental group via 8 sessions of teaching slangs finished, both groups
took part in an interview as post-test to estimate any possible difference from pre to post-test. By
analyzing differences through employing Paired T-test and Independent T-test which the former
was selected to clear any improvement from pre to post-test in experimental group and the latter
was picked in order to figure out how students of both groups function in their post-tests, both
null hypothesizes rejected. Findings indicated that teaching slang language has put a positive
effect on speaking ability of learners because comparison of students' performance from pre-test
to post-test differs significantly. This study aided the current researcher to design certain relevant
speaking activities for the sake of oral test.

Shabani (2013)
This study aimed at exploring the effect of background knowledge or topic familiarity on
speaking ability of Iranian students. The study was carried on a pre-university class including 10
students. Since there was just one class available, a quasi-experimental design was employed. In
two successive class meetings, the students were required to talk on the spur of time about topics
they were not familiar with. The researcher evaluated their performance as pretests. Then, they
were given three topics for the following sessions to work on before attending the class. They
could get information about the selected topics through the Internet, magazines, newspapers,
books, and so on. In this way, they became familiar with the topics and their background
knowledge was activated. Consequently, could talk more easily and for longer periods of time on
the familiar topics compared to those topics they were not familiar with. Their performance was
regarded as posttests. A statistical analysis of the results obtained from Paired-Samples t-test
provided some evidence in support of the positive effect of background knowledge on speaking
ability of Iranian EFL learners. The current researcher benefited from this study in selecting
relevant questions and topics for speaking in the pre and post test.

Alhabbash (2012)
This study aimed at examining the effectiveness of classroom and online discussion on
speaking skill of 12 graders. To achieve the aim of the study, the researcher applied observation
cards as a valid and reliable tool. The sample in this study was male students in the scientific
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section in Abu Thar-Algefary secondary school .They were three class that chosen randomly and
divided into three groups, the experimental classroom discussion group was 25 male students,
the experimental online discussion group was 15 male students and the control group was 25
male students. In addition to this the researcher prepared an enrichment material to enhance and
improve students' speaking for both experimental groups. The course of classroom discussion
and online discussion lasted for 40 classes then the second observation were applied on the three
groups. In the light of those findings, the study recommended the necessity of implementing
classroom and online discussion in teaching English language to bring better outcomes in
students' speaking skill. The current researcher benefited from this study in dividing the targeted
students into five groups for the sake of the oral speaking pre and post test in the current study.

Tam (2012)
This study aimed at investigating the impacts of oral presentations on the students‘
performance in English lessons, finding students‘ attitudes towards the use of oral presentations
in the classroom and providing the teachers with some suggestions to make best use of oral
presentations in their teaching with a view to better their students‘ speaking skill. The study
involved the participation of 42 second year non English-majored students of Faculty of
Accounting at Hanoi University of Industry (HaUI). They have experienced four semesters
studying English at this university. Conducting this study in a very specific context, I hope that,
to some extent, the effective integration of oral presentations will make my students‘ speaking
and presentation skills much better and the current situation of teaching and learning English
with the course book ―Talk time‖ at HaUI will be generally improved. The current researcher
benefited from this study in designing idiom-based oral tests.

Oradee (2012)
This study clarified that the research aimed at studying and comparing speaking skills of
Grade 11 students using three communicative activities, and studying the students‘ attitudes
towards teaching English speaking skills using the three communicative activities. The sample
group consisted of 49 students at a secondary school in Udon Thani, Thailand, classified by high,
medium, and low according to their abilities of English speaking proficiency level. The designs
of the research were mixed method design. The quantitative data came from the speaking test
and the students‘ attitude towards teaching English speaking. The qualitative data were drawn
from a Learning Log, a semi-structured interview and a Teacher Journal. A one group pretestposttest design was also employed. The research instruments were 8 lesson plans, an English
speaking ability test, and an attitude questionnaire. Percentage, mean, standard deviation and t25

test for dependent samples were employed to analyze data quantitatively. The research findings
were as follows: 1. The students‘ English speaking abilities after using the three communicative
activities were significantly higher than before their use. (Pretest = 60.80; Posttest = 85.63). 2.
The students‘ attitude towards teaching English speaking skills using the three communicative
activities were rated as good ( Χ=4.50). The current researcher benefited from this study in
choosing her lesson plans, including communicative activities for effectively teaching speaking
skills.

Jondeya (2011)
This study aimed at investigating the effectiveness of using information gap in
developing speaking skills for the eighth graders in Gaza governorate schools. For achieving this
aim, the researcher adopted the experimental approach. The sample of the study consisted of (70)
female students equally divided into (35) students for the experimental group and (35) students
for the control one. It was randomly chosen from Al-Majdal Higher Basic School in Gaza east.
The researcher designed activities related to speaking topics discussed in English for Palestine
8textbook. These activities were based on information gap concept which was used in teaching
the experimental group, while the ordinary method was used in teaching the control one in the
first term of the school year (2010-2011). An oral speaking test was designed and validated to be
used as a pre and post test for the two groups of students. The data were analyzed statistically by
using T-test paired sample to measure the differences between the performance of the
experimental group in the pre and the posttest. T- test independent sample was used to measure
the differences in the speaking skills at each level of the five levels (comprehension,
pronunciation, fluency, grammar, and vocabulary) for the experimental and control groups in the
post test. The current researcher benefited from this study in adjusting the statistical analysis of
the findings and results and in designing oral speaking test.

Abu Sharbain (2009)
This study investigated the difficulties that encounter UNRWA ninth grade teachers of
English in performing their roles in light of the communicative approach to teaching speaking in
the Gaza Strip. It also investigated the extent to which teachers perform these roles. The
researcher used two tools: an interview and the observation card. Through the interview, the
researcher elicits the difficulties from three UNRWA experts. These difficulties were classified
into six scopes to form the observation card. The observation card was used to observe (24) male
and female UNRWA ninth grade teachers from all areas of the Gaza strip. The study attempted
the descriptive analytical approach. The results were statistically analyzed using frequencies and
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percentages, Mann Whintny test, One Way ANOVA, Scheffe post test, Alpha Cronbach, Splithalf method, Gutman correlation coefficient and Spearman correlation coefficient. The results
indicated that there is a general weakness in the level of all roles. Also, there are no differences
between male and female teachers in performing their roles and no differences due to the age of
the teachers. The researcher recommended that the teachers should avoid acting as the center of
the educational process and should avoid dominating the classroom activity. This study has
benefited the current researcher in choosing certain speaking activities in the pre and post test
and in organizing the ideas related to speaking topics.

Al-Twairish (2009)
This study attempted to measure the effect of the implementation of the communicative
approach (CA) on the listening and speaking skills of Saudi third year secondary students. In
order to address this issue, a quantitative study was conducted on two randomly selected classes
at Dammam Tenth Secondary School. These two classes were assigned as the sample of the
study: an experimental group consisted of (37) students and a control group consisted of (41)
students. Various communicative activities were used with the experimental group while the
control group was exposed to the traditional method. A pre-test was administered to both groups
at the beginning of the experiment to ensure that they had the same language background. At the
end of the experiment, a post-test was assigned to both groups to determine whether the CA had
positively affected the students' listening and speaking abilities. The findings of the study
revealed that the CA had a positive effect on the students' listening and speaking skills and the
experimental students were more differentiated than the control students. In light of these results,
the researcher recommended that a shift should be made from non-communicative to
communicative teaching and students should be encouraged to speak the target language with
their colleagues. The previous study has helped the current researcher in choosing the quasiexperimental approach as the proper method to achieve the purposes of this study.

Novita (2008)
This study aimed to describe the implementation of teaching speaking using role play
technique and its result. The data were field notes, interview scripts, students' scores. They were
taken from informants, events, and documents. The subjects of this study were the eighth year
students of SMP Muhammadiyah 2 Surakarta in the academic year 2007/ 2008. Based on the
researcher‘s teaching of speaking through role-play technique, the result of the study showed that
the students' participation during teaching learning process can be improved by using role-play
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technique. They involved more actively in teaching learning process than before. Beside that
they were more confident, brave and not worried in making conversational dialogue in pairs.
By using this technique, they can imagine their past experience to play the roles, so they
feel easier in doing their exercises and also they were more interested when she gave them quiz.
She gave quiz in order to make them more active and she tried to create a good atmosphere in the
teaching learning process. From the students` scores of the pre test, test one, test two and post
test, it can be seen that the total of students` scores increased. It can also be said that the result of
teaching speaking by using role-play technique to the second year students of SMP
Muhammadiyah 2 Surakarta was successful. The current researcher has found that the idea of
using role play activities was effective in teaching and improving speaking skills, so she intended
to use them based on idioms in her classes.

Al Mashharawi (2006)
This study aimed at evaluating teachers' performance in teaching speaking skill
communicatively in preparatory stage in Jabalia area. The researcher chose a sample which
consisted of (37) teachers (22 males and 15 females). The sample involved the teachers, who
taught English at preparatory stage in Jabalia area for the second semester of the academic year
(2004 – 2005). The researcher used the observation card and applied it on the sample of study.
The researcher used person correlation formula to check the validity of observation card and
cooper's equation to check the percentage of agreement between the observers. He used Mann–
Whitney test and Kruskal Wallis test to analyze the data of the observation card statistically. The
results of the study showed that the female teachers had more interest and desire to apply the
communicative approach in teaching speaking more than male teachers. And revealed that there
were no statistically significant differences at level (α ≤ 0.05) between teachers' performance in
teaching speaking communicatively in preparatory stage in Jabalia area with reference to
experience variable. The study recommended that it should reduce number of periods, the
administrative works and number of students in classes for teachers to have chance to
communicate with students easily and intensively. Also, it is more effective if the learning
materials include real life situations and interesting communicative activities. Teachers are
advised to encourage students to speak freely and fluently in group or pair work. The current
researcher has benefited from the previous study in properly choosing the statistical tools and
analytical methods.
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Lourdunathan and Menon (2006)
This study aimed to observe how interaction strategy training might affect the
development of oral competence. The study also examined the frequency and the types of
interaction strategies used and the effectiveness of interaction strategy used after training. For
this purpose ten groups of students were introduced to and trained in the use of selected
interaction strategies. The analysis indicated that training resulted in a significant use of findings
of this study were that: (1) training or explicit instruction in interaction strategies improved
group interaction, (2) training resulted in more frequent and varied use of interaction strategies,
(3) a limited range of vocabulary or limited language proficiency of the students affected the
effective use of interaction strategies and (4) cooperative learning and peer support can be used
to motivate limited language proficiency students to contribute more to the general group
interaction. From those results, the researcher recommended that the students would have more
confidence to use the more difficult interaction strategies such as clarification if they had
adequate language support. Also, teachers should use effective strategy training including
cooperative learning and peer support because this encourages students not only to clarify
themselves but also to contribute more to the discussion. This study benefited the current
researcher in designing the idiom-based interactive oral activities and tests for improving
speaking skills.

Al-Ghunaimi (2003)
This study aimed at developing the oral communication skills of the 11 th grade learners
of English in Gaza via suggesting a video program to teach some functions of English language
to the target students. The video program was applied through an experimental study including
two equivalent groups of the 11th grade students in Shadia abu-Ghazala secondary school for
girls. Each group included (37) students, one of them was an experimental group that was taught
the functions of language by the suggested program while the other group was controlled and
was taught the same functions in the traditional method. The students' achievement was
evaluated by valid reliable tests, a listening test and the speaking one. T-test independent sample
was used to measure the differences in achievement between the two groups on the listening test
and the speaking one whereas T-test paired sample measured the differences between the preperformance of the experimental group and the post-performance of it on both of listening and
speaking. The results revealed that the experimental group scored significantly higher on the post
–test of listening and speaking than the control group did. Moreover, the post performance of the
experimental group was significantly higher than the pre – performance of it on tests of speaking
and listening. The researcher recommended that teachers of English language should try to
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present the language in a natural atmosphere of social communication and the use of
instructional films proved to be effective for that purpose.
The current researcher benefited from this study in defining the relevant dependent variable of
the study (developing speaking skills) and in designing a teaching program for speaking.

Wanous (2002)
This study investigated the effectiveness of a teaching program via the video for learning
oral communication in English. It was an empirical study on the 2nd secondary class in the
school of Martyrs in Syria. The researcher realized the low level of the students in learning
English and the ignorance of teachers for the speaking skill of language. The sample of the study
consisted of two groups of students, an experimental group and a control one. The program was
implemented upon the sample of the study. A valid and reliable achievement speaking test was
used as a tool of the study and it served as a pre– test and post– test. The results were treated
statistically and there were significant differences between the achievement of the two groups of
the study for the experimental one including males and females. Accordingly, the video program
proved to be effective in developing the speaking skill of English for the students. The study
recommended the use of video programs in teaching they present language in its native style in
oral communication. This study benefited the current researcher in designing the idiom-based
training program to enhance speaking skills.

El-Matarawy (1996)
This study investigated the effects of using cooperative learning strategy on developing
oral communication skills of the first year students in the Department of English at Port Said
faculty of education. The purpose of this research was to develop both speaking and listening
skills of the prospective teachers of English. This study was applied on all students of the first
year in the Department of English at Port Said faculty of education. The researcher applied his
study on (30) students (male and female) who were selected randomly for experimental group
and others for control group. The researcher used pre-and post tests. The statistical analysis of
the results proved that the students of experimental group made progress and improvement
during experimentation. The results also confirmed the validity of using the action research
method. It is suggested to investigate the effect of using the cooperative learning techniques on
developing fluency skills in writing. It recommends the use of the cooperative learning
techniques with candidates with different qualifications and in different institutions. This study
helped the current researcher to identify the ways of improving speaking skills for English
Majors.
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Commentary
The previous studies have provided valuable information indicating that students‘
speaking skills can be enhanced and demonstrated through new approaches and techniques.
Surely, the focus was on improving speaking skills in English as a foreign language.
Nevertheless, some of the studies' results, such as Abu Sharbain‘s (2009) and Al- Mashharawi's
(2006) were merely based on surveys used to gain descriptive information. Some of these studies
are local such as Jondeya (2011) and AL-Ghunaimi's (2003). Others are foreign like Wanous's
(2002), Lourdunathan and Menon's (2006) and Novita's (2008). This refers to the importance of
teaching and acquiring speaking skills. Those studies investigated the effectiveness of different
approaches of teaching and developing speaking skills such as using of role-play and simulation,
contextual teaching and learning, communicative approach, memorization and improvisation, the
question and answer technique, and dialogue technique. To truly ascertain the effectiveness of
these approaches and techniques in developing students‘ speaking skills, there is a need to
conduct more true and quasi-experiments. Thus, the first goal of this study was to conduct
empirical research to ascertain the effectiveness of using idioms on developing speaking skills
for the English Majors.
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3.3 Studies Related to Idioms

Holmqvist (2014)
This study aimed to investigate how idioms can be used in fiction and what effects they
can have on the reading of fiction as it examines the novel The Secret History by Donna Tartt,
from the point of view of a foreign learner of English. The research was done through close
reading and textual analysis of the novel. The results suggest that idioms can be used for several
different purposes in a text, including enhancing students' speaking ability and vocabulary. The
findings also indicate that idioms can contribute to the overall reading of a text as they add
richness to its language and other skills. In addition, the research pointed to why idioms can be
difficult for second language learners as well as to some further problems to take into
consideration when dealing with idioms. In conclusion, idioms can be a fruitful source for
knowledge, communication and euphemism. However, idioms can come with certain difficult
consequences, such as the risk of not making oneself understood on every occasion. This study
helped the current researcher to develop idiom-based activities for enhancing speaking skills.

Risinger (2013)
This study showed the importance of improving speaking skills through the use of
idiomatic expressions in the ninth level of basic education in an EFL classroom. This idiomsbased project was carried out at Isabel Moscoso High School in the city of Cuenca. The
participants were 22 students whose average age was 13 years old. These students actively
participated using suitable material about idioms given by researchers. This plan was done in
order to implement meaningful techniques to teach idioms to beginning students. Also, this paper
shows different strategies to teach idiomatic expressions using cartoons and different activities
that motivate students to speak and use them in the classroom. Furthermore, this project achieved
the goals that were initiated because the use of pictures in the classroom demonstrated that
students could assimilate idiomatic vocabulary in an easy and fun way. Therefore, this project
showed that these resources help students to acquire idioms since all collected data were
analyzed and tabulated to get real evidence that cartoons work in the process of teaching and
learning idioms to develop various language skills. This study helped the current researcher in
choosing situational activities to use idioms in enhancing speaking.
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Ibrahim, Saleh & Zakaria (2013)
This study stated that the field of idiomaticity is considered by many researchers as an
important area, especially when it comes to L2 and/ or EFL learners. Mastering idioms and the
ability to use them in the written and the spoken discourse is considered as a sign towards
proficiency. However, it is noticed clearly that there is not much research done in this respect.
Lazar (1996) states that figurative language is an area often neglected in the teaching of
vocabulary. In this respect, this study aimed at investigating the difficulties faced by 40 Libyan
students in understanding idiomatic expressions. Additionally, it was to shed light on some
strategies employed by those students to ease their way in understanding and using idiomatic
expressions.
The paper aims to investigate problems and difficulties encountered by the Libyan
students and strategies used to overcome these problems and difficulties. This study helped the
current researcher to use idioms as a figurative language in speaking activities which are useful
for pre and post oral test.

Maisa and Karunakaran (2013)
This study stated that dealing with idioms (idioms are multi-word units) believed to be
mentally stored and retrieved as single units like collocations, phrasal verbs, and they are of great
importance in teaching language skills. In this study, an attempt was made to explore the use of
idioms at Under Graduate level and the ways of improving this use to enhance learning and
teaching language skills including speaking. This study also analyzed the acquisition of idioms
and their teaching/learning in the cultural context of English as Second Language (ESL). The
focus of the study was on the processes of acquiring idioms and strategies to promote speaking
abilities at undergraduate level. Though there were many issues discussed pertaining to idioms in
this paper, it was mainly involved with teacher's beliefs on teaching idioms for improving
English language skills at undergraduate level. This study aided the current researcher to develop
a rubric for using idioms in speaking drills.

Rodriguez and Winnberg (2013)
This thesis investigates what types of teaching approaches and methods can be used when
teaching idiomatic expressions to learners of English. The method used is a small-scale research
synthesis where studies are summarized, compared and discussed. An overview of the teaching
approaches and methods provide an outline of the strengths and weaknesses of each
approach/method in connection to the purpose of teaching idioms to language learners of
English. Several different descriptions of idioms are merged into one that is used in this research
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design. The results indicate that even though teaching idioms and idiomatic phrases is
problematic and puzzling, there are several ways to improve learners‘ idiom comprehension in
improving language skills, mainly speaking. This study helped the current researcher in planning
her relevant activities and lessons in using idioms to develop speaking skills and test them.

Asl (2013)
This study aimed at providing empirical evidence on the effect of context on idiom
teaching/learning. The researcher intended to investigate the differences between context and
non-context of teaching idioms to enhance language skills. Group 1 (the extended-context group)
received idiom instruction through context, Group 2 (the limited-context group) received idiom
instruction through sentences and had no opportunity to learn idiomatic expressions through
extended context. Group 3 (the control group) had no opportunity to learn idiomatic expressions
through any context and, thus, were exposed to the same idioms only in a decontextualized form
simply through definitions. This study benefited the present researcher in choosing some relevant
idioms to contextually enhance speaking skills and to design the oral test questions.
Commentary
In accordance with the above-mentioned studies, results indicated that idioms and their
expressions can effectively lead to real communication and encourage students' ability to speak
and participate confidently such as Asl (2013), Holmqvist (2014) and Rodriguez and Winnberg
(2013). Moreover, the researcher concluded that little attention was paid by researchers to
developing speaking skills by using idioms and idiom-based activities especially in Arab
countries. This is considered as a great indicator that Arab learners and teachers are in a real
need for adopting and adapting idiom-based activities to enhance speaking skills.

3.4 General Commentary
The available studies varied between applied and fundamental studies on both speaking
skills and using idioms in English Language classes. Therefore, there are relationships of
similarities and differences between the previous studies in each domain and the current study.
The following conclusions concluded that due care should be given to teaching speaking skills
and that speaking skills need to be more practical by adopting the communicative approach
methods based on proverbs, idioms, collocations and metaphorical expressions. For example,
Holmqvist's (2014) findings indicated that idioms can contribute to the overall text's richness of
language and thus can enhance speaking skills of the readers. The research also pointed to the
reasons of the difficulty for second language learners when dealing with idioms. Also, Oradee
(2012) asserted the possibility of improving students‘ English speaking abilities by using the
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various communicative activities. It also discovered that the students‘ attitudes towards teaching
English speaking skills using the three communicative activities were rated as good. Meanwhile,
Novita (2008) explored the implementation of teaching speaking skills using role-play
techniques which showed that the students' participation during teaching learning process can be
improved by using role-play techniques.
Moreover, the studies revealed the significance of using idioms in teaching/learning
speaking skills. Besides, the studies in this domain highlighted the standards, strategies, and
factors which should be adopted in implementing the training program based on idioms in order
to create motivation between learners and acquire the ability of speaking skills. Similarly,
Movaghar (2013) found that teaching slang language has put a positive effect on speaking ability
of learners because comparison of students' performance from pre-test to post-test differs
significantly. Also, Saleh and Zakaria (2013) stated that mastering idioms and the ability to use
them in written and spoken discourses are considered as a significant sign of proficiency in both
writing and speaking skills.
Furthermore, Rodriguez and Winnberg's study (2013) indicated that there were several
different ways to improve learners‘ idiom comprehension and to enhance speaking silks and
recommended that every teacher should have in mind that all students are unique and learn in
different ways but some generalizations can be helpful when planning lessons.
Based on these studies, the current researcher drew on the following:
- writing the theoretical framework and introduction.
- designing the lesson plans and teacher's guide.
- designing the tools of the study.
- using a suitable statistical analysis for the data.
- discussing the results and giving recommendations and suggestions.
Meanwhile, the current study differs from the previous studies as it mainly discusses
enhancing speaking skills using common idioms. It is experimented on the English majors who
study English at Faculty of Education at Al-Azhar University-Gaza. It is the first study in the
Gaza Strip which is based on teaching speaking skills by the use of idioms. Generally, the
available literature about idioms in teaching and developing speaking skills especially in the field
of the empirical studies still need enrichment and diversification. By carrying out such a study,
the researcher hopes to enrich the empirical studies in this field of teaching/learning speaking
skills, using various instructional methods, strategies and techniques.
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Summary
Chapter three introduced the reader to the previous studies related to the topic. The
critical part of writing this chapter was to identify the most relevant and significance studies
related to my topic. Basically, the researcher informed the reader of the critical studies that
related to this thesis. This provided the reader with the background information that he or she
needed to understand the problems related to the topic. The previous studies also provided the
justification for her study as she indicated the gaps and weaknesses in the existing research. In
addition, the third chapter gave the credibility her study as it showed that she did the research. In
other words, her thesis did not appear from thin air; instead, it was developed because there was
a need to conduct the study and to contribute what related to this problem in order to make it
comprehended. Finally, this chapter tied together all of the previous studies related to idioms and
speaking skills which were the main pillars to the thesis.
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Chapter Four
Research Design and Methodology

4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the researcher describes how she carries out the study by introducing the
research design, population, sample, variables, instruments, validity and reliability, the oral
speaking rubric, a training program based on idioms and statistical methods. In fact, describing
the steps clearly enough makes the reader follow them as a recipe. Some of the sections here
mirror sections in chapter one for example, "the purpose of the study", and "expected findings".
Instead, the researcher rewrites them with a new emphasis. Here's how that‘s accomplished.
Clearly, chapter one is a conceptual presentation but in chapter three, the emphasis is on methods
and procedures, therefore when she discusses the research question, she focuses on the kinds of
data the question that requires for its answer, among other things, and how her instruments and
procedures are designed to collect and analyze those kinds of data. In shorthand, chapter one
describes why the research question is being asked, and chapter three describes how the research
question is going to be answered.

4.2 Research Design
The researcher adopted the quasi-experimental research design with one group design,
pre and posttest in order to test the hypotheses of the study. Dimsdale and Kutner (2004) clarifies
that quasi experimental research could be described as a best attempt at an experiment when it is
impossible, or not reasonable, to meet all the criteria of a true experiment. This type of research
is typically identified as being void of randomization of either subjects or treatment or the lack of
comparison groups. Yet, there is still an attempt to isolate the treatment. Such an adoption was
due to the nature of the research which aimed at finding the effectiveness of a training program
using idioms to enhance speaking skills. To achieve the aim of this study, the researcher divided
the students into five groups and each student in each group had to carry out the quasiexperimental test (pre and post test) (see appendix 3b). All students in each group were pretested, and then they were taught speaking through a training idiom-based program in each
lesson. Finally, they were post-tested to explore the effectiveness of such idiom-based program
in enhancing speaking skills of fluency, accuracy, and vocabulary.
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4.3 Population of the Study
The population of the study was (90) female EFL students in the Faculty of Education in
the second semester of the academic year (2014-2015) at AUG.

4.4 Sample of the Study
The representative sample consisted of (25) female EFL majors. It was purposefully
chosen from the third level at the Faculty of Education at AUG.
4.5 Variables of the Study
The study included two variables as follows:
4.5.1 Independent Variable: A training program based on idioms to enhance speaking skills of
English Majors.
4.5.2 Dependent Variable: Speaking skills "fluency, vocabulary and accuracy".
4.6 Instruments of the Study
To achieve the aims of the study, the researcher used a pre and post oral speaking skills
test and a training program based on idioms (see appendix 3b and appendix 1).
4.6.1 Pre-Post Oral Speaking Skills Test
The researcher prepared an oral speaking skills test to measure student's ability to speak
English fluently using idioms; the test was used as both pre and post interventions (see appendix
3b).
1. The Aim of Pre-Post Oral Speaking Test
The test aimed at measuring students' ability in using idioms. Being used as a pretest, it
aimed at identifying the students' level in speaking skills (fluency, vocabulary, and accuracy).
Then being used as posttest, it aimed at identifying any possible progress in the students'
performance in these skills.
2. The Sources of Designing the Pre-Post Oral Speaking Test
The researcher designed the pre-post test considering both the independent variable - a
training Program based on idioms and the dependent variable - English speaking skills. In the
light of the aforementioned related studies, the instructions of English language instructors at AlAzhar University and other supervisors and senior English language professors and teachers
from Al-Aqsa University, The Islamic University of Gaza, and Gaza University, the researcher
has designed her study's oral speaking tests based on using idioms. Besides, the researcher
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adopted common idioms from Strassler's book (1982) "Idioms in English. A Pragmatic
Analysis." (see appendix 2).

3. Description of the Oral Speaking Test and How the Researcher Implemented It
The oral speaking skills test was administered as a pre-test and post test and was designed
to test students' speaking skills based on three aspects: fluency, accuracy, and vocabulary. The
instruments of this test were a question sheet for each student (see appendix 3b). In the pre-test,
which looked like IELTS speaking test, the students were divided into five groups to make the
implementation of the test easier , and every student was given 4 question from the 20 idioms'
questions and was asked as the following (part 1 which consisted of questions about the student's
life and it was continued to 5 minutes. Then, the teacher asked the student in part 2 an idiom's
question with some details to make it easier and the student would answer within 3-4 minutes.
Finally, the teacher made a discussion with the student in part 3 and it was continued for 5
minutes for the other three questions. The post test repeated the pre-test, with the same questions
given to all students in the groups. Presumably the questions were all a little bit easy to answer
for most students. The main questions were revealed to the students 2 minutes before the test
began in order to give them some time to think or talk about the answers. In this case, each
student should try orally to create appropriate answers to their own questions. The test looked as
a dialogue and a conversation, with the teacher's and the students' interacting in the target
language. The test has four major questions for each student in every group as follows:
Each question is meant to enable the students to use suitable idioms in a contextual way
where they are supposed to initiate a short dialogue by asking and describing their own
experiences. The questions evaluate the student's speaking ability to use idiomatic expression in
a proper way. The test was purposely planned to start with open questions in order to encourage
the students to speak freely and choose the expressions they can produce concerning their own
personal experience and understanding of the situation. The questions also evaluate the student's
ability to produce different idiomatic vocabularies related to a real situation.
The response to each topic's question was evaluated according to the following criteria:
- The appropriate use of idiomatic vocabulary to the subject area (see appendix 6b).
- The accuracy and fluency of this use (see appendix 6b).
These criteria aimed at testing English majors' ability to communicate using idioms in
speaking. Each evaluating criterion ranged from very poor to excellent according to the
examinee students' responses, where (excellent) represented the highest point and (very poor)
was the lowest (see appendix 6b).
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The researcher, as an observer, has consulted an experienced English language lecturer,
as another observer, to evaluate the students' responses in the oral tests. Based on the referees'
instructions, the following are points considered in composing the questions:
1. Each question aimed at evaluating students' speaking performance according to the five
criteria of speaking skills that are specified in the oral speaking rubric (see appendix 6b).
2. The questions are suitable to the levels of the target students (see appendix 3b).
3. Each question is idiom-based.
4. The questions are designed to be evaluated by the use of the oral speaking rubric.
5. Instructions of the test - for the applicant:
The instructions and guidelines were clearly stated in the teacher's guide and lesson plans (see
appendix 1c).According to these instructions, the researcher-teacher has to tell the students about
the aim of the test that was designed for a scientific research purpose and it has nothing to do
with their school marks. The researcher-teacher has to read the questions clearly for the student
describing the idioms intended for speaking activities. The test was introduced to the referees'
committee to have their instructions and suggestions for modification.

4.6.2 Validity and Reliability
4.6.2.1 Validity
It means the consistency of the results achieved through experiment (Cozby, 2001, p.
81). In order to compute the validity of the test results, the researcher has used the Pearson
correlation coefficients between each line of the scale and the total score. The results are
illustrated below:
Table (4.1) Pearson Correlation Coefficient between Speaking Skills Measurement and
their Sentences
No.

Correlation

Sig.

No.

Correlation

Sig.

1

0.005**

11

0.036*

12

0.40
coefficient
0.46

0.030*

2

0.50
coefficient
0.27

3

0.29

0.032*

13

0.47

0.012*

4

0.28

0.014*

14

0.53

0.009**

5

0.40

0.030*

15

0.41

0.049*

6

0.43

0.039*

16

0.50

0.014*

7

0.35

0.050*

17

0.35

0.050*

8

0.29

0.015*

18

0.46

0.028*

9

0.46

0.014*

19

0.68

0.001**

10

0.40

0.028*

20

0.41

0.026*

*= significant at 0.01
**= significant at 0.05
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0.014*

The results showed that all statements of speaking skills measurement were statistically
significant at (0.01, 0.05), the correlation coefficient ranged between (0.27-0.68) and indicated
that speaking skills measurement had a good degree of validity.
4.6.2.2 Reliability
1. Reliability of Speaking skills Measurements:
Reliability means that if an experiment is repeated with the same measurements at the same
conditions, then it will produce the same results (Cozby, 2001, p. 88). In order to compute
reliability the researcher has used Cronbach's Alpha and spilt half methods, the results are
illustrated below. Beside the statistical tools of measuring reliability, the researcher has
consulted a number of referees to evaluate all statements of speaking skills measurement.
2. Reliability Based on Cronbach's Alpha:
The researcher calculated the value of Cronbach's Alpha coefficient for speaking skills
measurements, which is equal to (0.70) and this indicates that the measurements have a high
reliability and they are suitable for the study and can answer the study questions and hypotheses.
3. Reliability Based on Spilt-half Methods:
The researcher calculated the reliability coefficient by Spilt-half Methods, by dividing the
measurement statements into two halves and calculating the correlation coefficient between
them. The researcher found that Pearson correlation coefficient equals (0.72), and SpearmanBrown Coefficient equals (0.75). These results indicate that measurements have a high reliability
and it's suitable for the study and can answer the study questions and hypotheses.
Observation checklist Reliability:
It has been applied by the observers to calculate the checklist stability coefficient on a
sample consisting of (25) female students from another division who are studying English
Language under the supervision of the another supervisor. The observers' stability was calculated
according to Cooper equation (Hilmi El-Wakeel and Mohammad Mufti, 2007, 2008) quoted
"Cooper" (Cooper, 1973):
N of times the agreement
Reliability=

N of times the agreement + N of times the
difference

X011

The reliability coefficients are as follows by applying the previous equation:
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Table (4.2) Reliability Coefficient for the Speaking Skills in Three Domains

Skills

N of Times of
the
Agreement

N of Times of
the Difference

N of
Agreement +
N of
Difference

The
Reliability
Coefficient
100.0
96.3
91.3

Vocabulary
62
0
62
Fluency
52
2
54
Accuracy
42
4
46
Speaking
158
2
160
98.8
Skills
This table was to measure the reliability coefficient for each skill such as vocabulary was more
efficient by a factor of 100% and the least efficient was accuracy by a factor of 91.3%
a. Calculating the Measures of Difficulty and Disc Paragraphs Distinction of Speaking
Skills Test:
In order for the researcher to obtain the difficulty and distinction coefficient for each question of
the test, she divided the students into five groups; each group included 27% of the total number
of students, the number of students in each group was (5) out of 25.
b. Difficulty Coefficient to Test Speaking skills:
The researcher explains it (students who answered the wrong answers, or the percentage of
failures ratio), the degree of difficulty for each paragraph of the test was calculated using the
following equation:
Difficulty Coefficient = (r + x) / n
R = students number who answered correct answers from low-grade group.
X= students number who answered correct answers from high-grade group.
N = number of a group of students.
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Table (4.3) Difficulty Measurement to Test Speaking Skills

No.

Difficulty Coefficients

No.

Difficulty Coefficients

1

0.79

11

0.44

2

0.50

12

0.44

3

0.44

13

0.44

4

0.44

14

0.44

5

0.44

15

0.44

6

0.44

16

0.44

7

0.44

17

0.44

8

0.44

18

0.44

9

0.44

19

0.44

10

0.44

20

0.44

Speaking Skills Measurement

0.46

The results showed that difficulty measurement of the speaking skills test ranged from 0.44 to
0.79, with an average coefficient for the total degree (0.46), which meant that all the scale
dimensions were suitable and distinguish between students.

d. Discrimination Coefficient to test Speaking Skills:
Discrimination coefficient is used in determining the effectiveness of the questions to
distinguish between high-ability student and weak students to the extent that the test
differentiates between them in the final class in general. Discrimination coefficient was
calculated for each of the questions according to the following equation:
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e. Discrimination Coefficient = (Y-O) / n
Table (4.4) Discrimination Measurement to Test Speaking Skills
No.

Discrimination Coefficients

No.

Discrimination Coefficients

1

0.21

11

0.44

2

0.38

12

0.44

3

0.44

13

0.44

4

0.44

14

0.44

5

0.44

15

0.44

6

0.44

16

0.44

7

0.44

17

0.44

8

0.44

18

0.44

9

0.44

19

0.44

10

0.44

20

0.44
0.42

Speaking skills measurement

The results showed that discrimination measurement of the speaking skills test ranged from 0.21
to 0.44, with an average coefficient for the total degree (0.42), which meant that all scale
dimensions were suitable between students.
f. Calculation of Dimensions of Difficulty and Discrimination Oral Scale:
1. Difficulty Coefficient of Oral Scale:
Degree of difficulty was calculated for each dimension of the oral scale dimensions using the
following equation:
2. Difficulty Coefficient = d / (t * n)
D = the total degrees of students.
N = number of study sample.
T = degree of correction.
3. Discrimination Coefficient of Oral Scale:
Discrimination coefficient is calculated according to the following equation:

4. Discrimination Coefficient = (b-a) / (t * n)
A = total number of valid answers from low-grade group.
B = total correct answers from the Seniors Group.
N = number of study sample.
T = degree of correction.
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Table (4.5) Discrimination Measurement of Oral Scale Dimensions
Domains

discrimination coefficients

Vocabulary

0.37

Fluency

0.43

Accuracy

0.31

The results showed that discrimination measurement of the oral dimensions ranged from 0.31 to
0.43, which meant that all scale dimensions were suitable and distinguish between students.
They also clarified that there was an improvement in each domain of speaking skills
4.7 The Oral Speaking Rubric
A rubric is a measurement tool that describes the criteria against which a performance,
behavior or product is compared and measured (Rogers, 2011), so an oral speaking rubric was
designed to specify students' speaking skills and to record the students' marks in the oral
speaking test (pre and post test). Ur (1996) gives a useful scale of oral testing criteria (p.5) as it is
clear in (appendix 6b). In the test in the current study, the students were tested on three major
criteria: fluency, vocabulary and accuracy based on Harris's (1969) testing scale model with
some modifications to rate students' oral performance. According to Harris's model, students'
oral performance was assessed on five major criteria: comprehension, pronunciation, fluency,
grammar, and vocabulary. Each criterion's characteristics are then defined into a number of short
behavioral statements as stated in the frame (appendix 6b). This helped to make the test reliable,
since it avoids subjectivity because it provides clear, precise and mutually exclusive behavioral
statements for each point of the scale. The researcher and the consulted teacher objectively
examined the characteristics of each student's idiom-based speaking ability. The criteria and the
scale in this research were used to identify the students' mark on the oral speaking skills test and
to find out the effectiveness of using idioms in enhancing speaking skills for the English
Language majors in Education section. Therefore, scoring of the test depends on the three
criteria of the speaking skills mentioned above to evaluate the students' performance in speaking
English with reference to the suggestions of the specialists and related literature. The three
criteria were fluency, accuracy and vocabulary. In the current study, for the process of evaluation
of the students' performance, some steps were accomplished as follows:
- An oral speaking rubric, including the three assigned criteria, was prepared with four questions
of the test for each student in the groups (appendix 6b).
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- Five marks were given to each criterion, so that the total average was (15) marks for each
question.
- Two copies of the evaluation forms were assigned for each student. The researcher (as the
observer-applicant of the test) scored one of them and an English Language teacher, as another
observer, scored the other one in the same session of the test.
This method of parallel scoring was adopted in order to avoid subjectivity of evaluation, seeking
a high extent of reliability of the evaluation process.
- The mean scores of each student were recorded.
4.8 A Training Program Based on Idioms
The researcher prepared a training program based on idioms that illustrated the teacher's
guide, lesson plans, sessions and material which contain specific topics focusing on speaking
skills including (fluency, vocabulary, and accuracy). The training program was designed in a
detailed and simple way that leads the teacher in a step-by-step process throughout the teaching
sessions in order to teach the idioms (see appendix 1).

4.8.1 The General Aim of the Training Program
In order to guide the teacher who desires to practice teaching idioms to enhance speaking
skills, the researcher designed the training program which was based on using idioms in teaching
English language as one of the communicative approach methods. Therefore, the guide included
lesson objectives, warming up, presentation, procedures and evaluation.
4.8.2 The Source of Preparing the Training Program
The training program stemmed out of the main aim of the research, which is the students'
ability to use idioms to enhance their speaking skills. The researcher depended on her experience
as an English language teacher and on the extended interviewing he carried out with other
English language experts: English language supervisors and university teachers and professors.

4.8.3 Description of the Training Program
The researcher designed a training program for the teacher inside the class in a systematic
procedure that ensures the learning process according to the adopted principals of CBL. The
training program represented teacher's guide, lesson plans and a collected material (See appendix
1).
4.8.4 The Training Program Validity
The researcher has presented the training program to several specialist English language
teachers, supervisors and ELT methodologists (see appendix 5). Modifications included
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providing model answers to the evaluation questions and modifying some of the given examples
and questions to go with the English language context.

4.9 Statistical Methods
The researcher used (SPSS 17.0) Statistical Package for the Social Sciences to answer the
study questions and hypotheses:
1. Pearson Correlation Coefficient: It is used to check the veracity of internal consistency
between the paragraph test and the total score of the questionnaire and to measure the degree of
correlation. This test is used to study the relationship between variables.
2. Cronbach's Alpha: It is used to find out the stability of the paragraphs test. The standard
deviation uses this to know the repetitive variables categories and benefit the researcher in the
description of the study variables.
3. Split-half Methods: It is used to ensure that the measurement has a high degree of stability
and Spearman Brown formula is used to modify the stability of the test.
4. Descriptive Statistics: the percentage and arithmetic average
5. Relative Arithmetic Average (relative weight): It is useful to know the percentage of each
field.
6.T-Test: It is used for samples associated with the aim of knowing the statistical significant
differences between the measurement of pre and post tests of the study variables.
6. Eta Square: It is used to find out the size of the impact of the program in the development of
conversation skills on the students experimental group.
4.10 Summary
Chapter four explained the research methods and design that were used to conduct the
study. The critical part of writing this was to describe the actual procedures that were used to
conduct the study. Basically, the researcher informed the reader of how the study was conducted.
Thus, chapter four included detailed descriptions about every aspect of her study. It included the
following components: (1) Research Design , (2) Setting (where the study took place), (3)
Participants (the individuals who participated in the study and how they were selected), (4)
Instructional or Intervention Materials (any materials or instructional strategies that were used to
conduct the study), (5) Measurement Instruments (the tools the researcher used to collect data),
(6) Procedures (how she collected the data and/or implemented the study), and (7) Data Analysis
(the statistical or qualitative techniques that were used to analyze the data). In shortened, this
chapter aimed at providing the reader of all things that were used to conduct the research.
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Chapter Five
Results, Discussions and Recommendations

5.1 Introduction
The last chapter in the thesis, chapter five reports the results, discussions and
recommendations of the study. The critical part of writing this is to discuss the findings in
relation to the statement of the problem and the research questions that were identified in chapter
one. Basically, the researcher informs the reader of what was discovered. This chapter integrates
a narrative, numerical, and/or tabular presentation of the outcomes of the study. This chapter also
discusses the results from chapter four and draws conclusions about the study‘s findings. The
discussion section includes the significant findings and the researcher‘s interpretation based on
the results. She also discusses the relationship of her findings to previous research conducted in
the literature. Another section in chapter five is the recommendations for future research. In this
section, she makes recommendations for future areas of research that should be conducted
related to her study (e.g., follow-up). Additional recommendations could include those for
actions, policies, or procedures related to the study‘s findings. Finally, the last section of chapter
five is the conclusions. In this section, she identifies the critical conclusions about the results
(e.g., lessons learned) and their implications.
5.2 Answer to the First Question
The first question was "To what extent is an idiom-based training program effective in
enhancing English speaking skills for English majors at Al-Azhar University-Gaza?"
By testing the hypotheses of the study, the researcher answered this question.
5.3 The Test of the First Hypothesis
This hypothesis was "There are statistically significant differences at (a ≤ 0.05) in the
mean scores due to speaking skills in the pre and post tests of the experimental group". To find
the answer of this hypothesis the researcher used Wilcoxon test (Z test) to find the differences
between groups and to find post mean scores of speaking skills test among English majors at AlAzhar University- Gaza, then she used Eta square (ή2) to calculate the (D) value in order to
define the effectiveness of a training program based on idioms to enhance the speaking skills, the
results illustrated below:
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Table (5.1) the Results of Wilcoxon Test and Eta Square due to Speaking Skills Test

Observers
Observer
one
Observer
two
Total

Speaking
Skills

Mean
Scores

St. D

Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre

6.32
9.64
6.40
9.32
6.36

2.27
1.75
2.08
1.35
2.11

Post

9.48

1.45

Mean
Diff

ZTest

Sig

Eta
S.

D

Effectiveness

3.32

-4.42

0.001**

0.91

6.34

Very great

2.92

-4.23

0.001**

0.74

3.35

Very great

3.12

-4.38

0.001**

0.87

5.09

Very great

** statistically sig at 0.01

* statistically sig at 0.05

//not sig

The results showed that there is a statistically significant difference between the pre and
post mean scores of speaking skills test (Z= -4.38, p-value=0.001) among English majors at AlAzhar University- Gaza, and they explained the differences in post test. The mean scores of the
post speaking skills degree equaled 9.48 degree, but in the pre test equaled 6.36 degree which
indicated that the training program based on idioms had a great impact in enhancing speaking
skills among English majors at AUG (d= 5.09> 2.0).
5.4 The Test of the Second Hypothesis
This hypothesis was "There are statistically significant differences at (a ≤ 0.05) in the mean
scores due to fluency domain in the pre and post tests of the experimental group". To test this
hypothesis, the researcher used Wilcoxon test (z-test) to find the differences between the groups
and to find out the post mean scores of fluency test among English majors at Al-Azhar
University-Gaza. Then, she found Eta square (ή2) and calculated the (d) value in order to identify
the effectiveness of the training program based on idioms to enhance the speaking skills. The
results were illustrated below:
Table (5.2) the Results of Wilcoxon Test, Eta Square and D due to Fluency Test
Mean
Mean
ZEta
St. D
Sig
Scores
Diff
Test
Square
Pre
2.16
0.90
Observer
1.04
-4.10 0.001**
0.71
one
Post
3.20
0.65
Pre
2.08
0.76
Observer
1.08
-3.83 0.001**
0.62
two
Post
3.16
0.55
Pre
2.12
0.77
Total
1.06
-4.24 0.001**
0.75
Post
3.18
0.52
** Statistically sig at 0.01 * statistically sig at 0.05 //not sig

Observers Fluency
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D

Effectiveness

3.14

Very great

2.56

Very great

3.50

Very great

The results showed that there was a statistically significant difference between the pre
and post tests mean scores of fluency (Z=-4.24, p-value=0.001) among the English majors at AlAzhar University-Gaza, in the favor of the post test. The mean scores of the post test of fluency
equaled 3.18 degree while in the pre test they equaled 2.12 degree; this result indicated that the
training program based on idioms has had a great effect on enhancing the fluency skill among
English majors at Al-Azhar University-Gaza (d= 3.5> 2.0). The previous results strongly
matched the results in the studies of Jondeya (2011), Wijarwadi (2008) and Katja (2004), which
proved the effectiveness of using enrichment teaching programs and activities based on new
expressions and phrases on improving speaking skill of fluency. As a result, this hypothesis was
accepted in this study.
Clearly, the results also confirmed the results of Tam's (2012), Oradee's (2012), Jondeya's
(2011) and Asl's (2013) studies which proved the effectiveness of using realistic programs and
activities based on new vocabulary and phrase in developing speaking skills. As a result, the
hypothesis was accepted in this study. This result matched the relevant results of the studies of
both Movaghar et. al. (2013), and Rodriguez and Winnberg (2013).
5.5 Answer to the Third Hypothesis
This hypothesis was "There are statistically significant differences at (a ≤ 0.05) in the
mean scores due to vocabulary domain in the pre and posts test of the experimental group". To
test this hypothesis, the researcher used Wilcoxon test (z test) to find the differences between the
experimented groups and computed the post mean scores of vocabulary pre and post tests among
the English majors at Al- Azhar University-Gaza. Then, she used Eta square (ή2) and calculated
the (d) value in order to identify the effectiveness of the training program based on idioms on
enhancing the speaking skills, the results are illustrated below:
Table (5.3) the Result of Wilcoxon Test, Eta Square and D Value due to Vocabulary Test
Observers

Vocabulary

Observer
one

Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post

Observer
two
Total

Mean
Scores
2.48
3.52
2.48
3.36
2.48
3.44

St. D
.87
.59
.77
.57
.80
.53

Mean
Diff

Ztest

Sig

Eta
S.

D

Effectiveness

1.04

-4.56

0.001**

0.85

4.67

Very great

0.88

-3.95

0.001**

0.65

2.70

Very great

0.96

-4.36

0.001**

0.81

4.11

Very great

The results showed that there was a statistically significant difference between the pre
and post mean scores of vocabulary test (Z=-4.36, p-value=0.001) among English Major at Al52

Azhar university-Gaza, in favor of the post test scores. Clearly, the mean scores of the post
vocabulary test equaled 3.44 degree, but in the pre test, they equaled 2.48 degree. This result
indicated that the training program based on idioms has great effectiveness on enhancing
vocabulary among English majors at Al-Azhar University-Gaza (d= 4.11> 2.0). The result
confirmed the results achieved in the studies of Jondeya (2011), Setyowati (2008) and Lazar
(1996) which proved the effectiveness of using idioms on developing speaking skills. As a result,
the hypothesis is accepted in this study.
5.6 Answer to the forth hypothesis
This hypothesis said that "There are statistically significant differences at (a ≤ 0.05) in the
mean scores due to accuracy domain in the pre and post tests of the experimental group."
To test this hypothesis, the researcher used Wilcoxon test (Z test) to find the differences between
the groups' mean scores of accuracy pre and post test among English majors at Al-Azhar
University-Gaza. Then, she used Eta square (ή2) and calculated the (D) value in order to test the
effectiveness of the training program based on idioms on enhancing speaking skills, the results
were illustrated below:
Table (5.4) the Results of Wilcoxon Test, Eta S. and (D) due to Accuracy Test
Observers Accuracy
Observer
one
Observer
two
Total

Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post

Mean
Scores
1.68
2.92
1.84
2.80
1.76
2.86

St.
D
.75
.70
.80
.50
.72
.55

Mean
Diff

ZTest

Sig

Eta
S.

D

Effectiveness

1.24

-4.49

0.001**

0.85

4.84

Very great

0.96

-3.87

0.001**

0.64

2.67

Very great

1.10

-4.34

0.001**

0.82

4.31

Very great

The results showed that there was a statistically significant difference between the pre
and post mean scores of accuracy test (Z=-4.34, p-value=0.001) among English majors at AlAzhar University- Gaza, in favor of the post test. The mean scores of the post accuracy degree
equaled 2.86 degree, but in the pre test, they equaled 1.76 degree. This result indicated that the
training program based on idioms had a significant effect in enhancing the accuracy of speaking
among English majors at Al-Azhar University- Gaza (d= 4.31> 2.2). The result confirmed the
results achieved in the studies of Oradee (2012) and Lourdunathan and Menon (2006) which
proved the effectiveness of using idioms on enhancing accuracy in speaking. As a result, the
hypothesis was accepted in this study. Also, these results matched the findings in Lourdunathan
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and Menon (2006) which proved the effectiveness of the teaching programs in improving
speaking accuracy of the learners of English Language.

5.7 Discussion of the Findings:
The main aim of the current study was to examine the effectiveness of a training program
based on idioms to enhance speaking skills for English majors at AUG. To achieve this aim, the
researcher used the quasi-experimental approach with pre and post tests. The group included (25)
students, purposefully chosen from a pool of English Majors in the Faculty of Education at
AUG. The researcher used an oral test to collect data.
The researcher of the current study designed a training program (A sample is presented in
appendix (1) in order to enhance students' speaking skills through achieving this program. The
experiment started in the second semester of the scholastic year (2014-2015) and lasted for one
month. The researcher used a program based on lessons plans and collected materials. The
population of the study consisted of (90) female EFL majors whom in third level at the Faculty
of Education at AUG.

5.8 Discussion of the Findings of the First Question
The first question was: What are the speaking skills to be enhanced by using an idiombased training program for English majors at AUG? To answer this question, the researcher of
the current study reviewed the previous literature and studies which have been conducted in
Palestine and elsewhere and identified the weaknesses and difficulties that face our students and
skills that need to be enhanced. The researcher analyzed those skills from the previous studies
and then she introduced them to a panel of professors in order to consult them regarding the most
common weaknesses in the students‘ speaking skills. The researcher of the current study
classified those speaking skills into three domains to be improved in the current study, which are
fluency, vocabulary and accuracy.

5.9 Discussion of the Findings of the First Hypothesis
The first hypothesis was: There are statistically significant differences at (a ≤ 0.05) in the
mean scores due to speaking skills in the pre and post tests of the experimental group. As table
(5.1) revealed, there are statistically significant differences at (a ≤ 0.05) in the mean scores due
to speaking skills in the pre and post tests of the experimental group. In fact, the researcher does
not claim that the students showed excellent abilities in the speaking skills, but she has observed
that the students displayed progress in the posttest. This indicates that an IBTP was effective in
enhancing the students' speaking skills.
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The effectiveness of an IBTP on speaking skills can be summarized as follows:
1- It helped students improve their speaking skills.
2- It helped student use idioms in their speaking skills through describing a situation or talking
about previous experiences or telling stories.
3- It helped students develop speaking skills by engaging them in a motivating classroom
environment and frequent teacher- student interaction.
4- It provided students with skills to share information with their classmates orally.
This result of the current study is an agreement with the study of Baniabdelrahman
(2013) which aimed at examining the effect of using oral diaries for improving students'
speaking proficiency and with the study of Shabani (2013), which aimed at exploring the effect
of background knowledge on speaking ability through two successive class meetings for students
in order to talk on the spur of time about topics they were not familiar with, then the researcher
evaluated their performance as pretests. During the experiment, students displayed gradual
progress in their ability to speak by using idioms through asking them questions, predicting,
recognizing the meaning of idioms in the lessons, responding to the teacher by guessing the
meaning of idioms, and creating a debate between each other through logical steps. This has
been observed by the researcher through students' engagement in their group work. In an IBTP,
students were involved in tasks that resulted in good discussion and presentation.
They also were used to memorize on their notes through remembering, responding as Nunan
(2001, p. 23) stated when the teacher asked them to revise the lessons, respond to teacher's
questions, and prepare the next lesson for the next session. Also, it is an agreement with the
study of Alhabbash (2012) which aimed at examining the effectiveness of class room an online
discussion on speaking skills through giving students an enrichment material for enhancing
speaking skills. In addition, this study is in agreement with the study of Oradi (2012) which
aimed at studying and comparing speaking skills by using three communicative activates during
the activities the researcher applied in her study.

5.10 Discussion of the Findings of the Second Hypothesis
The second hypothesis was: There are statistically significant differences at (a ≤ 0.05) in
the mean scores due to fluency domain in the pre and post tests of the experimental group. It is
apparent from table (5.2) that there is a statistically significant difference between the pre and
post tests mean scores of fluency (Z=-4.24, p-value=0.001) among the English majors at AUG,
in the favor of the post test. Such improvement could be attributed to an IBTP which resulted in
activities students have done inside the class. In the current study, students' personal experiences,
perspectives, interests and passions were encouraged and valued.
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Also, students learned to work independently and take responsibility when they were asked to
do some activities while implementing their roles. During the experiment, students displayed
gradual progress fluency by talking to each other, discussing with teacher, clarifying and
explaining the meaning of idioms, paraphrasing the meaning by using their own words and by
evaluating each other. The results strongly match the results in the studies of Jondeya (2011),
Wijarwadi (2008) and Katja (2004), which proved the effectiveness of using enrichment teaching
programs and activities based on new expressions and phrases on improving speaking skill of
fluency. As a result, this hypothesis is accepted in this study.
Clearly, the results confirm also the results of Tam's (2012), Oradee's (2012), Jondeya's (2011)
and Asl's (2013) studies which proved the effectiveness of using realistic programs and activities
based on new vocabulary and phrase on developing speaking skills. As a result, the hypothesis is
completely accepted in this study which matches the relevant results of the studies of both
Movaghar et. al. (2013), Rodriguez and Winnberg (2013) which used idioms for improving
speaking ability.

5.11 Discussion of the Findings of the Third Hypothesis
The third hypothesis was: There are statistically significant differences at (a ≤ 0.05) in the
mean scores due to vocabulary domain in the pre and posts test of the experimental group. The
results regarding this hypothesis were revealed in table (5.3). The results show that there is a
statistically significant difference between the pre and post mean scores of vocabulary test (Z=4.36, p-value=0.001) among English Majors at AUG, in favor of the post test scores. Clearly, the
mean scores of the post vocabulary test equal 3.44 degree, but in the pre test, they equal 2.48
degree. This result indicates that the training program based on idioms has a great effectiveness
on enhancing vocabulary among English majors at Al-AUG (d= 4.11> 2.0).
The result confirms the results achieved in the studies of Jondeya (2011), and Setyowati
(2008) which proved the effectiveness of using idioms on developing speaking skills. As a result,
An IBTP was effective in enhancing the students' vocabulary skill. These gains in the students'
achievement may be due to the class environment which shifts emphasis from teaching to
learning, from the didactic method of teaching to the independent and autonomous learning
through playing roles, making debates, telling stories and evaluating each other. Moreover, this
proved the researcher's point of view that that her program could provide the students with a lot
of vocabulary which were positive elements to help the students to understand the idioms and to
grasp the best ways and information to use them in the correct manner. The program helped the
students in the experimental group to increase their abilities in using idioms in the correct way.
In addition, the results showed that the implemented program definitely improved the vocabulary
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acquisition of the target students. According to the researcher, the program helped students in
recognizing new idioms that they didn't know, so students clearly understood and could define
many new idioms after an IBTP' implementation. Certainly the research literature indicated, and
the program results supported, that idioms' usage improved vocabulary acquisition. The
researcher strengthened her commitment to using teaching methods as more and more of the
results pointed to its powerful impact on improving students' vocabulary. The benefits of
offering students a variety of teaching methods became increasingly clear in improving
vocabulary domain for each student. The use of an IBTP aligned closely with the student
responses in the course.

5.12 Discussion of the Findings of the Fourth Hypothesis
The fourth hypothesis was: There are statistically significant differences at (a ≤ 0.05) in
the mean scores due to accuracy domain in the pre and post tests of the experimental group. The
statistical analysis of the results showed in table (5.4) to accept this hypothesis as there were
statistically significant differences in the mean scores due to accuracy domain in the pre and post
tests of the experimental group. Consequently, it was found that an IBTP had a significant effect
on enhancing students' speaking skills. Such positive result may be due to the well-organized
program, the lessons and the grouping techniques. The researcher sets up and manages her
program in which the students can get and reach understanding of the idioms. The result
indicates that the training program based on idioms has a very great effectiveness on enhancing
the accuracy of speaking among English majors at AUG (d= 4.31> 2.2). The result confirms the
results achieved in the studies of Oradee (2012) and Lourdunathan and Menon (2006) which
proved the effectiveness of using idioms on enhancing accuracy in speaking. As a result, the
hypothesis is accepted in this study. Also, these results match with the findings in Lourdunathan
and Menon (2006) and Lazar (1996) which proved the effectiveness of an IBTP on enhancing
accuracy of English Majors at AUG.
To sum up, the findings of this study helped the researcher conclude that the use of
idioms through speaking skills has resulted in enhancing English majors' speaking skills. The
researcher observed that the students began to deal with speaking skills in a positive way on the
level of fluency, accuracy, and vocabulary. Also, the students began to use English speaking
skills as a part of a bigger system which is the language. The students, for their first time, began
to use idioms in their speaking skills to describe a situation or to talk about previous experiences
or tell stories in a way that helped them to explain certain attitudes. The researcher stated some
of the changes and developments in the level of students' speaking skills as follows:
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1. Students became more capable of using new techniques in oral authentic contexts in a way
that indicated a productive ability to use idioms to express themselves, describe an event, tell a
story, talk about any specific or general issue or sometimes to enjoy being able to practice
English in an accurate way. For example, the researcher asked a student to write a story by using
idioms and she wrote it in a good way.
2. Students became more capable of using new vocabulary in idiomatic structures to produce a
spoken language without feeling stressed or being embarrassed or shy of speaking in front of
others.
3. Students became more capable to form oral expressive sentences using specific idioms that
describe real life situations in a fluent way.
4. Students became more self-dependent in figuring out the meanings of different idiomatic
vocabularies.
5. Students showed a relative fluency while using new learnt idiomatic vocabularies in speaking
English. The researcher considered such fluency they showed to be significant and noteworthy.
However, further work and research need to be conducted to each skill separately and deeply
enough.
Moreover, after applying the idiom-based activities (dialogues, discussions, creating new
ideas, role-play acting, exchange opinions and suggestions and acting social short real-life play)
and by comparing the results of the post-tests of the targeted-sample, there were statistically
significant differences among the students after using idioms in their speaking activities and
lessons. In conclusion, the results of this study showed how important and effective it is to use
idioms for enhancing speaking skills. Idioms, despite being difficult to digest and comprehend,
are highly proved of as one of the sources and activities that enhance speaking skills of the
students.

5.13 Pedagogical Implications
The previous findings and discussion have indicated that students‘ speaking skills
developed when they learnt new lessons by using idioms and similar phrases and expressions in
the speaking activities in the classroom. So, teachers must revise their speaking teaching
strategies and methods to encourage students to expand their communicative ability efficiently
and quickly.
The students, taught through the use of idioms in their speaking activities, gradually
developed their speaking skills with less teacher's assistance. Therefore, it is suggested that EFL
teachers make their students self-dependent in the process of speaking learning. Actually,
language teachers can benefit from using idioms and the like terms and phrases to make their
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students better communicators with better speaking skills. In a word, instead of embarking on
traditional methods and activities in teaching speaking skills and activities, which have little
practical value, teachers can concentrate on using such idioms and expressions which are useful
and theoretically supported by many other disciplines, such as psychology, psycholinguistics,
and sociolinguistics. Also, idioms and their used in many different types of activities, such as
problem-solving, role play, presentation and speaking in different realistic situations. Therefore,
students instructed through idioms and idiomatic expressions rarely get bored and fed-up. Idioms
make students concentrate more on how to communicate the intended meanings not on the
language forms.
On the other hand, during using idioms and their phrases and expressions, students freely
and successfully communicated with each other. Moreover, they expressed their joy and
happiness when they all participated in each activity. In fact, they were active, interested,
excited, and encouraged to take the task on. This further gives them the opportunity and the
ability to put what they have already known into practice. The findings of this study give
students opportunities to develop strategies or methods for interpreting and comprehending
language as it is actually used by native speakers. Furthermore, when students work in small
groups, the amount of the communicative practices they receive will be maximized. In this way,
students also learn to pay attention not only to communicating the intended meaning, but also to
the social context of the communicative event. There is still another advantage of using idioms in
speaking activities: they teach students to take more responsibility for their own learning. They
should act as active participants not as passive recipients, in order for them to carry out the
contextual tasks. Here, the students are given opportunities to express their own ideas and
opinions, based on how to say them.

5.14 Suggestions
The findings of this study suggested some implications using idioms and their
expressions to enhance English speaking skills among the university English majors. It is clear
from the results of the hypotheses that the experimental groups‘ speaking abilities have
improved. Therefore, this study suggests the following with regard to the developing of speaking
skills by using idioms and idiomatic phrases or expressions:
1. Speaking has to be emphasized over the other language skills.
2. Idioms and idiomatic phrases or expressions have to be an integral part of the speaking class
activities.
3. Students‘ idiom-based interaction should be encouraged.
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4. Teachers should expect much confusion and noise in such classes, therefore, they need to
encourage their students to speak up and practice using idioms. They should keep an eye on all
students.
5. Since most of the Palestinian university students evaluate their English speaking proficiency
based on how they interact in real life situations, more idiom-based authentic topics should be
introduced into the classrooms' speaking activities. Some ways of doing this are to have the
students listen to native speakers on tapes and speak by imitating them.

5.15 Recommendations
Considering the interpretations of the results and the previous discussion, the researcher
provided the following recommendations:

5.15.1 Recommendations for English Language Supervisors
English language supervisors and officials in charge of teachers' training:
1. Carrying out workshops to discuss and adopt the different techniques that enhance students'
independency in speaking skills learning to be as a first step towards equipping learners with
skills that increase their access to language learning resources and learning independency.
2. Carrying out training courses for teachers to promote the implementation of using idioms in
teaching to enhance students' productive skills.
3. Encouraging teachers to use peer-coaching, training lessons and demonstration lessons to
exchange different ideas and techniques of teaching different language skills through English
contextual of situations.
4. Implementing strategies and techniques within the curriculum that bring students more
efficiency in using idioms to enhance their proficiency in practicing English in real life
situations, these may include: semantics, syntax, phonetics, grammar and vocabulary contexts
among other techniques for different levels of students.

5.15.2 Recommendations for English Language Teachers
The researcher recommended the following for ELT Practitioners:
1. Using idioms through role-play, drama intervention, audio-visual activities and games with
different English language skills and giving considerable attention to the varied levels of
students.
2. Attending peer-coaching, training lessons and demonstration lessons carried out by other
teachers to exchange knowledge and share new techniques, especially these related to idioms.
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3. Observing students and observe their favorite learning techniques carefully in order to make
the class more interesting and more involving; this may include using English speaking skills
teaching through interactive computer programs or games.
4. Providing more space and time for students to use English idioms productively and focusing
more often on students' communicative skills rather than their achievements.
5. Taking the leap and thinking outside the box by adopt new teaching strategies- after
consulting several experts- and to add new and lively techniques to the teaching habits.

5.15.3 Recommendations for Researchers Regarding Further Studies
The researcher recommended the following for prospective studies:
1. The use of idioms in teaching different English language skills and sub skills.
2. The role of idioms in enhancing English speaking skills by using interactive audio-visual
devices or linguistic laboratory.
3. Using technique for teaching English speaking skills through idioms for training students to
take advantage of practicing semantic, syntax, grammar and vocabulary.

5.16 Conclusion:
To conclude, in this thesis the researcher looked at the major factors that are expected to
determine speaking skills for English Majors by using idioms. Her goal was to glance at the most
indicative dimensions that arise when idiom use is to take place. Based on the findings derived
from the results of this experimental study the following conclusions were reached: The purpose
of the study was to examine the effectiveness of a training program based on idioms for English
Majors at Al-Azhar University-Gaza. The statistical treatments which were used in the study
indicated that the differences between the means of the experimental group before and after
implementing the program are statistically significant at level (α ≤0.05). In other words, the use
of an IBTP in improving speaking skills had a significant impact on the students. The effect of
the program on performance of the experimental group may be due to various techniques and
activities which were used in the program. This also helped students to do better at learning the
speaking skills. The use of the program with its techniques and activities could have been
affected the students` motivation and interest which could also have reflected on their
willingness to learn.
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Appendix (1)
Appendix (1a)

A Training Program to enhance English majors' speaking skills by using idioms
(The Teacher's Guide, Lesson Plans and Working Sheets)

Dear teachers,
It is well- known that teaching English language and includes enhancing the four major language
skills; listening, speaking, reading, and writing.
Speaking lessons are about twelve consequent lessons, focusing on accuracy, fluency and
vocabulary. Also, there are various lessons that have certain realistic activities and exercises that
practice speaking skills such as idioms, collocations and idiomatic expressions and vocabulary.
Each lesson contains a number of idiom-based speaking activities. This is what the researcher
focused on. The current study introduces activities based on idioms and collocations in the light
of the communicative approach methods to help the teacher in teaching speaking skills in every
lesson throughout the training program. The activities will encourage student-centered approach
by getting the students involved in the task and speak with other partners under the guidance of
the teacher.
Therefore, the activities prepared for the current study will help the teacher to assist the students
encounter a real situation in which idioms are used to encourage them talk to each other to
express their own ideas, experiences and feelings in a contextual way. This means that students
are going to be more responsible for their learning while the teacher is a facilitator who creates a
suitable environment for learning and preparing lessons and roles to students. The main tool in
these activities is encouraging real situations that help the students use idioms and idiomatic
vocabulary and expressions to communicate their ideas and opinions. The researcher has
prepared a teacher's guide which includes relevant lessons plans for the chosen speaking skills
"fluency, vocabulary and accuracy".
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Length of every lesson in the program: One hour

The General Aim of the Teacher's Guide and Speaking Skills Lesson Plan
In order to guide the teacher who desires to practice using idioms in enhancing students'
speaking skills, the researcher designed the teacher's guide which is based on idioms and their
various expressions and collocations as one of the communicative approach methods. The lesson
plan and the activities in this study aimed at developing speaking skills based on idioms.

The Teacher Guide's Consists of the Following:
1. The general aims of the lessons included in the study.
2. Learning objectives of each lesson.
3. Teaching resources "white board, work sheet and CD"
4. Activities used by the researcher to help students in learning.
5. Procedures to be followed by the teachers.
6. Worksheets and Evaluation sheets.

Specific Objectives
By the end of the lessons, students are expected to be able to:
1. Articulate idioms in realistic situations fluently and accurately.
2. Summarize a situation using idioms in a fluent and accurate way.
3. Fluently, describe a sequence of events based on idioms.
4. Narrate a story based on idioms and their collocations.
5. Respond to direct questions, instructions, suggestions, offers, feelings, using idioms in a fluent
and accurate way.
7. Express different feelings, emotions, ideas, reflections and opinions in real situations.

Enhancing Speaking Skills through Idioms
The following steps are carried out to help the teachers to enhance students' idiom-based
speaking skills successfully:
1. Identifying the objectives of the lessons.
2. Preparing warming-up materials in an interesting way.
3. Identifying the topics and formulating them in real situations.
4. Preparing the relevant teaching material needed for the lessons.
5. Creating situations that encourage using idioms.
6. Preparing the idiom-based activities which students are going to carry out.
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7. Evaluating the students' speaking performance through using Oral Speaking Rubric.
8. Guiding students to implement what they have learnt in new situations.

Instructions:
Analyzing some English language idioms by using the activities:
1.

Organizing the class into five small groups and give each group a slip of paper or index
card with a list of three idioms written on it (see the idiom page for a suggested list of
idioms that can all be deciphered by using the activities.)

2.

Explaining to the class that it is sometimes easier to remember words, phrases or
expressions if they are grouped together in categories; therefore, each group is going to
be responsible for teaching the rest of the class a category of idioms (i.e., color idioms,
body idioms, weather idioms, animal idioms, or eating idioms.)

Assessments of the lessons:
1.

Groups' analyses of idioms' meanings can be assessed on accuracy and the students' use of
the activities to validate their analysis.

2.

Students' understanding of the specific idioms presented in class could be easily assessed by
giving the class idioms' questions to see how many idioms they interpret correctly.

3.

Idioms were selected purposefully from Amy Gillett's (2004) "SPEAK ENGLISH LIKE
AMERICANS: Learning the Idioms and Expressions that Will Help You Speak Like
Native!" as it offers the most dynamic and commonly used idioms.
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Appendix(1b)

These lessons were before modification
Date
Time
Title

Teacher's Guide, Lesson Plan and working Sheets (Sessions)
Session 1
th
5 April
3rd level English Majors
Level
One hour
Fluency, Vocabulary, Accuracy
Speaking skills
Bob's Day at Work

Organization
A.V.M

Talk about Bob's day at work.
Discuss with students by asking them about the
highlighted idioms.
Ask students what do these idioms mean.
Use the idioms in sentences..
Group works – pairs.
Worksheets – white board

Warming up

Telling a short story of his own

Revision

T. revises with group some idioms related with the topic.

Behavioral Objectives

Presentation of idiom's
lesson

Procedures of
Using idioms

Summative Evaluation

T. Says the main topic to be discussed.
T. explains the term of idioms and the procedures of using
idioms.
T. explains what they are going to do in their worksheets.
T. asks Ss to work in groups
T. asks Ss to choose the student who is going write a
sentence on the board.
Ss choose the student who is going to write a sentence on
the board.
T. gives the group worksheets to help them ask questions.
Ss try to ask their friends questions as possible as they can.
Can you talk about your work by using idioms?
Do you like to break the news?
Do you buy things cost an arm and a leg?
Describe the salespeople?
SS discuss the different answers.
Ss can ..
Talk about a work day.
Discuss the topic by using appropriate idioms.
Use questions and correct sentences with correct
structures.
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Date
Time
Title

th

6 April
One hour

Session 2
3rd level English Majors
Level
Speaking skills Fluency, Vocabulary, accuracy
Bob Returns Home With Bad News

Behavioral Objectives

Talk about the bad news.
Recognize the idioms' meanings
Discuss the causes of leaving work by asking questions.
Make sentences by using idioms.
Create a short dialogue by using idioms

Organization

Group works - pairs

A.V.M

Worksheets – white board

Warming up

Giving a puzzle that she knows

Revision

T. revises with group some idioms related with the topic.

Presentation of idioms

Procedures of
Using idioms

Summative Evaluation

T. explains the term of idioms and the procedures of using
idioms .
T. Says the main topic to be discussed.
T. explains what they are going to do in their worksheets.
T. asks Ss to work in groups
Ss asks Ss to choose the student who is going to tell a
story.
Ss choose the student who is going to tell a story.
T. gives the group worksheets to help them ask questions.
Ss try to ask their friends questions as possible as they can.
What's the matter?
When do you want to start your own work?
Describe yourself when you get canned at work?
Do you think that bad news affect all people ? why?
Ss can ..
Talk about the topic of Bad news.
Discuss the topic by using appropriate vocabulary.
Use questions and correct sentences with correct
structures.
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Date
Time
Title

th

8 April
One hour

Session 3
3rd level English Majors
Level
Speaking skills Fluency, Vocabulary, Accuracy
Ted's Day at School

Organization

Talk about Ted's day at school.
Discuss the failure of Ted in his Chemistry test.
Give opinions and make suggestions by using some
idioms.
Create new idioms
Group works – pairs

A.V.M

Worksheets – white board

Warming up

Every student gives his own idioms that she learns

Revision

T. revises the idioms they took before .

Presentation of idioms

T. says the main topic to be discussed.
T. explains what they are going to do in their worksheets.
T. prepares some questions to help ss.

Procedures of
Using idioms

T. asks Ss to work in groups
T. asks Ss to choose the student who is going to create a
new idiom and gives Ss worksheet with questions.
Ss try to ask their friend questions about idioms as
possible as they can.
What do you mean by a lost chance?
How do we use the idiom of give a hoot in sentences?
Describe the use of new idioms in life ?
Do you think that the new idioms affect English language?
Ss discuss the different answers.

Summative Evaluation

Ss have the ability to:
Talk about the use of new idioms.
Discuss the topic by using vocabulary.
Use questions and correct sentences with correct
structures.

Behavioral Objectives
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Date
Time
Title

th

12 April
One hour

Behavioral Objectives

Session 4
3rd level English Majors
Level
Speaking skills Fluency, Vocabulary and Accuracy
Nicole's Day at School
Talk about Nicole's day at school.
Discuss the topic by asking questions.
Give opinions and make suggestions by using new
vocabulary.
Create dialogues by using idioms

Organization
Group works - pairs
A.V.M
Warming up
Revision

Worksheets – white board
Tell a short story about her last experience in winter
T. revises with ss the idioms they took before.

Presentation of idioms
T. says the main topic to be discussed.
T. explains what they are going to do in their worksheets.
T. prepares some questions to help ss.
Procedures
of Using idioms

Summative Evaluation

T. asks Ss to work in groups
T. asks Ss to choose the student who is going to create a
dialogue .
T. gives Ss work sheet with questions to help them.
Ss try to ask their friend s questions as possible as they
can.
What do you feel when you are successful?
Describe what are the successful presentations?
When are you green with envy?
Ss discuss the different answers.

Ss have ability to:
Talk about a successful presentation.
Discuss the topic by using idioms.
Use questions and correct sentences with correct
structures.
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Date
Time
Title

th

13 April
One hour

Session 5
3rd level English Majors
Level
Speaking skills Fluency, Vocabulary, Accuracy
Ted Goes Out for the Evening

Organization
Warming up
Revision

Ss are expected to:
Talk about Ted and his friend.
Discuss topic by using different questions.
Give opinions and make suggestions by using various
vocabulary.
Group works – pairs
Ss answer missing words.
T. revises with ss words related with main topic.

Presentation of idioms

T. explains the main topic to be discussed.

Behavioral Objectives

T. explains what they are going to do in their worksheets.
T. prepares some questions to help ss.
Procedures of Using
idioms

T. asks Ss to work in groups
T. asks Ss to choose the student who is going to do a role
play.
T. gives Ss work sheets with questions to help them.
Ss try to ask their friends questions as possible.
Are you crazy of anyone?
Do you take everything easy?
Do you think that a bad friend affect your behavior?
Is it easy to feel down in the dumps?
Ss discuss the different answers.

Summative Evaluation

Ss have ability to:
Talk about choosing a friend.
Discuss the topic by using idioms.
Use questions and correct sentences with correct
structures.
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Date
Time
Title

th

15 April
One hour

Session 6
3rd level English Majors
Level
Speaking skills Fluency, Vocabulary, Accuracy
Susan Stays Home and Bakes Cookies

Organization
A.V.M

Talk about Baking Cookies.
Discuss the new idioms.
Give opinions and make suggestions by using vocabulary.
Identify the new idioms
Group works – pairs
Worksheets – white board

Warming up

Giving puzzles and short questions from reality

Revision

T. revises with group some idioms related with the topic.

Behavioral Objectives

Presentation of idioms

Procedures of Using
idioms

Summative Evaluation

T. says the main topic to be discussed.
T. explains what they are going to do in their worksheets.
T. prepares some questions to help ss.
T. asks Ss to work in groups
T. asks Ss to choose the student who is going to identify
the idiom.
Ss choose the student who is going to identify the idiom.
T. gives group worksheets to help them ask questions.
Ss try to ask their friends questions as possible as you can.
Have you got a heart of gold?
Can you tell somebody to cheer up?
Do you want to go into business?
Have you ever felt on edge?
Ss have ability to
Talk about baking cookies.
Discuss the topic by using appropriate vocabulary.
Use questions and correct sentences with correct
structures.
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Date
Time
Title

th

19 April
One hour

Behavioral
Objectives

Organization
Warming up
Revision
Presentation of idioms

Procedures
of Using
idioms

Summative Evaluation

Session 7
3rd level English Majors
Level
Speaking skills Fluency, Vocabulary, Accuracy
Susan Hires Bob to Run Her Business
Ss are expected to
Talk about running a new business.
Discuss topic by using different questions.
Give opinions and make suggestions by using various
vocabulary.
Create a new story.
Group works – pairs
Ss answer missing words.
T. revises with Ss words related with main topic.
T. explains the main topic to be discussed.
T. explains what they are going to do in their worksheets.
T. prepares some questions to help ss.
T. asks ss to work in groups
T. asks ss to choose the student who is going to tell a
story.
T. gives ss work sheet with questions to help them.
Ss try to ask their friend questions as possible as they can.
Do you give something a shot?
Do you work like a dog?
Do you have mixed feelings?
Do you get up bright and early?
Ss discuss the different answers.

Ss have ability to:
Talk about running a business .
Discuss the topic by using idioms.
Use questions and correct sentences with correct
structures.
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Date
Time
Title

th

20 April
One hour

Behavioral
Objectives

Organization

Session 8
3rd level English Majors
Level
Speaking skills Fluency, Vocabulary, Accuracy
Ted Forms a Rock Band
Ss are expected to
Talk about Ted forms a rock band.
Discuss topic by using different questions.
Give opinions and make suggestions by using various
vocabulary.
Write their own idioms.
Group works – pairs

Warming up

Ss play a game based on their own knowledge and
experience.

Revision

T. revises with ss idioms related with main topic.

Presentation of idioms

T. explains the main topic to be discussed.
T. explains what they are going to do in their worksheets.
T. prepares some questions to help ss.
T. asks Ss to work in groups
T. asks Ss to choose the student who is going to write his
own idiom.
T. gives ss work sheet with questions to help them.
Ss try to ask their friends questions as possible.
Are you in a good spirit today?
Are TV shows dime a dozen ?
Do you have a pipe dream?
Do you have hard times in life?
Ss discuss the different answers.

Procedures
of Using idioms

Summative Evaluation

Ss have ability to:
Talk about music.
Discuss the topic by using vocabulary.
Use questions and correct sentences with correct
structures.
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Date
Time
Title

th

26 April
One hour

Session 9
3rd level English Majors
Level
Speaking skills Fluency, Vocabulary, Accuracy
Nicole for President

Organization

Ss are expected to
Talk about Nicole for president.
Discuss topic by using different questions.
Give opinions and make suggestions by using variety
vocabulary.
Do a role play by using idioms.
Group works – pairs

Warming up

Ss tell a short story about real previous experiences.

Revision

T. revises with Ss words related with main topic.

Presentation of idioms

T. explains the main topic to be discussed.
T. explains what they are going to do in their worksheets.
T. prepares some questions to help ss.

Procedures
of Using
Hot Seating
Strategy

T. asks Ss to work in groups
T. asks Ss to choose the student who is going to do a role
play.
T. gives Ss work sheet with questions to help them.
Ss try to ask their friends questions as possible as you can.
Are you crazy about something?
What are the best characteristics for being a president?
Do you give someone the cold shoulder?
Do you get down to business?
Ss discuss the different answers.

Summative Evaluation

Ss have ability to:
Talk about voting and choosing a good president.
Discuss the topic by using vocabulary.
Use questions and correct sentences with correct
structures.

Behavioral
Objectives
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Date
Time
Title

th

27 April
One hour

Session 10
3rd level English Majors
Level
Speaking skills Fluency, Vocabulary, Accuracy
Bob Visits the Village Market

Organization

Ss are expected to
Talk about Bob visits the village Market.
Discuss topic by using different questions.
Give opinions and make suggestions by using various
vocabulary.
Summarize the lesson
Group works – pairs

Warming up

Ss play a teacher-guided game using an idiom.

Revision

T. revises with Ss words related with main topic.

Behavioral
Objectives

Presentation of idioms

Procedures
of Using idioms

Summative Evaluation

T. explains the main topic to be discussed.
T. explains what they are going to do in their worksheets.
T. prepares some questions to help ss.
T. asks Ss to work in groups
T. asks Ss to choose the student who is going to
summarize the lesson.
T. gives Ss work sheet with questions to help them.
Ss try to ask their friends questions as possible.
What's up?
Describe visiting the village market?
Do you feel that you are out of world?
Can you say that again?
Ss discuss the different answers.

Ss have ability to:
Talk about the visiting a market.
Discuss the topic by using vocabulary.
Use questions and correct sentences with correct
structures.
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Date
Time
Title

Session 11
3 May
3rd level English Majors
Level
One hour
Speaking skills Fluency, Vocabulary, Accuracy
Bob Drives a Hard Bargain
rd

Organization

Ss are expected to
Talk about working.
Discuss topic by using different questions.
Give opinions and make suggestions by using variety
vocabulary.
Create their own idioms.
Group works – pairs

Warming up

Ss answer missing words.

Revision

T. revises with Ss idioms related with main topic.

Behavioral
Objectives

Presentation of idioms

Procedures
of Using idioms

Summative Evaluation

T. explains the main topic to be discussed.
T. explains what they are going to do in their worksheets.
T. prepares some questions to help ss.
T. asks Ss to work in groups
T. asks Ss to choose the student who is going to create
idiom.
T. gives Ss work sheet with questions to help them.
Ss try to ask their friend hot seated questions as possible
as they can.
How is it going?
Do you want to take it or leave it?
Have you twisted your friends' arm?
Suggest how can you drive a hard bargain?
Ss discuss the different answers.

Ss have ability to:
Talk about driving a hard bargain.
Discuss the topic by using vocabulary.
Use questions and correct sentences with correct
structures.
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Date
Time
Title

Session 12
4 May
3rd level English Majors
Level
One hour
Speaking skills Fluency, Vocabulary, Accuracy
Bob's Big Cookie Order
th

Organization

Ss are expected to
Talk about Bob's big cookie Order
Discuss topic by using different questions.
Give opinions and make suggestions by using various
vocabulary.
Identify the idioms' meanings
Group works – pairs

Warming up

Ss talk about their own experience in last summer.

Revision

T. revises with ss words related with main topic.

Behavioral
Objectives

Presentation of idioms

Procedures
of Using
idioms

Summative Evaluation

T. explains the main topic to be discussed.
T. explains what they are going to do in their worksheets.
T. prepares some questions to help ss.
T. asks Ss to work in groups
T. asks Ss to choose the student who is going to be hot
seated.
T. gives Ss work sheets with questions to help them.
Ss try to ask their friend hot seated questions as possible.
Have you been running around?
Are things looking up?
Do you offer to pitch in?
Do you get going on your business?
Ss discuss the different answers.

Ss have ability to:
Talk about baking the cookies.
Discuss the topic by using vocabulary.
Use questions and correct sentences with correct
structures.
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Appendix (1c)

These lessons were after modification
Teacher's Guide, Lesson Plans and worksheets (Sessions)
Session 1
nd
2 April
3rd level English Majors
Level
One hour
Fluency, Vocabulary, Accuracy
Speaking skills
Idioms in our life

Date
Time
Title

Behavioral Objectives

Ss. are expected to:
Define the idiom.
Talk about some everyday idioms.
Translate some idioms into Arabic.
Evaluate the importance of idioms use in life.

Organization
A.V.M

Group works - pairs.
Worksheets - white board.

Warming up

T. shows Ss. some pictures.

Revision

T. revises with Ss. some proverbs related to their culture.

Presentation of idiom's
lesson

Procedures of
Using idioms

Evaluation

T. Says the main topic to be discussed.
T. explains the term of idioms and the procedures of using
idioms by asking Ss.: What does idiom mean?
Do you know some idioms?
T. explains what they are going to do in the course by
showing the Ss. worksheets and pictures.
T. asks Ss. about the definition of idiom.
Ss. answer the question.
T. discusses the definition of idiom with Ss.
T. asks Ss. to give some idioms they usually hear.
T. asks Ss. to work in pairs for answering these questions:
Can you give me some idioms you used to hear in daily
life?
Ss. work in pairs and answer the question.
T. asks Ss. what is the meaning of it's raining cats and
dogs?
Can you translate it into Arabic?
Ss. answer and translate it.
T. asks Ss. to choose the student who is going write the
translation of the idiom on the board.
Ss. try to ask their friends questions about idioms as
possible as they can such as:
Can you define the idiom?
Ss. discuss with T. the different answers.
T. asks Ss. to make a short dialogue by using the idioms
they know.
T. asks Ss. to evaluate their answers with each other.
T. asks Ss. to watch some dialogues on YouTube.
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th

5 April
One hour

Date
Time
Title

Session 2
3rd level English Majors
Level
Fluency, Vocabulary, Accuracy
Speaking skills
Bob's Day at Work

Organization
A.V.M

Ss. are expected to:
Find the idioms in the lesson.
Talk about Bob's day at work.
Identify the meaning of highlighted idioms.
Distinguish the idioms from each other.
Explain the use of idioms in life.
pairs – individually.
Worksheets - white board - CD

Warming up

T. shows Ss. some pictures that related to the lesson.

Revision

T. revises with Ss. some idioms related to the last lesson.

Behavioral Objectives

Presentation of idiom's
lesson

Procedures of
Using idioms

Evaluation

T. Says the main topic to be discussed.
T. asks Ss. to open their worksheets.
Ss. open their worksheets.
T. asks Ss. about the picture: What do you see?
T. asks Ss. to describe the picture in a sentence.
Ss. work one by one in order to answer the question.
Ss. answer the question.
T. asks Ss. to keep silent in order to play the record.
T. play the record which is about Bob's day at work.
Ss. listen carefully to the record.
T. asks Ss. if they get the lesson or not.
T. asks Ss. about the idioms they heard in the record.
What is the lesson about?
What are the idioms of this lesson?
Ss. work together to answer the questions
T. asks Ss. to write the idioms on the board.
T. asks Ss. to guess the meaning of idioms in the lesson.
Ss. work in pairs and answer the questions.
T. discusses the meaning of idioms with Ss.
T. asks some Ss. to stand up and play the characters' role
in the lesson by reading the dialogue.
Ss. play the role effectively.
Ss. try to ask their friends questions about idioms as
possible as they can such as:
Do you like to break the news?
Do you buy things cost an arm and a leg?
Can you play the role of Bob?
Describe the salespeople?
Ss. discuss with T. the different answers.
T. asks Ss. to evaluate each other by using Oral Speaking
Rubric during the role they did in the class.
T. asks Ss. to prepare the next lesson to the next class and
prepare a short story by using the idioms of this lesson.
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Date
Time
Title

th

6 April
One hour

Session 3
3rd level English Majors
Level
Speaking skills Fluency, Vocabulary, accuracy
Bob Returns Home With Bad News

Behavioral Objectives

Ss. are expected to:
Talk about the bad news.
Recognize the idioms' meanings.
Discuss the causes of leaving work by asking questions.
Make sentences by using idioms.
Create a short dialogue by using idioms.

Organization

Group works – pairs- individually

A.V.M

Worksheets - white board - CD

Warming up

Ss. sing a song with some idioms.

Revision

T. revises with Ss. some idioms related to their culture
such as I smell a rat.
T. Says the main topic to be discussed.
T. asks Ss. to open their worksheets.
Ss. open their worksheets.
T. asks Ss. about the picture in lesson 2: What do you
see?
T. asks Ss. to describe the picture in a sentence.
Ss. work one by one in order to answer the question.
Ss. answer the question.
T. asks one of Ss. to read the dialogue and asks another
one to guess what is the meaning of " I got canned
today"
Ss. answer and T. explains the meaning of the idiom.
T. asks Ss. to read the title of the lesson .
T. asks Ss. to keep silent in order to play the record.
T. play the record which is about Bob returns home with
bad news.
Ss. listen carefully to the record.
T. asks Ss. to explain what they hear in the record.
T. asks Ss to work in groups.
T. explains the idea of the lesson and writes the idioms
on the board.
Ss. guess what idioms mean.
T. asks Ss. to make a dialogue.
T. asks Ss to choose from students who are going to
make dialogue.
Ss choose the students who are going to make a
dialogue.
T. gives the group worksheets to help them in order to do
it.
Ss try to ask their friends questions as possible as they
can in order to make a good dialogue such as:

Presentation of idioms

Procedures of
Using idioms
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What's the matter?
When do you want to start your own work?
Describe yourself when you get canned at work?
Do you think that bad news affect all people? why?
T. asks groups to make sentences by using idioms.
Ss. make Sentences and read it loudly and T. corrects
their mistakes.
T. asks Ss. to answer the lesson questions in the
worksheet.
Ss. answer all questions and then T. and Ss. summarize
the lesson together.
Evaluation

T. asks Ss. to evaluate each other by using Oral Speaking
Rubric during the dialogue they made in the class.
T. asks Ss. to prepare the next lesson to the next class
and prepare a short record about the idioms of this lesson
between each other.
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Date
Time
Title

th

8 April
One hour

Session 4
3rd level English Majors
Level
Speaking skills Fluency, Vocabulary, Accuracy
Ted's Day at School

Organization

Ss. are expected to:
Describe the picture.
Recognize the meaning of idioms.
Create new idioms.
Pairs – individually.

A.V.M

Worksheets – white board – CD.

Warming up

Ss. answer the question of the last lesson.

Revision

T. revises the idioms of the previous lesson.

Behavioral Objectives

Presentation of idioms

Procedures of
Using idioms

Evaluation

T. says the main topic to be discussed.
T. explains what they are going to do in their worksheets.
T. asks Ss. to describe the picture in the lesson.
T. chooses a student to answer the question.
The student answers the question.
T. asks Ss. to listen to the record.
Ss. listen carefully.
T. asks Ss. if they got the lesson.
T. writes the idioms on the board.
T. asks Ss. to guess the meaning of idioms.
T. and Ss. discuss the meanings together.
T. asks Ss. to work in pairs.
T. asks Ss. to create idioms.
Ss. work in pairs and try to create idioms.
T. asks Ss to choose the student who is going to create a
new idiom and gives Ss worksheet with questions
T. asks Ss to choose classmates to ask them questions
about idioms as possible as they can.
What do you mean by a lost chance?
How do we use the idiom of give a hoot in sentences?
Describe the use of new idioms in life ?
Do you think that the new idioms affect English language?
Ss. and T. discuss the different answers.
T. asks Ss. to evaluate each other by using Oral Speaking
Rubric
Ss. find each other mistakes in using sentences while
speaking.
T. chooses two Ss. to make an oral presentation for the
next lesson.
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Date
Time
Title

th

12 April
One hour

Behavioral Objectives

Organization
A.V.M
Warming up
Revision
Presentation of idioms

Procedures
of Using idioms

Evaluation

Session 5
3rd level English Majors
Level
Speaking skills Fluency, Vocabulary and Accuracy
Nicole's Day at School
Ss. are expected to:
Interpret the idioms' meaning.
Prepare a short dialogue.
Answer the lesson questions
Group works - pairs
Worksheets- White board- CD
Ss. sing a song.
T. and Ss. revises the idioms they took before.
T. asks Ss. to open their worksheets.
Ss. open their worksheets.
T. asks Ss. to keep silent in order to play the record.
T. plays the record.
T. turns the record off and asks Ss. if they got the lesson.
T. writes the idioms on the board.
T. asks Ss.to work in pairs.
T. asks Ss. to answer these questions: what do we mean
by "green
with envy, head and shoulders above,
shut up and on thin ice."?
Ss. work in pairs to answer the questions.

T. asks Ss. to work in groups
T. asks Ss. to choose the students who are going to make
a short dialogue.
Ss. read their dialogue.
T. and Ss. find their errors and correct them.
T. asks Ss. to open their work sheets to answer the lesson
questions.
Ss. answer the questions and T. corrects their mistakes.
T. asks Ss. to ask each other questions such as:
What do you feel when you are successful?
Describe what are the successful presentations?
When are you green with envy?
T and Ss. discuss the different answers.
T. asks Ss. to evaluate each other by Oral Speaking
Rubric.
T. asks Ss. to watch a video on YouTube for idioms.
T. asks Ss. to prepare the next lesson for the next class.
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Date
Time
Title

th

13 April
One hour

Session 6
3 level English Majors
Level
Speaking skills Fluency, Vocabulary, Accuracy
Ted Goes Out for the Evening
rd

Behavioral Objectives

Ss. are expected to:
Identify the idioms' meanings.
Make a debate by using idioms.
Summarize the lesson.

Organization
A.V. M
Warming up
Revision

Group works – pairs.
Worksheets- whiteboard- CD.
Ss. practice the last lesson idioms.
T. and Ss. revise the last lesson.
T. asks Ss. to open their worksheets on lesson 5.
Ss. opens their worksheets.
T. asks Ss. to listen carefully to the record.
Ss. listen carefully to the record.
T. asks Ss. what are the idioms they hear?
T. asks Ss. to work in pairs to answer the questions.
Ss. answer the questions.
T. corrects their mistakes.
T. asks Ss. to work in groups.

Presentation of idioms

Procedures of Using
idioms

Ss. work in groups.
T. asks Ss. to make a debate by using idioms.
Ss. work together and make a debate.
T. chooses two groups to present their debates.
Ss. present their debates.
T. listens to Ss. and corrects their mistakes.
T. and Ss. discuss the mistakes.
T. asks Ss. to summarize the lesson.
T. chooses a student to present her summary.
Ss. listen to their classmate.
T. and Ss. discuss the mistakes and correct them.

Evaluation

T. asks Ss. to evaluate each other by using Oral
Speaking Rubric.
T. chooses a student to make an oral presentation for
the next lesson.
T. asks Ss. to watch idioms' dialogue on YouTube.
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Date
Time
Title

th

15 April
One hour

Session 7
3rd level English Majors
Level
Speaking skills Fluency, Vocabulary, Accuracy
Susan Stays Home and Bakes Cookies

Organization
A.V.M

Ss. are expected to:
Recognize the idioms' meaning.
Use the idioms in sentences.
Make a dialogue by using idioms.
Group works – pairs.
Worksheets – white board.

Warming up
Revision

Ss. and T. play a game.
T. and Ss. revises the last lesson.

Presentation of idioms

T. asks Ss. to open their worksheets.
T. asks Ss. to be quiet.
T. asks the student who will present to come and stand
next to class.
The student stands up and starts to present the oral
presentation.
T. and Ss. listen to the student.
T. asks Ss. to find the errors of their classmate.
Ss. work together to find them.
T. asks Ss. about their classmate mistakes.
T. and Ss. discuss the mistakes and correct them.
T. asks Ss. to work in pairs.
Ss. work in pairs.
T. asks Ss. to use the idioms in sentences.
Ss. uses these idioms " cheer someone up, go into
business, to be in a bad mood, good thinking and out of
the world " in sentences
T. chooses Ss. to read their sentences.
T. corrects their mistakes.
T. asks Ss. to work in groups.
Ss. work in groups.
T. asks Ss. to make a dialogue.
Ss. work together and make a dialogue.
T. chooses a group to present their dialogue.
T. listens to Ss. and then she and Ss. correct the group
mistakes.
T. and Ss. discuss the mistakes in order to avoid them next
time.
T. asks Ss. to find errors of each other while speaking.
T. asks Ss. to answer the lesson questions.

Behavioral Objectives

Procedures of Using
idioms

Evaluation
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Date
Time
Title

th

19 April
One hour

Behavioral
Objectives
Organization
A. V. M
Warming up
Revision
Presentation of idioms

Procedures
of Using
idioms

Evaluation

Session 8
3rd level English Majors
Level
Speaking skills Fluency, Vocabulary, Accuracy
Susan Hires Bob to Run Her Business
Ss. are expected to:
Recognize the idioms' meanings.
Tell a shot story.
Judge each other.
Group works –pairs.
Whiteboard- worksheet- CD.
Ss. answer the missing words of the last lesson.
T. revises the idioms of the last lesson with students.
T. asks Ss. to open their worksheets.
Ss. open their worksheets.
T. asks a student to read the title of the lesson.
The student read the title.
T. asks another student what does this sentence mean?
''Susan Hires Bob to Run Her Business''
The student answers and the teacher corrects her
mistakes.
T. asks Ss. to keep silent while playing the record.
Ss. listen to the record.
T. writes the idioms on the board.
T. asks Ss. what we mean by these idioms" bright and
early, work like a dog and etc.

T. asks Ss. to work in groups.
Ss. work in groups to answer the questions.
T. asks and Ss. answer the questions.
T. asks Ss. to work in pairs in order to tell a story.
Ss. work in pairs.
T. chooses Ss. to tell a short story by using idioms.
Ss. tell a short story.
Ss. judge the Ss. who told the short story.
T. and Ss. discuss the different answers.
T. asks Ss. to estimate each other by using Oral Speaking
Rubric.
T. asks Ss. to find each other errors.
T. asks Ss. to prepare the next lesson.
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Date
Time
Title

th

20 April
One hour

Session 9
3rd level English Majors
Level
Speaking skills Fluency, Vocabulary, Accuracy
Ted Forms a Rock Band

Behavioral
Objectives

Ss. are expected to:
Discover the idioms' meaning.
Use the idioms in sentences.
Create a discussion by using idioms.

Organization

Group works - pairs.

A. V. M
Warming up

Whiteboard- worksheets
Ss. play a game such as find the missing word :
1. You can't open that jar?
Let me give it................
2. Dana had a date on Friday night with an auto
mechanic. He gave him a .......... course on changing
his oil .

Revision
Presentation of idioms

T. revises the last lesson with Ss.
T. asks Ss. to open their work sheets on lesson 8.
Ss. open their worksheets
T. asks Ss. to discover the meaning of highlighted idioms .
Ss. work in pairs to answer the questions.
T. writes the idioms on the board.
Ss. look at the board and guess the meaning of idioms.

Procedures
of Using idioms

T. asks Ss. to work in group .
Ss. work in groups.
T. asks Ss. to use these idioms in sentences" good spirits,
good for you, shell out, a wise guy and beat around the
bush ."
Ss. works together and put the idioms in sentences .
T. asks Ss. to create a discussion by using the sentences .
Ss. create a discussion .
T. listens to the discussion and correct their mistakes .

Evaluation
T. asks Ss. to evaluate each other by using Oral Speaking
Rubric.
Ss. find errors of each other .
T. asks Ss. to prepare the next lesson.
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Date
Time
Title

th

26 April
One hour

Session 10
3rd level English Majors
Level
Speaking skills Fluency, Vocabulary, Accuracy
Nicole for President

Behavioral
Objectives

Ss. are expected to :
Recognize the idioms' meaning.
Distinguish the meaning of idioms.
Do a role play by using idioms.

Organization

Group works - pairs

A. V. M
Warming up

Whiteboard- worksheet- CD.

Revision
Presentation of idioms

Procedures
of Using
Hot Seating
Strategy

Evaluation

T. chooses a student to tell a short story by using the last
lesson idioms .
T. revises the last lesson with Ss.
T. asks Ss. to keep silent .
T. plays the record .
Ss. listen carefully to the dialogue .
T. asks Ss. If they got the lesson .
T. writes the idioms on the board .
T. asks Ss. About the meaning of idioms .
Ss. guess the meanings .
T. discusses the meanings of idioms with Ss .
T. asks Ss. to work in pairs .
T. asks Ss. to answer the following questions :
Are you crazy about something?
Do you give someone the cold shoulder?
T. and Ss. discuss the different answers .
T. asks Ss. to work in groups to do the role-play .
Ss. stand up and do the role-play .
T. asks the other Ss. to find their classmates errors .
T. and Ss. discuss the mistakes together.
T. asks Ss to evaluate each other by using Oral Speaking
Rubric .
T. asks Ss. to write a short story for the next class.
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Date
Time
Title

th

27 April
One hour

Session 11
3rd level English Majors
Level
Speaking skills Fluency, Vocabulary, Accuracy
Bob Visits the Village Market

Behavioral
Objectives

Ss. are expected to :
Recognize the idioms' meaning .
Interpret the idioms.
Make a conversation by using idioms.
Answer the questions.

Organization

Group works -pairs.

A.V. M
Warming up

Worksheets- whiteboard- CD.
Ss. play a game such as what is the missing idioms.
What's…….?
Stop trying to talk me....... going to the dance club on
Saturday night.

Revision
T. asks Ss. about the idioms of the last lesson .
Presentation of idioms

T. asks Ss to open their worksheets .
T. asks a student to read the idioms in the picture .
T. plays the record .
Ss. listen to the dialogue .
T. asks Ss. If there is a misunderstanding in getting the
lesson .
T. writes the idioms on the board .
T. asks Ss. to guess the meanings of idioms .
Ss. answer the questions .
T. expresses the idioms meaning .

Procedures
of Using idioms

T. asks Ss. to work in groups .
Ss. work in groups .
T. asks Ss. to make a conversation .
Ss. work together and make a conversation by using
idioms.
T. asks Ss. to stand up and do their conversation .
T. asks Ss. to find errors of their classmates.
T. and Ss. discuss the errors.
T. corrects the mistakes .
T. asks Ss to work in pairs in order to answer the lesson
question .
Ss. work in pairs and answer the questions
T. asks Ss. to evaluate each other by using Oral Speaking
Rubric .
T. asks Ss. to find each other errors.
T. asks Ss. to prepare the next lesson.

Evaluation
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Date
Time
Title

Session 12
3 May
3rd level English Majors
Level
One hour
Speaking skills Fluency, Vocabulary, Accuracy
Bob Drives a Hard Bargain
rd

Behavioral
Objectives

Ss. are expected to:
Define the idioms' meaning.
Describe Bob's hard bargain.
Put the idioms in sentences.
Tell a short story.
Summarize the lesson orally.

Organization

Group works - pairs

A. V. M
Warming up

White board- work sheet- CD.

Revision
Presentation of idioms

Procedures
of Using idioms

Evaluation

Ss. answer the questions of the last lesson.
T. revises the idioms of the last lesson.
T. asks Ss. to look at the picture .
T. asks a student to describe what he sees in the picture.
The student answer the question.
T. asks another student to read the dialogue.
and guess the meaning of the idioms.
T. helps Ss. to get the meaning.
T. asks Ss. to keep silent and listen carefully to the record.
Ss. Listen to the dialogue.
T. asks them what is the meaning of how's it going .
T. choose a student to answer the question.
The student answers and T. listens and corrects if there is a
mistake.

T. asks Ss. to work in groups.
Ss. work in groups.
T. writes the idioms on the board .
T. asks Ss. to guess the meaning .
Ss. answer and T. corrects their mistakes
T. asks Ss. to put the idioms in sentences.
Ss. work together and put them in sentences.
T. chooses some Ss. to read loudly.
Ss. read loudly.
T. corrects their mistakes .
T. asks Ss to choose a student in order to tell a story .
The student tells her story by collecting the sentences of
her classmates together.
T. corrects if there are mistakes.
T. asks some student again to summarize the lesson orally .
Ss. summarize and T. corrects the mistakes.
T asks Ss. to evaluate each other by using Oral Speaking
Rubric.
T asks Ss. to prepare the next lesson.
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Date
Time
Title

Session 13
4th May
3rd level English Majors
Level
One hour
Speaking skills Fluency, Vocabulary, Accuracy
Bob's Big Cookie Order

Organization

Ss are expected to:
Identify the idioms' meanings.
Use idioms in sentences.
Ask each other.
Group works - pairs- individually.

A. V. M
Warming up
Revision

Whiteboard- Worksheets- CD.
Ss. sing a song.
T. revises the last lesson with Ss. by saying sentences.

Behavioral
Objectives

Presentation of idioms

Procedures
of Using
idiom

Evaluation

T. asks Ss. to open their worksheets.
T. chooses a student to read the title of the lesson.
The student reads the title loudly.
T. explains what they are going to do in their worksheets.
T. asks Ss. to keep silent because he is going to play the
record.
Ss. listen to the lesson carefully.
T. prepares some questions for Ss.
T. asks Ss. to work in pairs.
T. asks Ss. this question: what is the main idea of the
lesson?
Ss. answer the question.
T. writes the idioms on the board and asks Ss. to guess
what they mean.
Ss answer the questions.
T. discusses the answers with Ss.
T. asks Ss. an oral question: Have you been running
around?
T. asks Ss. to work in groups and ask these questions each
other and then record their answers:
Are things looking up?
Do you offer to bitch in?
T. and Ss. discuss the different answers.
T. asks Ss. to evaluate each other by using Oral Speaking
Rubric.
T. asks Ss. to find errors of each other while speaking.
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Appendix (1d)

A Collected Material by the Researcher Aya Jamal Safi
Based on Amy Gillett's Book (2004)
SPEAK ENGLISH LIKE AMERICANS

Why did I as a researcher choose this book?
If you already speak some English and now you would like to speak more like a native speaker,
you've then found the right book. This book is considered as one of the keys to speaking like a
native in order to get the ability to use and understand casual expressions, or idioms. American
English is full of idioms. You won't learn these expressions in a standard textbook. But you will
usually hear them in everyday conversations. You'll also meet them in books, newspapers,
magazines, and TV shows. This book will help you understand and use idioms better. It contains
over 300 of today's most common idioms.
Idioms add color to the language. Master idioms and your speech will be less awkward, less
foreign. You'll also understand more of what you read and hear. Often a student of English tries
to translate idioms word-for-word, or literally. According to Amy (2004) , she said If you do
this, you can end up asking: What could this possibly mean? This is why idioms are difficult:
they work as groups of words, not as separate words. If you translate each word on its own,
you'll miss the meaning and in many cases end up with nonsense.
As an example, let's take one of the idioms presented in this book: "out of this world." This
expression is often used to describe delicious food. If you have a party and you serve a delicious
chicken dish, your American friend might tell you, "This chicken is out of this world!" Start
translating the expression word-for-word and you'll have to ask yourself: "What world is it in?"
and "Why is she even commenting on the chicken being in a world, any world?" Here's another
example. Let's say you're on a tennis team. Your team has won every single game for the past six
months. You could tell your friend this without using an idiom: "Our team is lucky because we
keep winning game after game."
In other words, you will need to get the word order exactly right. Here's an example of what I
mean. Recently, I helped a student with his English homework. He then told me, "You've got a
golden heart." He was trying to speak idiomatic English, but the correct expression is: "You've
got a heart of gold.
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If you know the origin of an idiom, you will often be able to work out its meaning on your own.
For instance, the idiom put something on the back burner originates from the domain of cooking,
and take a back seat comes from the domain of driving.
As a result, Adding idioms to your speech and writing just is very helpful for every ELS. It's fun,
and you'll enjoy speaking English much more like an American.
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MAIN CHARACTERS
The Jonson Family

These are the charcters of the book whom the researcher used in her lessons and activites while
teacheing idioms to her students. She asked her students to do the play-role of each chracter of
these in order to get the meaning of idioms.
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Lesson 1

BOB'S DAY AT WORK

Bob works as a manager in a furniture store. Peter, his boss, is not happy about sales.
Bob's new advertising campaign hasn't helped. Peter decides to fire him.

Peter: Bob, I hate to break the news, but our sales were down again last month.
Bob: Down again, Peter?
Peter: Yeah. These days, everybody's shopping at our competition, Honest Abe's Furniture Store.
Bob: But everything in their costs an arm and a leg!
Peter: That's true. They do charge top dollar.
Bob: And their salespeople are very strange. They really give me the creeps!
Peter: Well, they must be doing something right over there.
Meanwhile, we're about to go belly-up.
Bob: I'm sorry to hear that. I thought my new advertising
campaign would save the day.
Peter: Let's face it: your advertising campaign was a real flop.
Bob: Well then I'll go back to the drawing board.
Peter: It's too late for that. You're fired!
Bob: What? You're giving me the ax?
Peter: Yes. I've already found a new manager. She's as sharp as a tack.
Bob: Can't we even talk this over? After all, I've been working here for 10 years!
Peter: There's no point in arguing, Bob. I've already made up my mind.
Bob: Oh well, at least I won't have to put up with your nonsense
anymore! Good-bye to you and good-bye to this dead-end job.
Peter: Please leave before I lose my temper!
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PRACTICE THE IDIOMS
Fill in the blank with the missing word (2 points for each):
1) I can't believe you bought a couch at Honest Abe's. Everything in that store costs an arm and
a……………
a) foot

b)

leg

c) hand

2) After Bob found out that his advertising campaign failed, he wanted to go back to the
drawing……………
a) board

b) table

c) room

3) When somebody isn't listening to you, there's no ................... in trying to argue with them.
a) edge

b) tip

c) point

4) Jose is really smart. He's as sharp as a…………..
a) tack

b) nail

c) screw

5) The salespeople at Honest Abe's always look angry and never speak to anybody. No wonder
they………... Bob the creeps.
a) take

b) give

c) allow

6) Bob got fired. He isn't looking forward to the news to his family.
a) breaking

b) cracking

c) saying

7) Bob thought his new advertisements would bring in lots of customers and save
the……………
a) morning

b) night

c) day

8) Fortunately, Bob no longer has to put…………..with his stupid boss at the furniture store.
a) over

b) in

c) up
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Lesson 2
BOB RETURNS HOME WITH BAD NEWS

Bob tells his wife Susan that he lost his job. Susan suggests that he start his own business.
Susan: What's the matter, dear?
Bob: Susan, I got canned today at work.
Susan: But Bob, you were Peter's right-hand man!
Bob: Yes, and he stabbed me in the back.
Susan: Keep your chin up. Maybe he'll change his mind and
take you back.
Bob: When pigs fly! Once he makes up his mind, he never
changes it. Besides, I told him off.
Susan: Look on the bright side: you won't have to set eyes on
Peter ever again.
Bob: Thank goodness for that!
Susan: Hang in there. I'm sure you won't be out of work for long.
Bob: In the meantime, we'll have to live from hand to mouth.
Susan: Don't get too stressed out, Bob. We'll make ends meet.
Bob: I can always get a job at McDonald's as a last resort.
Susan: I don't think they're hiring right now.
Bob: If worse comes to worst, we can sell our home and move into
a tent.
Susan: Let's think big! Maybe you can start your own business.
Bob: Easier said than done!
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PRACTICE THE IDIOMS
Fill in the blank with the missing word (2 points for each):
1) What's the……… ? You look upset.
a) situation

b) issue

c) matter

2) I know I can trust you. You would never stab me in the………….
a) leg

b) back

c) arm

3) If Bob and Susan run out of money, they can always borrow money from Susan's sister as
a………… resort.
a) final

b) first

c) last

4) You look really stressed………... Why don't you sit down, relax, and have a cup of tea?
a) about

b) in

c) out

5) Bob, everything will be fine. You just need to keep your chin………… and remember that
tomorrow is another day.
a) up

b) down

c) above

6) I just can't make up my………. whether to order chicken or fish.
a) head

b) brain

c) mind

7) Nicole accidentally stepped on Ted's guitar. Ted got really angry and told her………….
a) off

b) out

c) away

8) Your husband left you for his psychologist? Hang………. there!
I'm sure he'll realize she's crazy and then come back to you.
a) up

b) in

c) out
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Lesson 3
TED'S DAY AT SCHOOL

Ted tells his parents he did poorly on his chemistry test. They tell him he needs to get
serious and study more.
Susan: How was your day at school today, Ted?
Ted: Bad. I had a chemistry test, and I blew it!
Susan: Maybe if you didn't cut class so often, you'd do better.
Bob: That's right, son. Stop slacking off and start hitting the books!
Ted: But I can't stand chemistry class. Besides, it's a lost cause. That class is way over my
head.
Susan: You need to buckle down.
Ted: When I'm a famous musician, people won't give a hoot about my knowledge of atoms and
molecules.
Bob: That's beside the point.
Susan: We know you have your heart set on going to New York University.
Bob: And you don't stand a chance of getting in there with such poor grades!
PRACTICE THE IDIOMS
Choose the most appropriate reply to the following statements (2 points for each):
1) Bob: "Susan, I can't get my old job back. It's a lost cause."
Susan's reply:
a) "Lost? Maybe I can help you find it."
b) "Yes, I know it's not a good cause."
c) "I understand. You'll find something else."
2) Susan: "How could Peter fire you? Were you slacking off?"
Bob's reply:
a) "No. I was working very hard!"
b) "No. I talked on the phone to friends all day."
c) "Yes. I was working very hard!"
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3) Ted: "It's getting late. I'd better start hitting the books."
Bob's reply:
a) "Yes, that's a good idea. Spend some time studying."
b) "Hit the books? Why don't you read them instead?"
c) "Why don't you study instead?"

4) Peter: "I don't give a hoot how long you've been working here."
Bob's reply:
a) "I wouldn't give you a hoot either."
b) "I guess our years together aren't important to you."
c) "Yes, it was a long time."

5) Bob: "Susan, the truth is that I couldn't stand Peter."
Susan's reply:
a) "I know. Peter really liked you too."
b) "I liked him too. He was a nice guy."
c) "I didn't like him either. He was a jerk."

6) Susan: "Nicole, do you ever cut class?"
Nicole's reply:
a) "No. I've never missed a single class."
b) "Yes. I had to leave my math class early yesterday."
c) "No. Sometimes I go to the mall during class time."

7) Bob: "This book on computers is way over my head."
Susan's reply:
a) "Over your head? It should be in front of your face!"
b) "Why don't you start with an easier book?"
c) "Here, try this book. It's more difficult."

8) Nicole: "I've got my heart set on going to the school picnic."
Susan's reply:
a) "Okay. You should definitely go."
b) "Really? Why don't you want to go?"
c) "I understand. Picnics can be boring."
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Lesson 4
NICOLE'S DAY AT SCHOOL

Nicole tells her mother Susan about her successful presentation at school. Her brother Ted
overhears and interrupts the conversation.
Susan: How was your day at school today, Nicole?
Nicole: It was great, Mom. I gave a presentation on Hillary Clinton in government class.
Afterwards, my teacher
paid me a compliment.
Susan: What did she say?
Nicole: She said my presentation was head and shoulders above the others.
Susan: Way to go!
Nicole: She also said I should go into politics, just like Hillary.
Ted: You're so gung ho about school. It drives me crazy.
Nicole: Ted, don't butt in! You're just jealous.
Ted: Right. You hit the nail on the head. I'm green with envy.
Nicole: Would you just shut up? You're on thin ice with me right now.
Ted: Oh no! Look at me. I'm shaking in my shoes!

PRACTICE THE IDIOMS
Fill in the blank with the missing word (2 points for each):
1) Nicole is in a good mood because her teacher………..her a compliment.
a) told

b) paid

c) provided

2) Nicole's teacher told her she was…………..and shoulders above
her classmates.
a) elbow

b) neck

c) head

3) When my friend Chad told me he'd just won the lottery, I
was……….. with envy.
a) blue

b) green

c) red

4) When you do something well, your boss might tell you,
"Way to………. !"
1.

to come

b) to go

c) to act
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5) When the robbers entered my house, I was in the kitchen
shaking in my………...
a) slippers

b) pajamas

c) shoes

6) If somebody is bothering you, you can tell them they're driving
you…………..
a) crazy

b) angry

c) unhappy

7) If you like power, you might consider going………….. politics.
a) above

b) towards

c) into

8) "You've been yelling and screaming for the past two hours.
Could you just shut……….. already?"
a) up

b) in

c) off
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Lesson 5
TED GOES OUT FOR THE EVENING

Ted leaves to go visit his girlfriend Amber. Ted's mother Susan says she doesn't really like
Amber. She wishes him a good time anyway.

Ted: See you later, Mom!
Susan: Where are you going, Ted?
Ted: I told Amber I'd drop by.
Susan: What are you two going to do?
Ted: Maybe go to the movies or to a party. Our plans are still up in the air.
Susan: Why don't you invite her over here?
Ted: I don't want to hang around here. Dad is really down in the dumps.
Susan: Is Amber the girl with the nose ring and the purple hair?
Ted: Yeah. I'm crazy about her!
Susan: Don't take this the wrong way, but she's not exactly my cup of tea.
Ted: Take it easy, Mom. We're not about to get married. We just enjoy hanging out together.
Susan: I guess there's no accounting for taste. Have a good time.
Ted: Don't worry. We'll have a blast!
Susan: (under her breath) That's what I'm afraid of!
PRACTICE THE IDIOMS

Fill in the blank with the missing word (2 points for each):
1) Bob was fired. It's not surprising that he's down……… the dumps.
a) at

b) in

c) with
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2) Ted thinks Amber is wonderful. He's just crazy……….. her.
a) about

b) around

c) into

3) "Don't…………. this the wrong way, but I really don't like your girlfriend," said Susan to
Ted.
a) understand

b) put

c) take

4) Ted likes to hang…………. with Amber. She's fun to be with.
a) on

b) out

c) in

5) Ted decided to go over to Amber's house. He'd promised her he'd drop…………..
a) by

b) around

c) near

6) Bob and Susan don't know where they'll go on vacation.
Their travel plans are still up……….. the air.
1.

around

b) in

c) above

7) Judy muttered something nasty…………her breath, but I couldn't quite hear it.
a) about

b) under

c) below

8) Why are you hanging…………... the house on such a beautiful day? You should be outside
enjoying the weather.
a) inside

b) from

c) around
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Revision for Lessons 1-5

Fill in the blank with the missing word (2 points for each):

1) After copying from his friend's paper during the test, Ted was
on ………….ice with his chemistry teacher.
1.

thick

b) thin

c) dangerous

2) Ted's teacher hit the ………on the head. Ted should spend less
time playing guitar and more time studying.
1.

tack

b) nail

c) screw

3) I'm not really crazy about my friend's husband. He talks too
much, and he never listens to what anybody else is saying.
He's just not my cup of ………...
a) coffee

b) cocoa

c) tea

4) If Ted has his……….. set on going to New York University, he's
going to have to buckle down and start studying more.
a) life

b) brain

c) heart

5) It's not surprising that Nicole gets such good grades. She's as…………… as a tack.
1.

smart

b) sharp

c) clever

6) When Peter………. his temper, it's very scary. He throws furniture
everywhere.
a) loses

b) finds

c) opens

7) After Jane started hitting the , her grades started improving
immediately.
a) work

b) books

c) teachers

8) Nicole said something…………. her breath, but I couldn't hear it.
When I asked her to repeat it, she refused.
a) on

b) about

c) under
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9) Will Ted ever be the best student in his class? Sure, when……..
fly!
a) sheep

b) goats

c) pigs

10) A positive attitude leads to success. When things get difficult,
it's important to keep your………… up.
a) chin

b) neck

c) head

11) Bob was all stressed……….. because the traffic was making
him late for a doctor's appointment.
a) over

b) out

c) up

12) Frank knew that the judge had already decided he was
guilty. There was no point……….. arguing with him.
a) in

b) around

c) about

13) Some people think Nicole and Susan are sisters. That really……..
Nicole crazy!
a) does

b) causes

c) drives

14) Ted has been slacking………… since the first day of high school,
so it's not surprising that he's doing so poorly.
a) around

b) off

c) about

15) During the Depression in the 1930's, many families in
America were living from hand to …………...
a) arm

b) mouth

c) hand
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Lesson 6
SUSAN STAYS HOME AND BAKES COOKIES

Susan decides to cheer up her husband. Bob loves her homemade cookies. Nicole suggests
she start a cookie business.

Susan: Bob, I baked cookies for you.
Bob: That was so nice of you, dear. You've got a heart of gold!
Susan: Go ahead and pig out!
Bob: These are delicious!
Susan: I thought they might cheer you up. You've been in a bad mood lately.
Bob: I guess I have been a little on edge. But these cookies are just what the doctor ordered!
Nicole: Do I smell cookies?
Susan: Yes, Nicole. Help yourself.
Nicole: Yum-yum. These are out of this world. You could go into business selling these!
Bob: You could call them Susan's Scrumptious Cookies.
You'd make a bundle.
Susan: Good thinking!
Nicole: Don't forget to give me credit for the idea after you're rich and famous!
Susan: You know I always give credit where credit is due!

PRACTICE THE IDIOMS
Choose the best substitute for the phrase or sentence in bold (2 points for each):
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1) Thanks for baking cookies for me. You've got a heart of gold.
a) You're a very nice person.
b) You're a reliable person.
c) You're very generous with your money.
2) I baked these cookies for you. Why don't you pig out?
a) Please take just one cookie.
b) Take as many cookies as you like.
c) Why don't you ever eat my cookies?
3) I know you'll like my cookies since you've got a sweet tooth.
a) your teeth are hurting
b) you don't like sweet things
c) you like sweet things
4) You should go into business selling cookies.
a) You should go to the store and buy some cookies.
b) You should try to get a job baking cookies.
c) You should start a company that sells cookies.
5) I baked these cookies. Help yourself!
a) Let me get you one!
b) Take some!
c) You need to get some help!
6) If you went into business selling these delicious cookies, you'd make a bundle.
a) you'd make many cookies
b) you'd make a lot of money
c) you'd make a few dollars
7) Good thinking!
a) That's a good idea!
b) It's good that you're thinking!
c) Keep thinking good thoughts!
8) I was thirsty. This iced tea is just what the doctor ordered.
a) exactly what I needed
b) very healthy for me
c) exactly what my doctor recommended
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Lesson 7
SUSAN HIRES BOB TO RUN HER BUSINESS

Susan stays up all night thinking about her cookie business. In the morning, she discusses it
with Bob. Bob agrees to work for her.

Bob: You're up bright and early this morning, Susan.
Susan: I didn't sleep a wink. I was awake all night thinking about the new business.
Bob: Running your own business is lots of work. Are you prepared to work like a dog?
Susan: No. But I am prepared to hire you to run the business.
Bob: You want me to run a cookie business? Fat chance!
Susan: Why not?
Bob: I don't have a clue about making cookies. I don't even know how to turn the oven on!
Susan: I'll give you a crash course.
Bob: Do I have to do the baking?
Susan: No. You'll just manage the business side.
Bob: Needless to say, I have mixed feelings about working for you.
Susan: I'll be nice. I promise you'll be a happy camper.
Bob: Okay. Let's give it a shot, boss!
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PRACTICE THE IDIOFill in the blank with the missing word (2 points for each):
1) Bob was surprised to see his wife up………. and early in the morning.
a) light

b) bright

c) ready

2) Last week I worked 80 hours. I really worked like a……….
a) dog

b) cat

c) squirrel

3) Bob had never baked anything before in his life. He didn't even have a…………. about how
to turn the oven on.
a) hint

b) suggestion

c) clue

4) If you need to learn something quickly, you'd better take a…………
course.
a) crash

b) fast

c) beginner's

5) Bob wasn't sure he wanted to work for his wife. He had………… feelings.
a) nervous

b) mixed

c) confused

6) Jennifer's boss is lousy and her salary is low. She's not a happy …........
a) scout

b) tourist

c) camper

7) Bob decided to work for Susan. He figured he'd give it a …………..
a) shot

b) pop

c) choice

8) Nicole was up all night finishing her Spanish homework. She
didn't sleep a…………..
a) drink

b) blink

c) wink
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Lesson 8
TED FORMS A ROCK BAND

Ted plans to become a successful musician.
First, he needs Susan to loan him money for a new guitar Susan suggests that Ted bake
cookies to earn the money.
Susan: You're in good spirits today, Ted.
Ted: I've got great news, Mom.
Susan: What is it?
Ted: Amber and I are going to start a rock band!
Susan: Good for you!
Ted: Mom, I'm not going to beat around the bush. I need to
borrow $1,000 for a new guitar.
Susan: Ted, your father and I can't shell out that much. We
aren't made of money.
Ted: You're not? I thought you were millionaires, like Donald
and Ivana Trump!*
Susan: Ha ha. This is no time to be a wise guy!
Ted: I promise I'll pay you back.
Susan: How?
Ted: We're going to take the music world by storm and
make lots of money.
Susan: That sounds like a pipe dream. Aren't high school rock
bands a dime a dozen?
Ted: Yeah, but we're different. With my guitar playing and
Amber's beautiful voice, we're sure to make a splash!
Susan: Well, we're going through hard times. You're going to
have to work for that $1,000.
Ted: How?
Susan: You can bake cookies.
Ted: I bet Mrs. Clapton never made Eric** bake cookies, but
I guess those are the breaks.
* Donald Trump is a famous American millionaire who made his money inreal estate. Ivana is his ex-wife.** Eric
Clapton is a very popular guitarist.
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PRACTICE THE IDIOMS
Choose the best substitute for the phrase in bold (2 points for each):
1) I'm in good spirits today because I got a promotion at work.
a) happy
b) drunk
c) tired
2) Renting an apartment on Park Avenue in Manhattan is difficult, unless you're made of
money.
a) wealthy
b) strange
c) famous
3) My friend's daughter paints beautiful pictures. In a few years,
she'll take the art world by storm.
a) something bad will happen and she'll lose her job
b) she'll draw an excellent painting of a storm
c) she'll become a very successful artist
4) Susan thinks that Ted's plan to become a famous rock star is
a pipe dream.
a) something that is not likely to happen
b) Ted's biggest hope
c) something very realistic
5) If you're looking for a new suit, you shouldn't have a problem.
Clothing shops in this town are a dime a dozen.
a) hard to find
b) everywhere
c) lousy
6) Ted performed at his high school dance. He knew he'd made
a splash when all the girls started singing along.
a) done something wrong
b) made a very positive impression
c) created waves
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7) Being a wise guy can be fun, but it might not make you
popular with your teachers.
a) a very intelligent person
b) an obnoxious person who makes sarcastic comments
c) a person whom everybody admires

8) Nicole wants to attend Yale, but her parents don't want to
shell out $100,000 for the tuition.
a) waste
b) save
c) pay
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Lesson 9
NICOLE FOR PRESIDENT!

Nicole discusses her plans to run for student body president. Nicole wants Ted to ask his
friends to vote for her. Ted agrees, in exchange
for Nicole's help with his homework.
Nicole: I've decided to run for student body president! If I'm
going to become a senator one day, I should get some
experience under my belt now.
Ted: Andrea Jenkins is also running. She'll give you a run
for your money!
Nicole: Andrea Jenkins is an idiot. I'm by far the better candidate.
Ted: Don't be so full of yourself! I might vote for Andrea.
Nicole: Stop kidding around. Let's get down to business. I
need your help.
Ted: You want me to help you!
Nicole: Yes. I need you to talk your friends into voting for me.
Ted: But you never give my friends the time of day. All
you give them is the cold shoulder.
Nicole: That's because they've got blue hair and nose rings!
Ted: They're better than your friends — a bunch of goody goodies
and brown-nosers!
Nicole: That's beside the point. Let's talk about your friends
and their votes.
Ted: Okay. You scratch my back and I'll scratch yours. If
you do my chemistry homework, I'll help you get the votes.
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Nicole: I'm not crazy about that idea. But, okay, it's a deal. I
hope I can count on you.

PRACTICE THE IDIOMS
Fill in the blank with the missing word (2 points for each):
1) Nicole is very reliable. You can always count……….. her.
a) in

b) on

c) with

2) I need to ask you for your help, and I'll do something nice for
you in return. You scratch my………… and I'll scratch yours.
a) back

b) neck

c) foot

3) Stop kidding…………. ! Tell me where you hid my shoes.
a) about

b) around

c) into

4) I can't believe that Lisa gave you the……… shoulder. I
thought you two were friends.
a) hot

b) freezing

c) cold

5) Ted's friends didn't want to vote for Nicole, but Ted talked
them…………. it.
a) into

b) around

c) for

6) Although Jim Greene was………… far the more qualified candidate,
he lost the election because of a scandal.
a) way

b) in

c) by

7) Denise is really full………….. herself. She thinks she's the smartest
and most beautiful woman in the world.
a) with

b) of

c) in

8) Nicole thinks that Andrea is a snob. She says Andrea won't…………
her the time of day.
a) give

b) allow

c) tell
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Lesson 10
BOB VISITS THE VILLAGE MARKET

Bob goes to the Village Market, a supermarket in town. He asks Carol, the owner of the
store, if she would like to sell Susan's Scrumptious Cookies. Carol agrees, but isn't able to
tell Bob how much she'll pay him.
Bob: Thank you for making time for me today, Carol.
Carol: Don't mention it, Bob. What's up?
Bob: My wife baked these cookies from scratch. Please take one.
Carol: Mmmm, chewy. These are out of this world!
Bob: My wife's a great cook.
Carol: You can say that again. I don't want to make a pig of myself, but let me take a few
more.
Bob: Oink oink! Just kidding!
Carol: I'd like to sell these at the Village Market. My customers will go nuts over these!
Bob: How much would you pay us for each cookie?
Carol: I'm not sure. I need to roll up my sleeves and figure out the

finances.

Bob: Can you give me a ballpark figure now?
Carol: I don't want to jump the gun. Sit tight for now, and we'll talk things over this evening.
PRACTICE THE IDIOMS
Imagine that you are Bob and that you're meeting with Carol
from the Village Market to sell her your cookies. Choose the most
appropriate replies to Carol's questions and statements (2 points for each):
1) Carol: "I'm glad I was able to make time to see you today."
Bob's reply:
a) "I guess I'll see you tomorrow then."
b) "It must be nice to have so much free time."
c) "Yes, thanks for fitting me into your busy schedule."
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2) Carol: "What's up?"
Bob's reply:
a) "Fine, thank you."
b) "I'd like to discuss a business deal with you."
c) "I don't know. Let me check with my wife."

3) Carol: "These cookies are out of this world. What do you
think?"
Bob's reply:
a) "I agree. They're delicious!"
b) "I don't know where they are."
c) "No thanks. I've already had ten cookies."

4) Carol: "Did your wife make these from scratch?"
Bob's reply:
a) "No, she made them from flour, eggs, and sugar."
b) "Yes, she did. She loves to bake."
c) "Yes. She bought a roll of Pillsbury frozen dough and
heated it in the oven for 15 minutes."

5) Carol: "I ate seven cookies. Do you think I've made a pig of
myself?"
Bob's reply:
a) "Not at all. These cookies are hard to resist!"
b) "Yes. You look just like a pig."
c) "Yes. Pigs love to eat cookies too."

6) Carol: "I think my customers will go nuts over these cookies."
Bob's reply:
a) "I agree. After all, they're very good!"
b) "Nuts? Sure, we can put nuts in the cookies."
c) "I disagree. They'll probably like them."
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7) Carol: "Bob, I'm not ready to give you a ballpark figure yet."
Bob's reply:
a) "Okay, how about one dollar per cookie?"
b) "When you're ready, we can sell them in the ballpark."
c) "Okay, I can wait until tomorrow."
8) Carol: "I don't want to jump the gun by discussing details now."
Bob's reply:
a) "I understand. Take some time to think about it."
b) "I didn't say anything about selling you guns."
c) "Thanks, I'd love an answer right now."

Review for lessons 6-10
Choose the best substitute for the phrase in bold (2 points for each):
1) This apple pie is out of this world.
a) not bad
b) from another planet
c) delicious

2) Jane was feeling on edge, so she went to a day spa to relax.
a) anxious
b) relaxed
c) angry

3) You ate 15 cookies? You really made a pig of yourself!
a) turned into an animal with a snout and tail
b) made yourself sick
c) ate more than you should have

4) Bob wasn't sure he wanted to work for his wife's cookie
company, but she talked him into it.
a) forced him
b) convinced him
c) asked him
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5) Nancy doesn't have a clue about the Internet. She's never
even used e-mail.
a) understands deeply
b) knows nothing
c) is learning a lot

6) Stop beating around the bush! I don't know what you're
trying to tell me.
a) avoiding the subject
b) hitting the trees
c) repeating yourself

7) Paul likes to draw silly cartoons of his classmates on the
blackboard before class. He's a wise guy.
a) bad student
b) smart person
c) sarcastic person

8) Tom needed to learn how to ride a horse before his trip to
Ireland, so he took a crash course.
a) short, intensive class
b) class in falling down
c) semester-long class

9) Laura made a bundle when she was younger, and now she
spends every day on the golf course.
a) had a good job
b) made lots of money
c) stole money

10) The doctor will be with you soon. Please sit tight.
a) come back later
b) wait patiently
c) follow me
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Lesson 11
BOB DRIVES AHARD BARGAIN

Carol from the Village Market calls Bob to discuss Susan's Scrumptious Cookies.
Carol and Bob discuss how much Bob will receive for each cookie.
Carol: Hi Bob. How's it going?
Bob: Fine thanks, Carol. How are you?
Carol: Can't complain. Bob, I've had a chance to crunch
some numbers. I can pay you 50c per cookie.
Bob: That's out of the question. At that price, it's not worth
our while. The ingredients alone cost us 30c per cookie.
Carol: Okay, let me sweeten the deal — 60c per cookie?
Bob: Carol, my wife and I need to make a living from this
business.
Carol: Okay, okay, you've twisted my arm. I'll pay you 75c
per cookie. Take it or leave it!
Bob: Now you're talking! We'll take it.
Carol: You drive a hard bargain, Bob.
Bob: Yes, but we make a good cookie.
Carol: Let's get the ball rolling. Bring me 2,000 cookies on
Monday morning by 9 a.m.
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Lesson 12
BOB'S BIG COOKIE ORDER
The family is gathered around the dinner table. Bob tells them about his deal with the
Village Market. He asks his kids for help baking the cookies.
Bob: I know I've been down in the dumps since I got fired,
but things are looking up now. The Village Market wants to sell our cookies.
Nicole: That's great news, Dad!
Bob: We're going to have to bake like crazy over the weekend.
They want 2,000 cookies by Monday.
Nicole: Two thousand cookies in three days? Don't you think
you've bitten off more than you can chew?
Ted: Yeah, you're going to be running around like a chicken
with its head cut off!
Susan: Fortunately, there are four of us here. You kids will have
to pitch in too.
Nicole: Sorry, but I can't. I have to finish Ted's chemistry homework
and then I've got to get going on my election speech.
Bob: What's that about doing Ted's chemistry homework?
Ted: Never mind! Amber will help out with the cookies
instead of Nicole.
Susan: For heaven's sake, Nicole! It's like pulling teeth getting
you to do any work around here.
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Appendix (2)
Idioms Used in the Lessons
IDIOMS - LESSON 1
about to - ready to; on the verge of
EXAMPLE 1: It's a good thing Bob left the furniture store when he did.
Peter was so angry, he was about to throw a dining room chair at him.
EXAMPLE 2: I'm glad you're finally home. I was just about to have dinner without you.
after all - despite everything; when everything has been considered; the fact is
EXAMPLE 1: You'd better invite Ed to your party. After all, he's a good friend.
EXAMPLE 2: It doesn't matter what your boss thinks of you. After all, you're going to quit your
job anyway.
at least - anyway; the good thing is that...
EXAMPLE 1: We've run out of coffee, but at least we still have tea.
EXAMPLE 2: Tracy can't afford to buy a car, but at least she has a good bicycle.
NOTE: The second definition of this phrase is "no less than": There were at least 300 people
waiting in line to buy concert tickets.
(to) break the news - to make something known
EXAMPLE 1: Samantha and Michael are getting married, but they haven't yet broken the news
to their parents.
EXAMPLE 2: You'd better break the news to your father carefully. After all, you don't want
him to have a heart attack!
(to) cost an arm and a leg - to be very expensive
EXAMPLE 1: A college education in America costs an arm and a leg.
EXAMPLE 2: All of the furniture at Honest Abe's costs an arm and a leg!
dead-end job - a job that won't lead to anything else
EXAMPLE 1: Diane realized that working as a cashier was a dead-end job.
EXAMPLE 2: Jim worked many dead-end jobs before finally deciding to start his own
business.
(let's) face it - accept a difficult reality
EXAMPLE 1: Let's face it, if Ted spent more time studying, he wouldn't be failing so many of
his classes!
EXAMPLE 2: Let's face it, if you don't have a college degree, it can be difficult to find a highpaying job.
(to) give one the creeps - to create a feeling of disgust or horror
EXAMPLE 1: Ted's friend Matt has seven earrings in each ear and an "I
Love Mom" tattoo on his arm. He really gives Nicole the creeps.
EXAMPLE 2: There was a strange man following me around the grocery store. He was giving
me the creeps!
(to) go back to the drawing board - to start a task over because the last try failed; to start again
from the beginning
EXAMPLE 1: Frank's new business failed, so he had to go back to the drawing board.
EXAMPLE 2: The president didn't agree with our new ideas for the company, so we had to go
back to the drawing board.
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(to) go belly-up - to go bankrupt
EXAMPLE 1: Many people lost their jobs when Enron went belly-up.
EXAMPLE 2: My company lost $3 million last year. We might go belly-up.
(to) give someone the ax - to fire someone
EXAMPLE 1: Mary used to talk to her friends on the phone all day at work, until one day her
boss finally gave her the ax.
EXAMPLE 2: Poor Paul! He was given the ax two days before Christmas.
(to) lose one's temper - to become very angry
EXAMPLE 1: Bob always loses his temper when his kids start talking on the telephone during
dinner.
EXAMPLE 2: When Ted handed in his essay two weeks late, his teacher really lost her temper.
(to) make up one's mind - to reach a decision; to decide
EXAMPLE 1: Stephanie couldn't make up her mind whether to attend Harvard or Stanford.
Finally, she chose Stanford.
EXAMPLE 2: Do you want an omelet or fried eggs? You'll need to make up your mind quickly
because the waitress is coming.
no point in - no reason to; it's not worth (doing something)
EXAMPLE 1: There's no point in worrying about things you can't change.
EXAMPLE 2: There's no point in going on a picnic if it's going to rain.
(to) put up with - to endure without complaint
EXAMPLE 1: For many years, Barbara put up with her husband's annoying behavior. Finally,
she decided to leave him.
EXAMPLE 2: I don't know how Len puts up with his mean boss every day.
real flop or flop - a failure
EXAMPLE 1: The Broadway play closed after just 4 days - it was a real flop!
EXAMPLE 2: The company was in trouble after its new product flopped.
(to) save the day - to prevent a disaster or misfortune
EXAMPLE 1: The Christmas tree was on fire, but Ted threw water on it and saved the day.
EXAMPLE 2: We forgot to buy champagne for our New Year's party, but Sonia brought some
and really saved the day!
(as) sharp as a tack - very intelligent
EXAMPLE 1: Jay scored 100% on his science test. He's as sharp as a tack.
EXAMPLE 2: Anna got a scholarship to Yale. She's as sharp as a tack.
(to) talk over - to discuss
EXAMPLE 1: Dave and I spent hours talking over the details of the plan.
EXAMPLE 2: Before you make any big decisions, give me a call and we'll talk things over.
top dollar - the highest end of a price range; a lot of money
EXAMPLE 1: Nicole paid top dollar for a shirt at Banana Republic.
EXAMPLE 2: Wait until those jeans go on sale. Why pay top dollar?
IDIOMS - LESSON 2
(to) change one's mind - to change one's opinion or decision
EXAMPLE 1: Brandon wasn't going to take a vacation this year, but then he changed his mind
and went to Bora Bora for two weeks.
EXAMPLE 2: Why aren't you applying to medical school this year? Did you change your mind
about becoming a doctor?
easier said than done - more difficult than you think
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EXAMPLE 1: You want to climb Mount Everest? Easier said than done!
EXAMPLE 2: Moving into a new home is easier said than done.
(to) get canned [slang] - to lose one's job; to get fired
EXAMPLE 1: After Chris got canned, it took him a year to find a new job.
EXAMPLE 2: Lisa is a lousy secretary. She deserves to get canned!
SYNONYMS: to get sacked; to be given the ax
(to) hang in there - to persevere; to not give up
EXAMPLE 1: I know you're four games behind, but you can still win the tennis match. Just
hang in there!
EXAMPLE 2: Hang in there, Don! Your invention will soon be a success.
if worse comes to worst - in the worst case; if absolutely necessary
EXAMPLE 1: Ted's car isn't running well. If worse comes to worst, he can take the bus to
school.
EXAMPLE 2: I know you're running out of money. If worse comes to worst, you can always
sell some of your jewelry.
(to) keep one's chin up - to stay positive
EXAMPLE 1: Even when he was unemployed and homeless, Bill managed to keep his chin up.
EXAMPLE 2: Keep your chin up! You'll find your lost dog soon.
last resort - if there are no other alternatives left; the last solution for getting out of a difficulty
EXAMPLE 1: David was locked out of his house. He knew that as a last resort, he could always
break a window.
EXAMPLE 2: I don't like taking medicine. I'll only take it as a last resort.
(to) live from hand to mouth - to barely have enough money to survive
EXAMPLE 1: Jenny was earning $5 an hour working at the store. She was really living from
hand to mouth.
EXAMPLE 2: George is really poor. He lives from hand to mouth.
(to) look on the bright side - to be optimistic; to think about the positive part or aspect of a
situation
EXAMPLE 1: Leo was upset that his soccer game was canceled. His mother said, "Look on the
bright side, now you can stay home and watch TV."
EXAMPLE 2: You lost your job? Look on the bright side, now you'll have more free time!
(to) make ends meet - to manage one's money so as to have enough to live on; to be okay
financially
EXAMPLE 1: Kimberly wasn't able to make ends meet so she had to ask her parents to pay her
rent.
EXAMPLE 2: If you can't make ends meet, you'll need to start spending less.
(to) make up one's mind - see Lesson 1
out of work - unemployed; not working
EXAMPLE 1: Gary was out of work for a year before finding a new job.
EXAMPLE 2: Bob is out of work. Do you know anybody who might want to hire him?
right-hand man - the most helpful assistant or employee
EXAMPLE 1: Juan's right-hand man helps him make all of his decisions.
EXAMPLE 2: When Jack Thompson retired as president of his company, his right-hand man
took over.
(to) set eyes on - to look at; to see for the first time
EXAMPLE 1: Ted was in love from the moment he set eyes on Amber.
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EXAMPLE 2: Susan knew from the moment she set eyes on Ted's friend Lucas that he would be
trouble.
(to) stab someone in the back - to betray someone
EXAMPLE 1: Jill and Heather were friends, until Heather stabbed Jill in the back by stealing
her boyfriend.
EXAMPLE 2: You're firing me after all I've done for this company? You're really stabbing me
in the back!
(to be) stressed out - under severe strain; very anxious
EXAMPLE 1: Al is so stressed out about his job that he can't sleep at night.
EXAMPLE 2: You've been so stressed out lately. You really need to take a long vacation!
(to) tell off- to scold; to tell someone in strong words what one really thinks
EXAMPLE 1: When Ted showed up for chemistry class a half an hour late, his teacher really
told him off.
EXAMPLE 2: Patty is going to tell off the plumber because the pipes he said he fixed are still
leaking.
thank goodness - I'm grateful; I'm relieved
EXAMPLE 1: When Ted came home at 4 a.m. last Sunday, his mother said, "Thank goodness
you're home! I was so worried about you."
EXAMPLE 2: Thank goodness you didn't go to California on Monday. It rained there every day
this week.
(to) think big - to set high goals
EXAMPLE 1: Why run for Governor of New York? Think big: run for President of the United
States!
EXAMPLE 2: Ken and Sandra hope to sell their house for $3 million dollars. They always think
big.
What's the matter? - What's the problem?
EXAMPLE 1: What's the matter, Bob? You don't look very happy.
EXAMPLE 2: Oscar looks very pale. What's the matter with him?
When pigs fly! [slang] - never
EXAMPLE 1: Will Ted teach Nicole how to play the guitar? When pigs fly!
EXAMPLE 2: Sure, I'll give you my new laptop. When pigs fly!
IDIOMS - LESSON 3
beside the point - not relevant; not important
EXAMPLE 1: Whether or not I asked the waiter to bring us water is beside the point. Waiters
should always bring water to the table.
EXAMPLE 2: The reason you're late is beside the point. The fact is, your dinner is now cold.
(to) blow something - to spoil or botch something
EXAMPLE 1: Brenda blew the interview and didn't get the job offer.
EXAMPLE 2: Randy managed to get a date with the most popular girl in his class. Now I hope
he doesn't blow it!
(to) buckle down - to start working seriously
EXAMPLE 1: If Don buckles down now, he might be able to graduate from high school this
year.
EXAMPLE 2: Team, if we want to win this tournament, we're going to need to buckle down!
can't stand - to hate
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EXAMPLE 1: Bob can't stand bureaucrats, so he'd never do well working at a large
corporation.
EXAMPLE 2: Nicole can't stand broccoli. She simply refuses to eat it.
(to) cut class - to miss class without an excuse
EXAMPLE 1: Ted often cuts class to spend more time with his girlfriend.
EXAMPLE 2: If you keep cutting French class, you're going to fail it.
Get real! - be serious or realistic about what's going on
EXAMPLE 1: You think you won't get a speeding ticket when you drive miles per hour? Get
real!
EXAMPLE 2: You think you're going to win $1 million in the lottery? Get real!
(to) have one's heart set on - to really want something
EXAMPLE 1: Nicole has her heart set on going to New York this weekend.
EXAMPLE 2: Did you really have your heart set on going to Harvard?
(to) hit the books - to start studying
EXAMPLE 1: Ted parried all weekend. Finally, on Sunday night, he decided it was time to hit
the books.
EXAMPLE 2: Hit the books! I know you have a test tomorrow.
lost cause - something hopeless
EXAMPLE 1: Cindy spent five years studying Russian. Finally, she realized it was a lost cause.
She would never learn it.
EXAMPLE 2: Jack needs to stop drinking so much coffee, but he's so addicted to caffeine that
it's a lost cause.
(to) not give a hoot - to not care about
EXAMPLE 1: Tom likes to walk around town in his pajamas — he doesn't give a hoot what
people think.
EXAMPLE 2: Stephanie doesn't give a hoot if she's the only one wearing a green dress to the
high school prom.
SYNONYMS: to not give a damn; to not give a darn over one's head - beyond one's
understanding
EXAMPLE 1: The professor was speaking over our heads. None of us could understand him.
EXAMPLE 2: The article on cloning was written for scientists. It was over my head.
(to) slack off- to waste time
EXAMPLE 1: Amanda doesn't get much done at the office. She's too busy slacking off.
EXAMPLE 2: I'd better stop slacking off. My essay is due in two hours.
NOTE: People who slack off all the time are called "slackers."
(to) stand a chance - to have the possibility of success
EXAMPLE 1: Although the American figure skaters were good, they didn't stand a chance of
winning a gold medal at the Olympics.
EXAMPLE 2: Wilton High School has the best soccer team in the state. I'm afraid we don't
stand a chance against them!
IDIOMS - LESSON 4
(to) butt in [slang] - to interrupt; to interfere
EXAMPLE 1: Nancy is always butting in to other people's business.
EXAMPLE 2: Sara is really rude. She always butts in to other people's conversations.
(to) drive one crazy - to annoy someone very much
EXAMPLE 1: Don't ask Mrs. Smith how old she is. It drives her crazy.
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EXAMPLE 2: Please stop chewing gum so loudly. It's driving me crazy!
SYNONYMS: to drive one nuts; to drive one up the wall
(to) go into - to enter a profession
EXAMPLE 1: Lisa enjoys arguing with people, so she decided to go into law.
EXAMPLE 2: Do you like solving people's problems? If so, you should consider going into
psychology.
NOTE: "Go into" has several other meanings, including:
1. Enter. Go into the house and get a pen.
2. Enter another emotional state. Sally went into hysterics.
3. Discuss details. I don't have time now to go into the whole story.
green with envy - desiring another's advantages or things
EXAMPLE 1: When Daniel got promoted to vice president of the bank, his colleagues were
green with envy.
EXAMPLE 2: You won the lottery? I'm green with envy!
gung ho - very enthusiastic; very excited (about something)
EXAMPLE 1: Heather is really gung ho about her new job.
EXAMPLE 2: Sharon really loves college. She's very gung ho.
NOTE: If the expression "gung ho" doesn't sound like English to you, there's a reason. It comes
from a Mandarin Chinese phrase meaning "working together." A US Marine Corps commander
in China adopted this expression as the motto for his battalion during World War 2 and from
there it sailed over to the United States and came into common use.
head and shoulders above - far superior to
EXAMPLE 1: The Boston Symphony Orchestra is head and shoulders above any other
orchestra in the area.
EXAMPLE 2: I can't believe you only won second prize in the competition. You were head and
shoulders above the first-prize winner!
(to) hit the nail on the head - to be right
EXAMPLE 1: Dawn hit the nail on the head when she said that Tiffany is jealous of Amber.
EXAMPLE 2: Steve hit the nail on the head with his idea of moving his company's
manufacturing facility to China.
(to be) on thin ice (with someone) - to be in a dangerous position; to be temporarily on
somebody's bad side
EXAMPLE 1: Joey was on thin ice with his mom after he spent his lunch money on candy bars.
EXAMPLE 2: Bill was on thin ice with his girlfriend after she saw him at the movie theater with
another girl.
NOTE: There is also the variation "to skate on thin ice." Joey knew he was skating on thin ice
when he bought candy with his lunch money.
(to) pay (someone) a compliment - to give someone a compliment; to offer someone an
admiring comment
EXAMPLE 1: Professor Russo paid Jennifer a compliment. He said she had a beautiful smile.
EXAMPLE 2: Isn't it wonderful to pay someone a compliment? It makes them feel good, and it
doesn't cost you anything!
(to) shake in one's shoes - to tremble with fear; to be afraid
EXAMPLE 1: Brianna is scared of her French teacher, Monsieur Le Monstre. Whenever he
speaks to her, Brianna starts shaking in her shoes.
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EXAMPLE 2: During the storm, Billy was hiding under his kitchen table and was really shaking
in his shoes.
shut up
1) be quiet, stop speaking
EXAMPLE: The professor talked for hours. I thought he'd never shut up.
2) Stop speaking!
EXAMPLE: Nicole kept telling Ted to turn down his stereo. Finally, he got angry and said,
"Shut up!"
NOTE: Remember that telling somebody to "shut up!" is rude. It's better to say "Be quiet!" or
more politely, "Please be quiet!"
Way to go! - Good work!
EXAMPLE 1: You won $2,000 in the poetry writing contest? Way to go!
EXAMPLE 2: That was an interesting article you wrote. Way to go!
IDIOMS - LESSON 5
about to - see Lesson 1
(to be) crazy about - to like very much
EXAMPLE 1: Amy is so crazy about golf, she'd like to play every day.
EXAMPLE 2: I'm sure Katie will agree to go out on a date with Sam. She's crazy about him!
cup of tea - the type of person or thing that one generally likes
EXAMPLE 1: Hockey isn't Alan's cup of tea. He prefers soccer.
EXAMPLE 2: I know Joy is nice, but she's simply not my cup of tea.
NOTE: This expression is almost always used in the negative. She's not my cup of tea.
(to be) down in the dumps - to feel sad; to be depressed
EXAMPLE 1: It's not surprising that Lisa is down in the dumps. Paws, the cat she had for 20
years, just died.
EXAMPLE 2: It's easy to feel down in the dumps when it's raining outside.
(to) drop by - to pay a short, often unannounced visit
EXAMPLE 1: If we have time before the movie, let's drop by Bill's house.
EXAMPLE 2: "Hi, I was in the neighborhood so I thought I'd drop by!"
(to) hang around - to spend time idly; to linger
EXAMPLE 1: We had to hang around the airport for an extra six hours because our flight was
delayed.
EXAMPLE 2: Nina's boyfriend Boris is coming over soon. She hopes her parents aren't planning
on hanging around the house.
(to) hang out - to spend time (often doing nothing)
EXAMPLE 1: Ted spent all of last summer hanging out by his friend's pool.
EXAMPLE 2: Kathy and her friends like to hang out at the mall.
NOTE: "Hang out with" means to keep company with someone.
(to) have a blast [slang] - to enjoy oneself very much
EXAMPLE 1: Last summer, Nicole had a blast backpacking through Europe with some friends.
EXAMPLE 2: Heather spent her spring break in Fort Lauderdale with millions of other college
students. She had a blast!
(to) have a good time - to enjoy oneself
EXAMPLE 1: Marcy and Jose had a good time salsa dancing at Babalu, a nightclub in
Manhattan.
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EXAMPLE 2: Nora and Jake had a good time on their honeymoon in Maui.
take it easy - relax; don't worry
EXAMPLE 1: You lost your keys? Take it easy, I'm sure you'll find them.
EXAMPLE 2: Stop yelling and take it easy. I'm sure there's a good explanation for why Joe
borrowed your car without asking first.
(to) take something the wrong way - to take offense
EXAMPLE 1: Don't take this the wrong way, but I liked your hair better before you got it cut.
EXAMPLE 2: Jessica is offended. I guess she took it the wrong way when I told her she should
exercise more.
NOTE: This expression is often used in the negative form: "Don't take this the wrong way,
but..."
there's no accounting for taste - it's impossible to explain individual likes and dislikes
EXAMPLE 1: Ted likes to put sugar on his spaghetti. I guess there's no accounting for taste.
EXAMPLE 2: Tiffany has a tattoo of a squirrel on her leg. There's no accounting for taste.
under one's breath - quietly; in a whisper
EXAMPLE 1: "Amber is strange," muttered Nicole under her breath, as Ted was leaving the
room.
EXAMPLE 2: Mike agreed to take out the garbage, saying under his breath, "I always do the
dirty work around here."
(to be) up in the air - not yet determined; uncertain
EXAMPLE 1: It might rain later, so our plans for the picnic are up in the air.
EXAMPLE 2: Our trip to Russia is up in the air. We aren't sure we'll get our visas in time.
IDIOMS - LESSON 6
(to) cheer someone up - to make someone happy
EXAMPLE 1: Susan called her friend in the hospital to cheer her up.
EXAMPLE 2: My father has been depressed for weeks now. I don't know what to do to cheer
him up.
NOTE: You can tell somebody to "Cheer up!" if they are feeling sad.
(to) give (someone) credit - to acknowledge someone's contribution; to recognize a positive trait
in someone
EXAMPLE 1: The scientist gave his assistant credit for the discovery.
EXAMPLE 2: I can't believe you asked your boss for a raise when your company is doing so
poorly. I must give you credit for your courage!
(to) give credit where credit is due - to give thanks or acknowledgement to the person who
deserves it
EXAMPLE: I will be sure to thank you when I give my speech. I always give credit where
credit is due.
(to) go into business - to start a business
EXAMPLE 1: Jeff decided to go into business selling baseball cards.
EXAMPLE 2: Eva went into business selling her homemade muffins.
good thinking - good idea; smart planning
EXAMPLE 1: I'm glad you brought an umbrella — that was good thinking!
EXAMPLE 2: You reserved our movie tickets over the Internet? Good thinking!
(to) have a heart of gold - to be very kind and giving
EXAMPLE 1: Alexander has a heart of gold and always thinks of others before himself.
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EXAMPLE 2: You adopted five children from a Romanian orphanage? You've got a heart of
gold!
Help yourself - serve yourself
EXAMPLE 1: "Help yourselves to cookies and coffee," said Maria before the meeting started.
EXAMPLE 2: You don't need to wait for me to offer you something. Please just help yourself to
whatever you want.
NOTE: Pay attention to the reflexive form: Help yourself in singular, help yourselves in plural.
(to be) in a bad mood - unhappy; depressed; irritable
EXAMPLE 1: After her boyfriend broke up with her, Nicole was in a bad mood for several
days.
EXAMPLE 2: I don't like to see you in a bad mood. How can I cheer you up?
just what the doctor ordered - exactly what was needed
EXAMPLE 1: Martin wanted a hot drink after spending the day skiing. A cup of hot cocoa was
just what the doctor ordered.
EXAMPLE 2: Our trip to Florida was so relaxing. It was just what the doctor ordered!
(to) make a bundle - to make a lot of money
EXAMPLE 1: Bob's friend Charles made a bundle in the stock market and retired at age 45.
EXAMPLE 2: Sara made a bundle selling her old fur coats on eBay, a website where you can
buy and sell used things.
(to be) on edge - nervous; irritable
EXAMPLE 1: Whenever Susan feels on edge, she takes several deep breaths and starts to feel
more relaxed.
EXAMPLE 2: Ever since his car accident, Neil has felt on edge.
out of this world - delicious
EXAMPLE 1: Mrs. Field's oatmeal raisin cookies are out of this world!
EXAMPLE 2: Mmmm, I love your chicken soup. It's out of this world!
(to) pig out [slang] - to eat greedily; to stuff oneself
EXAMPLE 1: Ted pigged out on hot dogs and hamburgers at the barbeque and then got a
stomachache.
EXAMPLE 2: "Nicole, stop pigging out on cookies or you'll never be able to eat your dinner!"
NOTE: Pay attention to the preposition "on" after the verb "to pig out."
One can pig out on hotdogs, pig out on candy, pig out on ice cream.
IDIOMS - LESSON 7
bright and early - early in the morning
EXAMPLE 1: Our flight to Berlin leaves at 7:00 a.m. tomorrow, so we'll have to get up bright
and early.
EXAMPLE 2: We have lots of cookies to bake so we'll have to start bright and early tomorrow.
SYNONYM: at the crack of dawn
crash course - short and intensive instruction
EXAMPLE 1: Yesterday, Joan's son sat down with her for a couple of hours and gave her a
crash course on using the Internet.
EXAMPLE 2: Rachel had a date on Friday night with an auto mechanic. He gave her a crash
course on changing her oil.
Fat chance! - definitely not
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EXAMPLE 1: The boys at school are always laughing at Dana. Will she be invited to the school
dance? Fat chance!
EXAMPLE 2: You want to borrow my new car and drive it across the country?
Fat chance!
SYNONYMS: never in a million years; no way!
(to) give it a shot - to try something
EXAMPLE 1: I've never tried to make wine in my bathtub before, but perhaps I'll give it a shot.
EXAMPLE 2: You can't open that jar? Let me give it a shot.
SYNONYMS: to give it a try; to try one's hand at something
NOTE: "To give it one's best shot" means to try as hard as one can. I know you're nervous about
the interview — just give it your best shot.
happy camper [slang] - a happy person; a satisfied participant
EXAMPLE 1: When Linda's passport was stolen in Florence, she was not a happy camper.
EXAMPLE 2: Steve is taking five difficult courses this semester. He's not a happy camper!
NOTE: This expression is usually used in the negative (not a happy camper).
(to have) mixed feelings - to feel positive about one aspect of something and negative about
another
EXAMPLE 1: When our houseguests decided to stay for another week, I had mixed feelings. On
the one hand, I enjoyed hanging out with them. On the other hand, I was tired of cooking for
them.
EXAMPLE 2: I have mixed feelings about the president of our company. He's good with the
clients, but he's nasty to his employees.
needless to say - obviously
EXAMPLE 1: You've got a test tomorrow morning. Needless to say, you can't stay out late
tonight.
EXAMPLE 2: Needless to say, you shouldn't have waited until Christmas Eve to do your
shopping. The stores are going to be very crowded!
SYNONYM: it goes without saying. Example: You've got a test tomorrow, so it goes without
saying that you can't stay out late tonight.
(to) not have a clue - to know nothing about
EXAMPLE 1: Bob talks about working at McDonald's, but the truth is he doesn't have a clue
about making hamburgers.
EXAMPLE 2: "Do you know how to fix a broken printer?" - "No, I don't have a clue!"
(to) not sleep a wink - to be awake all night
EXAMPLE 1: Ted was so nervous about his chemistry test that he didn't sleep a wink the night
before.
EXAMPLE 2: It's not surprising that Jill didn't sleep a wink last night.
She drank a large cup of coffee before going to bed.
(to) work like a dog - to work very hard
EXAMPLE 1: Larry became an investment banker after college, and now he works like a dog.
EXAMPLE 2: Al worked like a dog on his term paper and got an "A+" on it.
SYNONYMS: to work one's tail off; to work like a horse; to work one's
IDIOMS - LESSON 8
(to) beat around the bush - to talk around the subject; to avoid getting to the point
EXAMPLE 1: Kara beat around the bush for an hour, then finally told us she needed a ride to
Kennedy Airport.
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EXAMPLE 2: If you want something, tell me. Don't beat around the bush!
dime a dozen - so plentiful as to be nothing special; common
EXAMPLE 1: Reality TV shows are a dime a dozen these days.
EXAMPLE 2: There are so many Starbucks coffee shops in Manhattan, they're a dime a dozen.
NOTE: This expression comes from the fact that a "dime" is worth only ten cents (very little
value).
Good for you! - Good job! Well done!
EXAMPLE 1: You won $100,000 on the TV game show Jeopardy? Good for you!
EXAMPLE 2: You passed your math test? Good for you!
hard times - a time of difficulty
EXAMPLE 1: Since his wife left him for her dentist, Dan has been going through hard times.
EXAMPLE 2: Nancy's family is going through hard times. Her father just lost his job.
(to be) in good spirits - happy; in a good mood
EXAMPLE 1: After she won the tennis tournament, Elizabeth was in good spirits.
EXAMPLE 2: Sam was in good spirits after receiving his Christmas bonus.
made of money - very rich
EXAMPLE 1: My neighbor is re-modeling his house to look like Versailles. He doesn't have
good taste, but he certainly is made of money.
EXAMPLE 2: Max should be willing to loan you $10,000 to start your new business. He's made
of money.
SYNONYMS: loaded; rolling in dough; to have money to burn
(to) make a splash - to win popularity quickly
EXAMPLE 1: Nicole's beautiful cousin Cecilia from Santo Domingo really made a splash at the
high school dance.
EXAMPLE 2: Those new jeans really made a splash. All the kids are wearing them.
SYNONYM: to be a hit
(to) pay (someone) back - to repay a loan or debt
EXAMPLE 1: Nicole paid her friend back the $10 she borrowed.
EXAMPLE 2: You can borrow $50, but don't forget to pay me back!
NOTE: "Pay back" also means to "get revenge." Example: I know you're the one who stole my
car, and one day I'll think of a way to pay you back!
pipe dream - an unrealistic hope
EXAMPLE 1: Susan would like to move to New Zealand and write romance novels, but she
knows that's just a pipe dream.
EXAMPLE 2: You want to become a famous actor on Broadway? That sounds like a pipe
dream.
(to) shell out - to pay (often more than one would like)
EXAMPLE 1: Bob shelled out $5,000 for Nicole's piano lessons before she decided she'd rather
play the flute.
EXAMPLE 2: How much am I going to have to shell out to get two tickets to the Rolling Stones
concert?
(to) take (something) by storm - to win popularity quickly
EXAMPLE 1: The play "The Producers" really took New York by storm.
EXAMPLE 2: That new restaurant really took Chicago by storm!
(that's or those are) the breaks - when something bad happens and you can't do anything about
it
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EXAMPLE 1: By the time we got to the theater, the new Harry Potter movie was already sold
out. Oh well, that's the breaks!
EXAMPLE 2: Your glasses fell on a rock and broke while you were fishing?
Those are the breaks!
wise guy [slang] - a smart aleck; one who makes a lot of sarcastic comments
EXAMPLE 1: When Mrs. Lee asked Joey what he wanted to be when he grew up, he said, "An
adult." She told him not to be such a wise guy.
EXAMPLE 2: That clerk in the video store is a real wise guy. He's always making nasty
comments about the customers.

IDIOMS - LESSON 9
beside the point - see Lesson 3
brown-noser [slang] - a person who's constantly trying to win favor with people above them,
such as teachers or bosses
EXAMPLE 1: Lauren is such a brown-noser. She's always telling her teacher how much she
enjoys class.
EXAMPLE 2: Dennis brought the boss lunch today? What a brown-noser!
NOTE: You will also see the verb form of this expression: "to brownnose."
Example: Dennis is always brown-nosing the boss, but I still don't think he's going to get a
promotion.
by far - by a wide margin; by a great difference
EXAMPLE 1: Some people think Tom Hanks is by far the best actor in America today.
EXAMPLE 2: Mediterranean Grill is by far the best restaurant in town. No wonder it's so hard
to get a reservation there!
SYNONYMS: by a long shot; far and away; hands down
(to) count on someone - to depend or rely on someone
EXAMPLE 1: My brother has a great sense of humor, so I can always count on him to cheer me
up.
EXAMPLE 2: If I can count on you to wake me up, I won't set my alarm clock.
(to be) crazy about - see Lesson 3
full of oneself - to think too much of oneself
EXAMPLE 1: After Angela appeared on the cover of Vogue magazine, she was really full of
herself.
EXAMPLE 2: Mitch thinks he's really great. He's so full of himself.
(to) get down to business - to get serious about a task
EXAMPLE 1: The book club members spent the first two hours of their meeting eating and
drinking before finally getting down to business.
EXAMPLE 2: Our dinner guests are arriving in two hours. We'd better get down to business
and start preparing.
(to) get or to have under one's belt - to have or to get experience
EXAMPLE 1: Kristen had three years of working for a large law firm under her belt before
leaving to start her own firm.
EXAMPLE 2: Ernie needs to get an MBA under his belt to get the job he wants.
(to) give (someone) a run for (one's) money - to be strong competition
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EXAMPLE 1: We lost the soccer tournament, but we certainly gave the girls from Stamford
High School a run for their money.
EXAMPLE 2: Tina is a good tennis player and always gives me a run for my money.
(to) give someone the cold shoulder - to be cold to someone on purpose; to snub someone
EXAMPLE 1: When Lisa saw Amber at the mall, she didn't even stop to talk to her. She really
gave her the cold shoulder.
EXAMPLE 2: I can't understand why Joe would give you the cold shoulder. I thought you two
were good friends!
SYNONYM: to blow someone off. Example: Amber can't understand why Lisa blew her off at
the mall.
(to not) give someone the time of day - to ignore someone; to refuse to pay any attention to
someone
EXAMPLE 1: Sandra never gave me the time of day back in college, but now she calls me all
the time for advice.
EXAMPLE 2: Why don't you find a new stockbroker? Yours is always so busy, she barely gives
you the time of day.
goody-goody - self-righteously or smugly good
EXAMPLE 1: Goody-goodies usually sit in the front row and smile at the teacher during class.
EXAMPLE 2: Samantha is a real goody-goody. She always offers to erase the blackboard at the
end of class.
SYNONYMS: goody two-shoes; teacher's pet
it's a deal - I agree (to a proposal or offer)
EXAMPLE 1: You'll make dinner every night for a month if I help you with your homework?
Okay, it's a deal!
EXAMPLE 2: "If you rake up all the leaves in front of the house, I'll do the dishes'' - "It's a
deal!"
(to) kid around - to joke around; to tease
EXAMPLE 1: Jeremy loves to kid around, so don't be offended by anything he says.
EXAMPLE 2: While they were kidding around, Tim accidentally poked Rob in the eye. He had
to be rushed to the emergency room of the hospital.
NOTE: YOU will often here this in the negative "not kidding around." This means to take
something very seriously. Example: The White House is not kidding around with airport
security.
(to) talk into - to persuade; to convince
EXAMPLE 1: Chris didn't want to jump out of the plane, but Erin talked him into it.
EXAMPLE 2: Stop trying to talk me into going to the dance club on Saturday night. I already
decided that I'm going to Maria's party instead.
you scratch my back and I'll scratch yours - if you do me a favor, I'll do you a favor; let's
cooperate
EXAMPLE 1: I'll help you with your homework if you do the dishes. You scratch my back and
I'll scratch yours.
EXAMPLE 2: If I drive you into the city, will you pick up my dry cleaning?
You scratch my back and I'll scratch yours.
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IDIOMS - LESSON 10
ballpark figure - an approximate number
EXAMPLE 1: The auto mechanic didn't know exactly how much the repairs would cost, but he
was able to give me a ballpark figure.
EXAMPLE 2: The plumber estimated that it would cost $150 to fix our sink, but that was just a
ballpark figure.
Don't mention it! - you're welcome
EXAMPLE 1: "Thanks for bringing the cookies," I said to Susan. "Don't mention it!" she
replied.
EXAMPLE 2: "Thanks for picking up my suit at the dry cleaners." - "Don't mention it. It was
my pleasure."
(to) figure out - to solve; to determine
EXAMPLE 1: Ted couldn't figure out one of his math problems, so he asked his sister for help.
EXAMPLE 2: Susan is sure she'll never figure out why kids today behave the way they do.
from scratch - from the beginning; using all fresh ingredients rather than using a prepared mix
EXAMPLE 1: The house was in such bad shape, they decided to tear it down and re-build it
from scratch.
EXAMPLE 2: You baked these muffins from scratch? They're delicious!
(to) go nuts [slang] - to react with great enthusiasm
EXAMPLE 1: When Tiger Woods got a hole-in-one during the golf tournament, the crowd went
nuts.
EXAMPLE 2: When Eminem appeared on stage, everybody went nuts.
NOTE: This expression also means "to go crazy" or "to become crazy with anger." Example: Jim
went nuts when his wife told him she was leaving him for another man.
(to) jump the gun - to start doing something too soon or ahead of everybody else
EXAMPLE 1: Nicole really jumped the gun by writing her acceptance speech before the results
of the elections were announced.
EXAMPLE 2: The bookstore jumped the gun by selling the new Harry Potter book two weeks
before its official release date.
just kidding - talking more to get a laugh than anything
EXAMPLE 1: I was just kidding when I said your new orange dress makes you look like a
pumpkin.
EXAMPLE 2: Are you sure that's your boyfriend? I thought he was your grandfather. Just
kidding!
(to) make a pig of oneself [slang] - to overeat; to eat too much
EXAMPLE 1: I made a pig of myself by eating four slices of pie.
EXAMPLE 2: Of course you could eat another hamburger, but you don't want to make a pig of
yourself.
(to) make time for - to put time in one's schedule for something
EXAMPLE 1: Don is a busy lawyer, but he always makes time for his family.
EXAMPLE 2: I'll be sure to make time for you when you visit me.
out of this world - see Lesson 6
(to) roll up one's sleeves - to prepare to work
EXAMPLE 1: Let's roll up our sleeves and finish making these cookies!
EXAMPLE 2: You'd better roll up your sleeves and finish your homework.
(to) sit tight - to wait patiently
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EXAMPLE 1: Nicole won't hear back from the colleges she applied to until April. For now,
she'll just have to sit tight.
EXAMPLE 2: Sit tight, the doctor will be with you in a few minutes.
(to) talk over - see Lesson 1
What's up? - What's going on? What's new?
EXAMPLE 1: What's up? I haven't spoken to you in a long time.
EXAMPLE 2: You never call me anymore. What's up with that?
you can say that again - I agree with you
EXAMPLE 1: You think our house needs repairs? You can say that again — even our toilet is
broken!
EXAMPLE 2: "The weather is so nasty today." - "You can say that again! I don't even want to
go outside!"
IDIOMS - LESSON 11
can't complain - things are going well; I'm fine
EXAMPLE 1: "How's business, Mike?" - "Can't complain. I sold a lot of computers this
month."
EXAMPLE 2: "How are things going at your new job?"- "Can't complain."
(to) crunch numbers - to perform calculations (especially financial calculations)
EXAMPLE 1: Scott loves to crunch numbers, so he decided to become an accountant.
EXAMPLE 2: Wendy spends all her time at work in front of the computer crunching numbers
and analyzing sales data.
(to) drive a hard bargain - to be tough in negotiating an agreement; to negotiate something in
one's favor
EXAMPLE 1: I wanted to pay less for the car, but the salesman drove a hard bargain.
EXAMPLE 2: Eric drove a hard bargain and got the company to raise their salary offer by
$15,000.
(to) get the ball rolling - to get started
EXAMPLE 1: Let's get the ball rolling on this project. We've only got one week to finish it.
EXAMPLE 2: If we don't get the ball rolling on our vacation plans soon, we'll end up going
nowhere.
How's it going? - How are you?
EXAMPLE 1: "How's it going?" I asked Ted. "Everything's fine. How are you?" he replied.
EXAMPLE 2: "How's it going?" Vladimir asked me. "Not bad," I replied.
(to) make a living - to earn enough money to support oneself
EXAMPLE 1: Many people laugh at him, but Bill actually makes a living selling gourmet dog
food.
EXAMPLE 2: Danny makes some money playing his guitar on street corners, but not enough to
make a living.
now you're talking - you're saying the right thing
EXAMPLE 1: You want to offer me free tickets to the J. Lo concert? Now you're talking!
EXAMPLE 2: You'd like to offer me a $10,000 raise and a corner office? Now you're talking!
out of the question - impossible
EXAMPLE 1: My friend Emily wanted me to climb Mount McKinley with her, but I told her it
was out of the question.
EXAMPLE 2: You want to borrow my new car and drive it across the country? I'm sorry, but
that's out of the question.
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(to) sweeten the deal - to make an offer more attractive
EXAMPLE 1: IBM offered to sweeten the deal by giving John a company car if he agreed to
work for them.
EXAMPLE 2: We really want you to take the job here at Magna Corporation, so let us know
what we can do to sweeten the deal.
take it or leave it - accept or reject an offer, usually a final one
EXAMPLE 1: The highest salary we can offer you is $50,000 a year — take it or leave it.
EXAMPLE 2: I'm offering to do the dishes for one week if you'll help me with my science
project. Take it or leave it.
(to) twist (someone's) arm - to persuade someone; to convince someone
EXAMPLE 1: Ted didn't want to get another tattoo on his back, but Amber twisted his arm.
EXAMPLE 2: Okay, you've twisted my arm. You can borrow my new car and drive it across
the country.
worth one's while - worthy of one's effort or time
EXAMPLE 1: It would be worth your while to audition for the game show Jeopardy. You'd
probably win a lot of money.
EXAMPLE 2: Let me make it worth your while to work weekends. I'll pay you an extra $10 per
hour on Saturdays and Sundays.
IDIOMS - LESSON 12
(to) bite off more than one can chew - to take on more than one is capable of; to take on too
much
EXAMPLE 1: Jennifer is having a dinner party for 50 people, and she can't even cook. I think
she's bitten off more than she can chew.
EXAMPLE 2: You agreed to host 50 exchange students from Korea? Aren't you afraid you've
bitten off more than you can chew?
SYNONYM: to be or to get in over one's head. Example: Jennifer is in over her head with this
dinner party!
(to be) down in the dumps - see Lesson 5
for heaven's sake! - A way of expressing emotions such as surprise, outrage, or impatience
EXAMPLE 1: Hurry up, for heaven's sake! You're going to be late for school.
EXAMPLE 2: Oh, for heaven's sake! Yesterday, I made three dozen chocolate chip cookies,
and today there's only one cookie left!
SYNONYMS: for God's sake, for goodness sake, for Pete's sake
(to) get going - to get started on something; to set off for a destination; to leave
EXAMPLE 1: If you don't get going on your homework soon, you're going to be up all night.
EXAMPLE 2: We'd better get going to the restaurant now. Otherwise, we'll be late for our seven
o'clock reservation.
SYNONYMS: to get a move on; to get the show on the road
(to) help out - to give assistance; to help
EXAMPLE 1: Amber offered to help out in the kitchen by chopping nuts.
EXAMPLE 2: I'd be happy to help out by baking cookies for the picnic.
SYNONYM: to lend a hand
like a chicken with its head cut off- in a hysterical manner; in a frenzy; in a very nervous way
EXAMPLE 1: Ken was late for work, and he couldn't find his car keys. He was running around
his apartment like a chicken with its head cut off.
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EXAMPLE 2: Patricia ran around the school looking for her lost backpack like a chicken with
its head cut off.
NOTE: This idiom is usually used with the phrase "to run around" as in the above examples.
like crazy - with great speed or enthusiasm
EXAMPLE 1: When Pete Sampras won the tennis match, the crowd started cheering like crazy.
EXAMPLE 2: Ann ran like crazy, but she still didn't manage to catch the bus.
like pulling teeth - very difficult
EXAMPLE 1: It's like pulling teeth getting Max to talk about his girlfriend.
EXAMPLE 2: Kyle hates to study. It's like pulling teeth getting him to do his homework every
night.
never mind - don't worry about something; forget it; it doesn't matter
EXAMPLE 1: You forgot to pick up eggs at the supermarket? Never mind. I'll get them
tomorrow morning.
EXAMPLE 2: Never mind what your friends say. You need to do what you think is right.
(to) pitch in - to help
EXAMPLE 1: Nicole offered to pitch in and clean up her neighborhood beach. She picked up
five plastic cups and an old towel.
EXAMPLE 2: If you need my help, just ask. I'd be happy to pitch in.
SYNONYMS: to lend a hand, to lend a helping hand; to help out (to) run around - to move
about quickly
EXAMPLE 1: I've been running around all day making final arrangements for our trip to Costa
Rica tomorrow.
EXAMPLE 2: Debbie is exhausted. She ran around town all day today.
things are looking up - things are improving
EXAMPLE 1: Elizabeth found a wonderful new job and just moved into a beautiful new
apartment. Things are looking up for her.
EXAMPLE 2: Things are looking up with the economy.
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Appendix (3a)
A Pre and Post Oral Speaking Test before Modification
1)

When was the last time you really put your back into doing something?

2)

When was the last time someone gave you a slap on the back for your good work?

3)

Who would you be really glad to see the back of forever?

4)

If people call you bad names, is it like water off a duck‘s back?

5)

What do you find so easy that you could do it with one arm tied behind your back?

6)

Do you do bad things the minute your boss‘ / teacher‘s / parent‘s back is turned?

7)

Do you ever have to watch your back to make sure nothing bad happens to you?

8)

Have you ever turned your back on someone / something and simply walked away?

9)

To get you angry, what is the straw that breaks the camel‘s back?

10)

Who is your usual shoulder to carry on? Why that person?

11)

Do you take everything to heart? Why would you say that?

12)

Have you ever felt like you were out of luck?

13)

What do you do to catch your friends' eyes when you see them?

14)

What makes your blood boil?

15)

Do you skip a head of boring parts in books or movies?

16)

Would you turn a blind eye to your company breaking the law, or would you go to the
police?

17)

What do you do when you are out of money?

18)

What are you going to do when you get out of here?

19)

My boss just gave me a raise in salary. Am I feeling blue?

20)

I always like to keep some extra money in the bank for an emergency. Am I in the black?

21)

Is something that is a piece of cake easy to do or hard to do? Name things that are a piece
of cake for you to do.

22)

John has a good job today because he won a million dollars in the lottery. Is he in a pickle?
Bob thinks his daughter is the best. Is she the apple of his eye?
Mike knew it was me when I phoned him. Does he have a sixth sense?
Marvin stays in bed all day. Does he work like a dog?
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Appendix (3b)
A Pre and Post Oral Speaking Test after Modification
Name :…………………………...
The researcher divided the students into five groups in order to answer the questions one by one,
the questions were four for each group (20 questions total for all groups); and each student in
every group had to answer the four questions (5x4=20)
Time: 60 munities for each group
Example: the teacher called the student and the exam time was for 12 minutes which was
divided into three parts. In the first part, the teacher asked the student questions about herself
such as introduce yourself or what is your hobby etc., in the second part; the student was given a
question in a card about the idioms' questions with some details for making the idea more easier
such as: Have you ever been out of money?
When?
Where?
What did you do?
In the last part, the teacher made a discussion for the other three questions such as:
Do you take everything to heart?
The teacher stared the discussion with easy questions in order to ask the three questions.

Group (1)
Student No. ( )
1.

Who is your usual shoulder to carry on? Why is that person?

2.

Do you take everything to heart? Why would you say that?

3.

Have you ever felt like you were out of luck?

4.

What do you do to catch your friends' eyes when you see them?
…………………………………………………………………………………
Group (2)
Student No. ( )

1.

What makes your blood boil?

2.

Do you skip a head of boring parts in books or movies?

3.

Would you turn a blind eye to your company breaking the law, or would you go to the
police?

4.

What do you do when you are out of money?
………………………………………………………………………………….
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Group (3)
Student No. ( )
1.

What are you going to do when you get out of here?

2.

My boss just gave me a raise in salary. Am I feeling blue?

3.

I always like to keep some extra money in the bank for an emergency. Am I in the black?

4.

Is something that is a piece of cake easy to do or hard to do? Name things that are a piece
of cake for you to do.
………………………………………………………………………………….

Group (4)
Student No. ( )
1.

John has a good job today because he won a million dollars in the lottery. Is he in a
pickle?

2.

Bob thinks his daughter is the best. Is she the apple of his eye?

3.

Mike knew it was me when I phoned him. Does he have a sixth sense?

4.

Marvin stays in bed all day. Does he work like a dog?
…………………………………………………………………………………

Group (5)
Student No. ( )
1.

I can't see a thing without my glasses. Am I as blind as a bat?

2.

If you put your put cards on the table, do you hide anything?

3.

The witness told the truth, and everybody believed him. Was it a cock-and-bull story?

4.

Every weekday I go from my house to school, then back again. Do I go back and forth to
school during the week?
…………………………………………………………………………………
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Appendix (4)
Referees Committee
Name

Institute

1.

Dr. Mosheer Amer

The Islamic University of Gaza

2.

Dr. Asad Abu Sharikh

Gaza University

3.

Dr. Said Farahat

Al-Aqsa University

4.

Mr. Falah Shalan

Al-Azhar university-Gaza

5.

Dr. Mohammed Al-hajj Ahmed

The Islamic University of Gaza

6.

Mrs. Wafa Hamad

University of Palestine - Gaza
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Appendix (5)
Assessment of the Rubric of the Pre and Post Oral Test and an IBTP
Al Azhar University of Gaza
Deanship of Postgraduates Studies
Faculty of Education
Department of Curricula and Teaching Methods

Speaking Rubric for Testing Speaking Skills
Subject: Refereeing Speaking Rubric Test
Dear Dr. ………………………….
The researcher is conducting a study in partial fulfillment of a master's degree in curricula
and teaching methods.
The study title is:
The Effectiveness of a Training Program Based on Idioms to Enhance Speaking Skills for
English Majors at AL-Azhar University- Gaza.
In order to achieve the purpose of the study, the researcher prepared the following
instruments.
1.

Oral speaking rubric for testing speaking skills (Fluency, Vocabulary and Accuracy)

2.

Achievement speaking skills test.

3.

An idiom based training program ( IBTP)
You are kindly requested to check each instrument and write your response respectively.
Your notes and response will be highly appreciated.

Thank you
The researcher: Aya Safi
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Appendix (6a)
The Researcher' Oral Speaking Rubric for Testing Speaking Skills (Fluency, Vocabulary and Accuracy) before Modification
1- very poor 2- poor 3- good 4- very good 5- excellent
Speaking skills
Vocabulary

5
- Uses a variety of
structures.

Fluency

4
- Uses adequate
vocabulary.

3

2

- Uses limited

- Understands words and

vocabulary.

phrases; requires repetitions. - hasn't the ability to understand verbal cues and

- uses varied idioms

- Uses some complex - has the ability to

-understand

sentences.

- Uses functional vocabulary.

- Uses limited vocabulary.

respond appropriately.

- Has the ability to

Hasn‘t the ability to communicate ideas unless given

understand most

classroom

verbal cues and

discussion
-Speaks fluidly by

- Speaks with

almost respond
-Has
the ability to
appropriately.

using idioms.

occasional hesitation. communicate clearly communicate with some

Speaks without breaks. - Speaks mostly

1

and smoothly with

prompts.

prompts.

fluidly, semi-frequent minimal hesitation.
or a few long breaks.
Accuracy

-Uses sentence –

-Pronounces almost

- has the ability to use Has the ability to use sentence Hasn‘t the ability to use sentence structure,

pronounces stricter

all words correctly.

sentence structure,

structure, vocabulary, and

correctly.

-understands

vocabulary and

grammar correctly with some

classroom discussion grammar correctly
with repetition,

errors.

with some errors

rephrasing and
clarification.
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vocabulary, and grammar correctly ( many errors).

Appendix (6b)
The Researcher's Oral Speaking Rubric for Testing Speaking Skills (Fluency, Vocabulary and Accuracy) after Modification
1- very poor 2- poor 3- good 4- very good 5- excellent
Speaking skills

5

4

3

2

1

Vocabulary

- Uses a variety of words.
- uses varied idioms
-understand classroom
discussion

- Uses adequate
vocabulary.
- Uses some complex
sentences.

- Uses limited
vocabulary.
- has the ability to
understand most verbal
cues and almost respond
appropriately.

- Understands words and
- Uses functional
phrases; requires repetitions. vocabulary.
- Uses limited vocabulary.
- hasn't the ability to
understand verbal cues and
respond appropriately.

Fluency

-Speaks fluidly by using
idioms.
-Speaks without breaks.

- Speaks with occasional
hesitation.
- Speaks mostly fluidly,
semi-frequent or a few
long breaks.

-Has the ability to
communicate clearly
and smoothly with
minimal hesitation.

- Has the ability to
communicate with some
prompts.

Hasn‘t the ability to
communicate ideas unless
given prompts.

Accuracy

-Uses sentences
-Pronounces the words
correctly without errors.

-Pronounces almost all
words correctly.
-Understands classroom
discussion with repetition,
rephrasing and
clarification.

- Has the ability to use
sentence structure,
vocabulary and
grammar correctly with
some errors

Has the ability to use
sentence structure,
vocabulary, and grammar
correctly with some errors.

Hasn‘t the ability to use
sentence structure,
vocabulary, and grammar
correctly (many errors).

Total
"15 marks"
Comments
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A rubric is a measurement tool that describes the criteria against which a performance, behavior
or product is compared and measured (Rogers, 2011). This Rubric was designed by the
researcher with reference to these websites:
www.cal.org : Student Oral Language Observation Matrix
www.misd.net: Oral Language
www.teacherspayteachers.com: Oral Language Rubric for Speaking, Listening and Responding
lsk.sd54.bc.ca: Learner Support
https://www.ets.org/s/toefl/pdf/toefl_speaking_rubrics.pdf: Independent Speaking Rubric
www.schreyerinstitute.psu.edu: The Basics of Rubric
and in agreement with professors and university doctors in accordance with the training program
based on idiom so it consisted of three speaking skills " fluency, vocabulary and accuracy"; those
skills had 15 marks which were 5 marks for each skill.
Also, the levels of skills are as the following:
4

equals Excellent

4

equals very good

4

equals good

2

equals poor

1 equals very poor
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